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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION TO PROTEOMICS

While a genome is the ensemble of genes possessed by an organism, a proteome can be
described as the set of proteins which are expressed or modified by a cell under particular
conditions at a particular moment in time. Proteins are fundamental entities of any living
organisms, as they play a pivotal role in all cellular processes, ranging from cell growth,
differentiation, metabolism to cell death.
Protein abundance varies with time and distinct perturbation that a cell or organism
undergoes. As a result, changes in protein level, sequence and modification states are
often linked to diseases. All this makes proteins the principal level of information required to
understand how cells function.
Post translational modifications (PTMs) of the primary sequence of a protein are part of
common mechanisms for controlling the propagation of cellular signals, for instance altering
the activity state or turnover of proteins. Moreover, PTMs govern association of proteins with
other macromolecules, often proteins but also DNA, RNA, lipids and complex carbohydrates,
and small molecules such as metabolites and second messengers. In addition, PTMs can
confine proteins to specific cellular locations by regulating for instance protein-protein and
proteins-membrane interactions, thereby precisely determining the outcome of the signal
(1).
Among the multiple types of PTMs, protein phosphorylation in particular has gained
attention, due to the high occurrence and its association with many cellular functions (2).
The reversible phosphorylation of proteins regulates almost all aspects of a cell life, while
aberrant phosphorylation is a cause or consequence of many diseases, which include
Alzheimer’s disease (3), leukemia (4) and a number of other cancers (5).
In mammalian systems, phosphorylation predominantly occurs at serine, threonine and, to
a much lower extent, at tyrosine residues (6). This reversible modification is catalyzed by
a protein kinase with adenosine triphosphate (ATP) as phosphoryl donor. Protein kinases
are among the largest families of genes in eukaryotes and have been intensively studied. In
particular, mutations and deregulation of protein kinases play major roles in human disease,
making them as attractive targets in disease therapy, notably cancer (7).
In order to study processes associated with phosphorylation, the analysis of the proteome
including the phosphorylation sites is crucial. Following the astonishing success of
the ‘omics’ techniques such as genomics and transcriptomics, which allowed to better
understand the complex biology of living systems, classical protein biochemistry evolved
into a high-throughput and systematic science called proteomics (8).
While genomics measures the genotype of an organism and the mRNA transcripts encoded
by the active genes are measured by transcriptomics, proteomics measures the expressed
proteins of a cell line, tissue, or organism at a given point in time. The genome is mostly
fixed while the transcriptome and proteome vary since they reflect the genes that are active
at any given time, which willbe affected by the environment.
However from the DNA transcription to the protein synthesis and beyond, additional
biological layers of regulation can take place, altering the realization of the plan encoded
by the genome. Therefore, gathering information at the proteome level has turned out to be
difficult, when comparing it to data collection at the genome and transcriptome levels.
In-depth measurements of proteomes, particularly mass spectrometry (MS)-based
proteomics, became a reality as a result of recent developments and advances in
instrumentation, sample preparation and computational analysis (9). This enables the
routine study of thousands of proteins simultaneously, mapping protein content, crosstalk
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SIGNALING NETWORKS

Signal transduction is a fundamental molecular mechanism which elaborates extracellular
information to modulate cellular functions. In a multicellular organism, elaborate signaling
mechanisms are essential for cells to communicate with each other in order to maintain
homeostasis and regulate their behavior in the body.
Signal transduction typically consists of three elements: the activator which initiates
the signal, the effectors which propagate the signal, and the attenuators which provide
negative feedback to terminate the signal. Signaling pathways function not only to transmit
information but also to process the information as it is being transmitted. Such processing
occurs because signaling pathways interact with one another to form complex signaling
networks (20-22).
Signaling cascades usually are controlled by highly dynamic and reversible PTMs (e.g.:
phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquitylation, sumoylation, etc.). In signaling pathways,
proteins are posttranslationally modified and become activated or deactivated, leading to
the modification or binding of yet another protein, a second mediator that integrates and
adapts the signal, amplifying it, by activating molecular targets, which in turn trigger other
effectors, proceeding in a cascade of signaling events through the cell, ultimately leading to
a change in phenotype and adequate response.
Mechanisms of signal transduction
Signaling events involve intricate networks, which include feedback loops, crosstalk with
other signals, such as transcriptional networks, and the integration of information controlling
the state of the cell. These elaborated networks are responsible for key processes such as
growth, development, differentiation, apoptosis and repair. Although the nature of signals
and their processing can be very diverse, they follow the same general principles. Signals
need to be specific to lead to a quick and efficient cellular response and quenched once
the response has been obtained. To guarantee speed, efficiency, and specificity in signal
transduction, several mechanisms are employed:
i) spatial regulation; co-localization concentrates signaling proteins and therefore enhances
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and activation states to a certain point of time for a certain type of condition (10, 11).
However, proteome analysis can be quite challenging as at least 100,000 protein isoforms,
resulting from posttranscriptional and posttranslational modifications, can be expressed in
the human proteome, starting from just the 20,000 protein-coding genes. On top of the vast
amount of different protein isoforms, protein localization, interaction and abundance are
crucial parameters that further increase the complexity of biological samples. This increasing
complexity poses serious challenges on analytical methods to determine the cellular protein
contents, profile the expression levels and PTM state (12), which will ultimately contribute to
understand the complex regulation of signaling networks.
Recent progress in fast, sensitive and accurate mass spectrometers has enabled substantial
proteome coverage (13-15). Moreover, progressively improving peptide separation and
enrichment techniques contribute significantly to increasing the depth of proteome and
phosphoproteome coverage (5, 16-19). As the number of methodologies and applications
in MS-based (phospho)proteomics is virtually limitless, this general introduction chapter
mainly focuses on those relevant for the studies described in my thesis.
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interaction efficiency (23, 24). Moreover, because the scaffold proteins guide the interactions
between the successive signaling proteins, the signal can be relayed with precision, speed,
and efficiency; therefore, unwanted cross-talk between signaling pathways is avoided.
ii) domain-domain interactions; structurally conserved protein domains provide recognition
patterns for signaling proteins to facilitate their functions (25).
iii) optimized dynamics; reaction dynamics vary for different proteins and different signals (6,
26). Often, similar dynamics are observed among correlating proteins, such as components
of protein complexes.
iv) diversity; proteins can be selectively expressed according to their function in different
tissues and cell types. Accordingly, isoforms may perform different specific functions (27,
28).
Phosphorylation and signaling
Phosphorylation is a fast and transient mode of regulation of protein function and the extent
to which protein phosphorylation/dephosphorylation participates in signaling has been
shown to be extremely remarkable (29).
In eukaryotes phosphorylation predominantly occurs on side chains of serine, threonine
and tyrosine residues (6), and very rarely on histidine, arginine or lysine side-chains (30).
Phosphorylation of serine and threonine residues often activates enzymes, while
phosphorylation of tyrosine residues can either affect the activity of an enzyme or induce a
conformational change on the receptor. The structural changes associated with the addition
of the phosphate group may also generate docking sites for other proteins via specific
protein domains (i.e. SH2/PTB domains) on the interacting proteins (31).
Signaling cascades usually begin with the phosphorylation of a substrate protein, thereby
modifying the behavior of the protein and signaling is terminated when the phosphate
group is removed by a phosphatase (Figure 1). In some cases, phosphorylation terminates
the signaling cascade and dephosphorylation leads to activation. The balance between
activation and deactivation of signaling pathways is an absolute requirement for proper
functioning of the cell (32).
Dephosphorylation
(Phosphatase)

Phosphorylation
(Kinase)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of reversible protein phosphorylation under the balanced action of protein kinases
and phosphatases, with ATP as a phosphoryl donor. Adapted from reference 32.

It is estimated that approximately one-third of proteins encoded by the human genome
undergoes phosphorylation at some point in its life cycle. In addition, a given protein can be
modified by more than one type of PTM allowing for crosstalk with other signals (33).
It has been shown that many substrates of cyclin dependent kinases are completely
phosphorylated at particular stages of the cell cycle (34). This high stoichiometry of
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Protein kinases
The human genome encodes around 500 protein kinases and around 150 protein
phosphatases, which together make up about 3.5% of the proteome (35). Of the 518 human
protein kinases, 478 belong to a single superfamily whose catalytic domains are related in
sequence.
Several classification schemes for kinases have been proposed (36), essentially based on
similarities between sequence and structure, which frequently, though not always, correlates
with their biological functions. Similarity between the catalytic domains is primarily use to
group kinases into 7 groups (Figure 2): AGC, CAMK, CK1, CMGC, STE, TK and TKL.

STE
CK1

AGC

TKL
CAMK

ATYPICAL

TK

CMGC

Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree depicting the relationships between members of the complete superfamily of human
protein kinases. Major groups are labeled and colored. Adapted from http://kinase.com/human/kinome/.

The AGC group is named after the protein kinase A, G, and C families and contains
many core intracellular signaling kinases which are modulated by cyclic nucleotides,
phospholipids and calcium. For many AGC kinases, activation involves phosphorylation
of two highly conserved regulatory motifs. These are the activation loop, located in the
catalytic domain, and the hydrophobic motif, present in a non-catalytic region following the
kinase domain. Several AGC kinases also contain another important phosphorylation site
that promotes their integrity, which is termed the turn motif. AGC kinases phosphorylate a
wide range of proteins that regulate many cellular processes, therefore it is inevitable that
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phosphorylation on these proteins possibly ensure effective inactivation of an entire
substrate population. Most other proteins show low phosphorylation stoichiometry, which
might be sufficient for ensuring effective activity.

Chapter 1

their dysregulation has been linked to several disease, such as cancer and diabetes (37).
The CAMK group is named after Calcium and Calmodulin-regulated kinases, and has several
other related families. Members of this group are involved in a large number of cellular
responses induced by hormones, neurotransmitters and other signaling components. Some
of these CaMKs are dedicated kinases in that they have a single substrate, others, such
as CaMKI, CaMKII and CaMKIV operate as multifunctional enzymes that phosphorylate a
wide range of substrates (38). Constitutively active CAMK kinases (i.e., CAMKII) has been
associated to cardiac pathologies, such as heart failure and arrhythmias (39).
CK1 is a small but ancient family of kinases; involved in many diverse and important cellular
functions, such as regulation of membrane transport, cell division, DNA repair, circadian
rhythms, nuclear localization and apoptosis (40).
The CMGC kinases are an essential and typically the largest group of kinases found in all
eukaryotes. This group essentially comprises of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs), mitogenactivated protein kinases (MAPKs). CDKs regulate the progression through the different
phases of the cell cycle. Tumor progression is frequently associated with alterations in
CDKs activity (41). MAPKs play a pivotal role in the regulation of many cellular processes
and MAPK cascades are extensively involved in the control of cell fate decisions such
as proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis. The aberrant activity of MAPKs has been
associated to several diseases ranging from cancer to inflammatory disease to obesity and
diabetes (42).
The STE group consists of three main families, whose many members sequentially activate
each other to then activate members of the MAPK family.
The TK group comprises of 90 kinases, which phosphorylate tyrosine residues, acting
primarily as growth factor receptors or in downstream signaling from growth factors. TK are
important mediators of several signaling cascades, and are implicated in many biological
processes like growth, differentiation, metabolism and apoptosis. Though their activity is
tightly regulated in normal cells, they may acquire transforming functions due to mutations
or overexpression, leading to many human malignancies, notably leukemia (43, 44).
Members of the TKL group are similar to tyrosine kinases, but their activities are generally
directed towards serine/threonine substrates.
In addition to the seven groups, there are the atypical kinases, which have no sequence
similarity to typical kinases, but are known or predicted to have enzymatic activity (35).
This group comprises of several families, among them the PIKK family is probably the most
studied, since it contains the ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and ataxia telangiectasia
and Rad3-related protein (ATR), which are involved in sensing DNA damage and activating
the DNA damage checkpoint, leading to cell cycle arrest (45).Throughout the cell cycle
the DNA is monitored for damage that can occur because of errors during replication, byproducts of metabolism, toxic drugs or ionizing radiation. The cell cycle has different DNA
damage checkpoints, which inhibit the next or maintain the current cell cycle phase. While
ATM plays a role in cell cycle delay after DNA damage, especially after double-strand breaks
(46), ATR is activated in response to persistent single-stranded DNA, which is a common
intermediate formed during DNA damage detection and repair (45).
Aberrant signal transduction
Over a decade ago, Hanahan and Weinberg defined the six hallmarks of cancer (47):
sustaining proliferative signaling; evading growth suppressors; activating invasion and
metastasis; enabling replicative immortality; inducing angiogenesis; and resisting cell death.
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Molecular targeted therapies
The heavy dependence of a variety of diseases, especially cancers, on deregulated
critical proteins, has stimulated high interest in developing molecular targeted therapies.
The introduction of the BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase inhibitor Imatinib has been a milestone
in the treatment of CML (4). Imatinib is the first of a class of small molecule inhibitors that
modulated the activity of desired selected proteins, thus, specifically killing neoplastic cells.
Since imatinib entered the market, several other small-molecule drugs targeting kinases
(mostly receptor tyrosine kinases) have been approved by the FDA and many more
inhibitors are in various stages of development or clinical trials (51, 52).
The classification of these small molecules depends on the region of interaction on the
kinase and reversibility of the inhibition (53). The vast majority of these inhibitors target
the ATP-binding site in the protein kinase. Since the targeted ATP pocket is conserved
through the kinome, this type of inhibitors generally show a tendency for promiscuity in
kinase binding/inhibition. A growing number of non-ATP competitive kinase inhibitors have
been discovered and are currently under intense investigation. This type of inhibitors target
unique allosteric sites, thereby exhibiting higher degree of specificity because they exploit
binding sites that are unique to a particular kinase or small group of kinases.
Similar to the BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase, several diseases are a result of mutations in
particular protein kinases or phosphatases and are therefore of high interest for potential
drug treatments. However, responsiveness to these therapies is dependent on a multitude
of factors, for instance the development of resistance or undesired side effects.
All this poses major challenges to the clinical management of kinase inhibitors. Therefore, it
is important to fully understand the signaling pathways in which the clinical relevant targets
are involved, ultimately to design alternative strategies of treatment, potentially by targeting
downstream pathways essential for disease sustainability.
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These acquired capabilities, which are shared by nearly all cancer cells, are regulated by
highly complex signaling networks, characterized by aberrations in signal transduction
elements. Canonical signaling cascades are predominantly controlled by highly dynamic
PTMs and usually proceed from the cell surface, where growth factors interact with their
specific receptors, to cytoplasmic signaling intermediates, where different signals are
elaborated and integrated to ensure efficiency and accuracy, to nuclear transcription
factors/complexes, that ultimately lead to the transcription/translation of effector genes
and proteins involved in specific cellular functions. Deregulation of these phosphorylationdriven processes causes many pathological disorders, especially cancer, where initiation
and progression heavily rely on the activity of kinase enzymes. Notably, the majority of
oncogenes identified so far encode protein kinases (48), and deregulation in their activity is
often required for cancer initiation and maintenance.
One such example is represented by the BCR-ABL kinase (49), the major cause and
pathogenic principle of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). BCR-ABL results from a
chromosomal translocation that fuses the BCR and ABL genes, thereby generates a
constitutively active tyrosine kinase, which stimulates several signaling networks that drives
proliferation and inhibits apoptosis of the mutated white blood cells.
The functional counterpart of protein kinases is represented by protein phosphatases which
generally function as negative regulators of signal transduction, balancing the action of
protein kinases. Therefore, also abnormalities of protein phosphatases, for instance upon
point mutations, often promote cancer development (50).

In this era, mass spectrometry (MS) has become the method of choice to explore proteomes
(8). Recent progress in MS has enabled the identification and quantification of nearly all
expressed proteins is now achievable in a single experiment, moreover quantity comparison
has become very precise and reliable even without the use of chemical or metabolic
labeling. These achievements have encouraged researchers to apply MS to various fields
of molecular biology and molecular medicine. In the vast majority of proteomics experiments
(Figure 3), the first step consists of sample preparation to extract proteins and convert them
by proteolysis into peptides. Depending on the aim of the study, peptides can be fractionated
or subject to specific enrichment to reduce sample complexity. Obtained peptides are then
analyzed by reversed-phase liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC–
MS), in which selected peptides are fragmented by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS).
Sample preparation
Lysis

Digestion

Biological system of interest

Intentisty

Fractionation and/or enrichment

fraction

Peptide fractionation
(SCX, WAX, SAX, HILIC...)

Affinity enrichment
(IMAC, TiO2, Ti4+-IMAC...)

Immunoaffinity enrichment
(pTyr, pSer/pThr, Ac-K, Me-R...)

time

UHPLC

Intentisty

Intentisty

nLC-MS analysis
Intentisty

m/z

High-resolution MS

m/z

MS/MS fragmentation
(CID, HCD, ETD, EThcD)

Data analysis
Sample1>
Sample2>
Sample3>
Sample4>
Sample5>
...

done
done
99%
waiting
waiting

Identification and quantification

p-value
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fold change

Statistical analysis

Network analysis

Figure 3. Schematic overview of a typical proteomics workflow. The high flexibility allows researcher to fine tune the
workflow accordingly to the experiment undertaken and the questions being addressed. Adapted from reference 8.

Sample preparation
Different types of samples can be analyzed ranging from enriched organelle fractions
or whole cell extracts from in vitro cultures, to heterogeneous in vivo tissue samples.
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Challenges in phosphoproteomics: Fractionation and/or enrichment
Analysis of protein phosphorylation by MS has been revolutionized in recent years by the
development of reproducible strategies that have enabled the identification of as many as
thousands phosphorylation sites in a single experiment (58).
In general, one of the challenges in the analysis of PTMs by MS is their substoichiometric
levels, therefore the detection of phosphopeptides by MS can be hampered by low
ionization efficiency and signal suppression in the presence of the much more abundant
unmodified peptides (59). As a matter of fact, posttranslationally modified peptides only
constitute a small minority of all peptides obtained after proteolytic digestion, and usually
require enrichment for proteome-wide modification analysis. This is performed in several
ways depending on the PTM under consideration (8). In addition to sample preparation,
PTM analysis is challenging for sequencing and computation analysis of the spectra, since
it does not only require the identification of the peptides carrying the PTM, but also the
accurate localization of the actual site of modification (60). In MS-based phosphoproteomics,
a number of enrichment techniques have been developed over the past 15 years (58, 6164). Commonly used methods are essentially based on chemo- or immuno-affinity. Each
method has drawbacks and advantages as they all differ in specificity, sensitivity, cost and
ease of operation.
Ion exchange chromatography
Ion exchange chromatography (IEX) is a widely used method to reduce sample complexity.
The most often used stationary phase is strong cation exchange (SCX) (65), that enables
separation of the peptides based on the net charge in solution, and their orientation towards
the negatively charged stationary phase (66, 67). As a result of the different modes of
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Generally for peptide-based bottom-up proteomics, the first steps involve the extraction
and denaturation of proteins from the biological sample. The solubilized proteins are then
proteolytically cleaved using a sequence-specific protease. Trypsin is most often used
due to its highly specific cleavage at the C-terminus of arginine and lysine residue (54),
generating peptides suitable for most peptide separation technologies and subsequent
identification by MS. In some cases tryptic peptides might be too small or too large for LCMS analysis, a fact that needs to be taken into account when certain critical PTM sites need
to be analyzed. In recent years several alternatives to trypsin have been introduced and
applied in large scale proteomics experiments (55, 56). These enzymes have been shown
to possess properties, and generate data, complementary to trypsin, enabling a deeper
proteome coverage.
As the digestion of proteins into peptides dramatically increases the complexity of the
sample, in order to enable the analysis of thousands of peptides by MS, separation
techniques are needed to reduce the complexity prior to the introduction of the peptide ions
into the mass spectrometer.
The most commonly used separation techniques are reversed phase (RP) high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) and ultrahigh pressure liquid chromatography (UHP-LC) (57).
The separation is based on interactions of the analytes with the hydrophobic stationary phase
and the mobile phase. RP-LC has the advantage that the buffers applied for separation are
compatible with MS.However, if an extremely deep coverage of the proteome is desired or
if a specific set of the proteome needs to be analyzed, such as proteins carrying a particular
PTM, additional fractionation and or enrichment steps are required.
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separation in IEX and RP, this combination results in a high orthogonality, allowing a deep
proteome coverage.
Low-pH SCX is often employed as initial phosphopeptide enrichment step in multidimensional
strategies, because of the ability to separate many of the phosphorylated peptides from
the bulk of the peptides in a tryptic digest (55). Due to the extra negative charges on the
phosphate group, phosphopeptides are more acidic than unphosphorylated peptides.
Therefore, the use an anion exchanger as stationary phase, such as for strong anion
exchange (SAX) and weak anion exchange (WAX) have been reported as valid alternative
to SCX chromatography (68, 69). However, quite often posttranslationally modified peptides
are low abundant and therefore masked by the bulk of the unmodified peptides. Thus their
identification is hampered because of the high complexity and dynamic range consequently,
an alternative or additional enrichment step is often necessary. Enrichment strategies are
mainly based on metal affinity chromatography or immunoaffinity methods.
Metal ion affinity chromatography
For phosphopeptides, the most popular enrichment strategies are based on ionic interactions
of the phosphate moiety with a metal ion. The general principle is to immobilize positively
charged metal ions to form a stationary phase that specifically bind to negatively charged
phosphopeptides under acidic conditions. In immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography
(IMAC) the trivalent metal ions, such as Fe3+, Al3+, or Ga3+ are chelated to a stationary phase
through an immobilized poly-dentate ligand to form multiple coordinated bonds (17, 70, 71).
A major drawback of most IMAC materials is that peptides containing multiple acidic
amino acid residues, i.e. aspartic acid and glutamic acid, co-purify with the phosphorylated
peptides, thereby reducing IMAC specificity.
Metal oxide affinity chromatography (MOAC) provides an alternative to IMAC and uses metal
oxides, such as TiO2 and ZrO2 to bind the phosphate group on phosphopeptides through the
formation of bi-dentate bonds (16, 72). Alike as with most IMAC materials, the enrichment
efficiency of MOAC materials is reduced by nonspecific binding of peptides containing
multiple acidic residues. O-Methyl esterification of carboxylic groups on the acidic residues
has been employed to overcome this issue, however this additional chemical step may
not results in a 100% derivatization, which would lead to an increase in sample complexity
and loss of phosphopeptides due to the required extensive lyophilization (61). Both IMAC
and TiO2 materials have been shown to isolate different and partially overlapping part of
a phosphoproteome (73), indicating that no single method is capable of covering a whole
detectable phosphoproteome. Based on the observation that acidic conditions primarily
elute monophosphorylated peptides from IMAC material, whereas subsequent basic elution
recovers the multiphosphorylated peptides, Thingholm and co-workers (74), combined both
IMAC and TiO2 strategies in the same workflow, in a sequential fashion elution, improving
recovery of phosphopeptides in a complex mixture.
Recently, an alternative material using a phosphate group as the coordinating ligand for Ti4+
ions, has shown to possess superior specificity and reproducibility compared to IMAC- or
MOAC-based enrichment methods (75, 76), namely Ti4+-IMAC. This new material has been
further characterized and applied in chapters 3 and 5 of my thesis.
Immunoaffinity enrichment
Immunoaffinity purification (IP) involves the enrichment of phosphopeptides through
binding to immobilized antibodies against phosphorylated serine, threonine and tyrosine
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Peptide fragmentation and sequence identification
The mass spectrometer detects the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of the analyte present
as a gas phase ion. Therefore, to allow the MS analysis of the non-volatile hydrophobic
peptides they need to be electrically charged and converted into gas phase ions without
degradation. This is usually accomplished by electrospray ionization (84) of the effluent of
the LC peptide separation, by directly coupling the LC column to the mass spectrometer. As
most often acidic chromatography conditions are used, peptides gain a net positive charge
by (multiple) protonation and the resulting gas phase ions travel through the vacuum of the
mass spectrometer guided by negative electrostatic potentials.
To allow the identification of a peptide, two criteria must be fulfilled: first, the m/z of the intact
peptide (precursor mass) has to be determined and second, the m/z values of the relative
fragments need to be acquired. To achieve this, mass spectrometers operate alternating
in two different modes: the MS mode and the tandem MS (MS/MS or MS2) mode. In the
MS mode, a selected m/z range is scanned to generated the MS spectrum, in which the
intensity and m/z values of all peptides that elute from the LC column at that particular
time are recorded. Through a data acquisition software, the instrument then sequentially
isolates a pre-selected number of peptides and separately fragments each of them along
the backbone. Each resulting spectrum of the m/z values of all fragments along with their
intensities is called and MS/MS spectrum. The information present in the MS and MS/MS
spectra are the used by a search engine to interpret the data.
Mass spectrometers
There are several types of mass analyzers that are suitable for proteomics analysis,
which separate ions based on their mass-to-charge ratio using different principles. The
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residues. Although antibodies against phosphoserine and phosphothreonine residues
have been available since more than a decade, their use in phosphoproteomics studies
has been rather limited due to their limited specificity (77, 78). However, new technologies
and recent progress made in improving various aspects of antibodies production, enabled
the generation of phosphospecific antibodies targeting specific peptide sequence motifs,
providing a new view of specific signaling pathways and key regulators (18). One of these
new antibodies has been characterized and used in chapter 2 of my thesis.
The analysis of tyrosine phosphorylation poses a greater challenge than serine and
threonine phosphorylation due to its even lower occurrence. Traditionally, antibodies against
phosphorylated tyrosine have been used to immunoprecipitate tyrosine phosphorylated
proteins from cultured cells (79-81). This approach results mainly in information on total
protein phosphorylation levels. The detection of the actual phosphoresidue might be
hampered by the high content of unmodified peptides derived from the immune-purified
phosphoprotein and binding partners. Immunoprecipitation at the peptide level, rather than
proteins, leads to improved phosphosite characterization, with the identification of hundreds
of sites (5, 82).
A major drawback of immunoaffinity enrichment is that the immunoprecipitation is typically
performed on several milligrams of material, at least one order of magnitude higher than
metal ion chromatography approaches, therefore hampering the use of expensive isotopelabeling reagents for quantitative analysis. Moreover, a careful optimization of IP conditions
or a an additional step of phosphopeptide enrichment, to be performed before or after the
IP, to remove nonspecifically bound unmodified peptides is often required (83).
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quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF), the hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap and hybrid linear ion
trap-Orbitrap (LTQ Orbitrap) instruments are the most commonly used (85, 86), also for the
research described in my thesis. Q-TOF instruments rely on a quadrupole mass filter that
is coupled to a TOF analyzer, which detects distinct peptide ions based on their arrival time
at the detector (87). In Orbitrap instruments, peptide ions oscillate around a central spindleshaped electrode and the mass spectrum is generated through Fourier transformation
of the frequencies of the different ions in the trap (88). Alternatively, the linear ion trap
can also be used as analyzer, here all ions of different masses within a specified m/z, are
stored together and are ejected from the trap one by one according to their m/z to obtain a
spectrum.
The choice of mass analyzer depends on the type of proteomics experiment. The strengths
and weaknesses of different types of mass analyzers are predominantly determined by their
resolution, sequencing speed, transmission/sensitivity, mass range and mass accuracy.
In MS, the resolution is defined as the mass of the peak divided by the full peak width
at half maximum height. The resolution determines to which extent the many peptide ion
peaks in mass spectra of complex peptide mixtures can be distinguished from one another.
For proteomics purposes, modern TOF instruments are typically operated at resolutions
between 25,000 and 35,000 (13), while Orbitrap instruments are routinely used at a
resolution of 60,000 (89).
The overall protein coverage of the experiment is also depending on the sequencing. Since
the mass spectrometer is facing many peptides at any given time as they co-elute from the
chromatographic column, if the sequencing of each peptide takes longer than the average
time between the appearance of new peptides, some peptides will not be sequenced.
Nowadays, typically sequencing speed of 10-20 MSMS/scan are used (13, 14, 90).
The mass accuracy directly determines the usefulness of mass spectrometric experiments
since it represents how much the observed mass of the peptide deviates from the theoretical
mass. Nowadays instruments can reach accuracy below parts per million (91).
Fragmentation techniques
A peptides needs to be fragmented along the backbone to obtain informative ions that
allow its identification. There are several low-energy fragmentation techniques available
that are commonly used to dissociate a peptide (92). The nomenclature of different peptide
fragments obtained with different fragmentation techniques is depicted in Figure 4. The
most commonly used fragmentation method is collision-induced dissociation (CID) (93),
where peptides are excited by an electric field resulting in an increase in translational/kinetic
energy that is converted into internal, mostly vibrational, energy upon collision with inert gas
such as Helium, Nitrogen, Argon or Xenon at low pressure.
In CID fragmentation, b- and y-ions are typically generated. However, when this type of
fragmentation is carried out in an ion trap, it is prone to result primarily in loss of labile
chemical groups, e.g. water or certain labile PTMs such as phosphorylations, through a lowenergy pathway. This unfortunately reduces the amount of information needed for proper
peptide identification and PTM localization.
Neutral lost-triggered MS3 and multistage activation, which perform secondary fragmentation
events on preselected neutral loss peaks, have been shown to improve identification and
site localization for phosphopeptides analysis (94, 95), albeit of the expense of a longer
duty cycle.
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Figure 4. Nomenclature of peptide fragment ions as proposed by Roepstorff and Fohlman. Fragment ions generated
by CID fragmentations are predominantly b- and y-ions. Peptide fragments generated by ETD are typically c- and
z-ions.

Q-TOF and hybrid Orbitrap mass spectrometers can fragment peptides in dedicated
collision cells and analyze the fragments at high resolution in the TOF or Orbitrap detector
(89, 96, 97). This fragmentation is called beam-type CID and occurs in tandem quadrupoles
(Q-TOF) or multipoles (hybrid Orbitraps), termed higher-energy collisional dissociation
(HCD). Predominantly y- and b-ions are generated.
In beam-type CID the kinetic energy is applied before entering a gas chamber via the
acceleration of the ions in an electric field. This allows for higher energy transfer rates,
typically several tens to hundreds of eV, that are mainly converted into internal energy by a
first collision with a larger gas molecule such as Nitrogen or Argon. As a result of the fewer
collisions a higher energy is converted in a smaller timeframe (ms range).
The faster energy deposition in beam-type CID allows few chemical reactions/
rearrangements, resulting in less uninformative fragment ions or neutral losses, ultimately
resulting in more informative MS/MS spectra (93). Moreover, TOF instruments can measure
fragment ions over the entire mass range, whereas ion traps have a low mass cutoff
corresponding to approximately one-third of the precursor ion mass.
A more recently introduced fragmentation method is electron transfer dissociation (ETD)
(98), which was shown to be especially beneficial for sequencing of peptides with labile
PTMs. In ETD, electrons are transferred from a radical anion (e.g. fluoranthene) to a
peptide cation brought in close proximity to each other in the ion trap. When the positively
charged peptides capture an electron, the backbone fragments preferentially at N-Cα bonds
generating c- and z- ions. Due to low charge densities, ETD fragmentation efficiency is
very low for doubly charged cation peptides, resulting mainly in charge reduced and nonfragmented precursor ions (99). The fragmentation efficiency of doubly charged peptides
can in part be overcome by a supplemental collisional activation (100). The ETD technology
complements rather than replaces CID because both technologies have some advantages:
CID is more efficient for smaller peptides with small charges, ETD for larger and multiply
charged peptides.
Nowadays, different combinations of fragmentation techniques can be used in conjunction
to generate complementary sequence information. Recent developments in hybrid mass
spectrometers allowed the use of an automated on-the-fly data-dependent decision tree
(ddDT) algorithm that instructs the mass spectrometer to the desired fragmentation method
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depending on the precursor charge state and length (101, 102).
More recently, also the combination of electron-transfer and higher-energy collision
dissociation (EThcD) was introduced (103), which generates dual fragment ion series
facilitating an extensive peptide backbone fragmentation. These methods have been shown
to be particularly beneficial for the identification and localization of phosphopeptides in
phosphoproteomics experiment (104).
Database search and statistics
Although peptide sequences can be manually deduced from MS/MS spectra, as single LCMS/MS runs typically generate tens of thousands of spectra, manual data interpretation of
each spectrum is not feasible. In order to assign spectra to peptides in an automated and
high throughput manner, several database search algorithms have been developed (105107). In principle, most database search algorithms operate in a similar manner: the first
step involves the generation of a list of theoretical peptides and their corresponding masses
(m/z) based on an in-silico proteome digest. The amount of proteins in the database,
the type of cleavage enzyme used, the enzyme specificity and the number of peptide
modifications will largely influence the size of the theoretical list, which is also called search
space. Subsequently, the m/z value and charge state of the acquired precursor masses is
compared to all in-silico digested sequences. Only peptide candidates matching within a
given mass tolerance are kept for further MS/MS comparison. Next, theoretical fragment
ion masses are calculated for each candidate peptide and compared to the fragmentation
spectrum of the candidate peptides. Finally, a similarity or probability score, based on the
number and type of fragment ion masses matched, is calculated for each candidate peptide
and those with the highest score are reported for each queried spectrum, the so called
peptide spectrum matches (PSMs).
An important factor in peptide and protein identification is the confidence with which they
are identified, because when matching tens of thousands spectra to millions of possible
candidates the chance of matching random incorrect hits is unavoidable. To limit the amount
of false positive identifications, several statistical methods have been developed. The most
straightforward approach is to perform a second search against a so called “decoy” database,
in which all protein sequences from the normal database are reversed or scrambled (108).
Several filtering criteria such as a minimum peptide score and/or a minimum sequence
length are then applied until a desired false discovery rate, usually <1%, is reached. More
sophisticated machine learning algorithms have been developed for improving the rate of
confident peptide identifications (109), which calculate the weight of multiple discriminating
parameters, taking into account additional features such as i.e. peptide hydrophobicity,
charge and number of peptides that match the protein.
Additional challenges are posed when the mass spectrometry analysis concern the
identification and localization of PTMs. Intrinsic features of some PTMs such as the
neutral loss of phosphoric acid from phosphopeptides upon CID fragmentation make the
interpretation of these spectra challenging. The fragment ions present in the tandem mass
spectrum might not contain sufficient information to localize the PTM within the identified
peptide. However, even if this information is present, the reliable and automatic localization
of phosphorylation sites within the proteolytic peptides is still problematic, especially
if multiple potential phosphorylation sites (S, T, Y) are present (93). To automate the
interpretation of MS/MS spectra and to facilitate the comprehensive localization and scoring
of phosphorylation sites, several strategies have been developed (110-112).
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When interrogating signaling pathways, it is generally required to determine how protein or
PTM abundances change dynamically between different cellular states at different times.
However, it is impossible to directly compare peptide levels between different samples due
to the unpredictable nature of the ionization process required for performing MS analysis.
Moreover, peptide signals in the MS are not solely dependent on peptides concentration.
Different strategies have been developed to enable quantitative proteomics experiments
(113), allowing researchers to study difference in proteins and peptide abundance and even
changes at the PTM level.
These quantification methods can be divided into two groups: i) relative quantification, mainly
for comparing protein abundance between several different conditions and ii) absolute
quantification, to determine concentration or protein copy numbers. Both strategies, as
depicted in Figure 5, are based on the comparison of identical peptide sequences.
Label free
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Figure 5. General overview of quantitative proteomics workflows. Starting with the comparison of two or more
samples, relative quantiﬁcation is achieved by label-free, metabolic or chemical labeling. Absolute quantitation is
performed using a heavy peptide standard curve. Adapted from reference 114.

Label-free quantification
This relative quantitation method involves comparing the abundances of proteins or specific
PTMs in multiple samples without the use of isotopic labels. It is the most straightforward
quantification method and in principle, suitable for any type of sample, requiring no
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additional sample preparation steps. Each sample is analyzed separately and therefore
the number of samples that can be compared is infinite. However, since it is compares
separate measurements it is less accurate than stable isotope -based labeling approaches.
Variations can occur during sample preparation (i.e. digestion) and LC-MS conditions (i.e.
retention time shift, ionization). Therefore, fractionation or enrichment steps are usually
avoided unless proven to be extremely reproducible, generally resulting in a lower proteome
coverage. The high variability can be minimized by measuring samples consecutively and
using multiple replicates, which however requires more MS measurement time.
The comparison between the different runs can be based on either peptide number of
spectral matches (114) or MS signal intensity (115). Spectral count, defined as the total
number of spectra identified for a protein, is usually employed as semi-accurate measure
to infer relative protein abundance. In the more sophisticated intensity-based label-free
quantification, samples are run individually, then common chromatographic features are
used to align the various runs. Signals corresponding to individual peptide ions are extracted
(integrated over the LC time scale), normalized and compared between runs (116). Both
techniques have been employed either in chapters 3, 4 or 5 of my thesis.
Recently, another label-free quantification method has gained popularity, namely SWATH
MS (117-119). This technique is based on data-independent acquisition (DIA) which in
principal, allows a complete recording of all fragment ions of all peptide precursors, for a
given sample. Basically, the mass spectrometer cycles through a series of precursor isolation
windows (e.g. 400 - 425 m/z for 25 Da windows) designed to cover the whole MS range,
typically 400-1200 m/z, within a few seconds. During each cycle, the mass spectrometer
will fragment all precursor ions from a given window and record a complete fragment ion
spectrum. The same range will be fragmented again in the next cycle and throughout the
entire acquisition time, thus providing a time-resolved recording of fragment ions that elute
from the chromatographic column. Peptides identification is then accomplished by matching
the recorded MS2 spectra against spectral libraries, by using the fragment ion signals, their
relative intensities and chromatographic behavior. The extraction of fragment ion traces
from data-independent acquired samples sets is then used for the quantification of formerly
identified peptides.
Stable isotope quantification
Stable isotope-based labeling methods involve the incorporation of so-called “heavy”,
nonradioactive isotope-containing versions of specific molecules. This is accomplished
either in vivo (metabolic) or in vitro (chemical). When comparing identical peptide sequences
from differently labeled samples, their chemical properties remain the same however their
characteristic mass shift will be detectable in the mass spectrometer. The preferred mass
spacing is at least ~4 Da to limits isotopic cluster overlap in the mass spectra.
The main advantage of this methodology is that it allows multiplexing, the measurement of
differently labeled samples together to determine their relative amounts. Therefore, when
combining the samples at the beginning or halfway the proteomics pipeline, the following
sample preparation and LC-MS variations are equal for both samples. Consequently, the
earlier the samples are combined the better the quantification accuracy (115). Similarly to
label-free quantification, for each peptide the area under the curve of the isotopic envelope
is integrated over the LC elution time. Relative quantification is achieved by calculating the
ratio of the peak areas of the differentially labeled peptides within the same run.
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Chemical labeling
Isotopic labeling after sample lysis offers a valuable alternative as it is applicable to virtually
any sample. The most successful and commonly used approaches target primary amines
which are present at the N-terminus of every peptides, and they are based either on NHS
chemistry (127) or reductive amination (128, 129).
One example of a fast and effective strategy is stable isotope dimethyl labelling (129).
In this workflow, which involves derivatization of amino groups, formaldehyde and a
cyanoborohydride salt with a different number of 13C and 2H atoms are used to create
dimethylated peptides with a minimum of 4 Da difference between each labeled sample.
The reagents used are very cost-effective and this type of labelling is applicable to any type
of biological sample. A possible downside of using this type of label is the slightly different
chemical properties of 2H when compared to 1H that can result in differential separation
of deuterated and non-deuterated forms, potentially compromising quantification accuracy
(130). As for metabolic labeling, also for dimethyl labeling, quantification occurs at the MS
level, comparing the ion intensities of peptide pairs or triplets.
An alternative peptide labeling approach targeting primary amines utilizes a set of isobaric
chemical labels. Currently, two commercial variants of isobaric tags have been developed
termed tandem mass tag (TMT) (131) and isobaric tag for relative and absolute quantification
(iTRAQ) (132), which nowadays allow concurrent multiplexing of up 10 samples (133).
These methods consist in the incorporation reporter moiety with a differential mass and a
balance group that both make up a total mass that is identical for each label. As a result the
peptide ions originating from different samples are indistinguishable in MS spectra leading
to less complex MS spectra with higher precursor signals. Upon precursor fragmentation
the isobaric tags falls apart and the different reporter ions are used for quantification.
However, the accuracy and precision of quantitative data from such experiments suffer
because contaminating near isobaric ions are co-isolated and co-fragmented together with
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Metabolic labeling
Metabolic labelling is achieved by growing cells or even organisms under heavy isotope
enriched nutrition source (120, 121). The proteins synthesized by cells growing in these
conditions will contain exclusively (~98%) the specific heavy isotopes. This can be achieved
by incorporation of 15N using ammonium salts (122), predominantly used for microbes and
plants however, the most popular method is stable isotope labelling by amino acids in cell
culture (SILAC) (120). In this method cells are grown in culture medium where essential
amino are substituted with their heavier counterparts. In proteomics experiments arginine
and lysine are the preferred amino acids (labeled with 13C and/or 15N atoms). When
combined with trypsin digestion, these labels ensure labeling of every peptide, except the
C-terminal peptide of the protein. Up to three biological samples with three different SILAC
labels are commonly measured in a single MS experiment, although multiplexing with more
SILAC labels has recently been reported for specific applications (123-125). The main
advantage of metabolic labeling is that samples originating from the different conditions
can be combined at the cellular level or immediately after cell lysis, thereby eliminating
variation due to unavoidable differences in sample preparation and therefore yielding higher
accurate quantitative data. However, the cost and time for maintaining the model systems
and the ability of certain cell line/organism to implement the heavy labels can limit metabolic
labeling. Finally, in some cell types heavy arginine is rapidly metabolically converted into
heavy proline, thereby complicating quantification of proline containing peptides (126).
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the selected ions. This issue can be resolved by the use of an MS3 based approach (134),
with the only downside that the comprehensivity of the experiment becomes compromised
(135). In contrast to the all other labeling technique that can be performed on every type of
instrument, for isobaric tags quantification, mass spectrometers capable of measuring low
m/z values are needed. Particularly, ion trap instruments suffer from a low mass cutoff issue,
due to low trapping efficiencies for low m/z species, thereby rendering the reporter ions
undetectable. In general, for chemical labeling more experimental variability is expected
when compared to metabolic labeling, since the labels are introduced further downstream in
the sample preparation, either before or after digestion. However, a recent study comparing
different labelling strategies concluded this type of labelling can have similar accuracy to
metabolic labelling (135).
Absolute quantification
When absolute amounts or copy numbers of proteins are required, several methods are
available. This quantification method is achieved by comparing the signal of the proteins
or specific PTM of interest with that of an isotope-labeled spiked in standard, introduced
either at the peptide (136, 137) or protein level (138, 139). The latter method is preferred to
minimize digestion, solubility and possible enrichment variability. However, synthesis of fully
labelled proteins is still expensive, therefore labeled standard peptides are more frequently
used. The major benefits of this method are the improved accuracy and the applicability
to any type of sample without any additional labelling steps. However, when compared to
metabolic or chemical labelling strategies, it results in a lower analytical throughput.
Data analysis and statistics
In MS normalization techniques are used to remove systematic bias that can arise from
various sources including sample degradation, measurement errors, and variation in
samples preparation. The common normalization techniques used on MS data require, as
first step, that the data is transformed from the linear to the log scale, typically to base 2.
This allows the values to distribute to a normal distribution. It is generally expected that
in most proteomic experiments only a relatively low subset of proteins is expected to be
differentially regulated, either by expression or post translational modification. Therefore the
majority of the normally distributed log-data should be centered around the expected value,
a weighted average of all possible values. When this is not the case, due to systematic
errors, subtracting the mean or median from all log-data can compensate for the bias.
To determine significance of regulation several statistical methods are commonly applied,
enabling control over the quality of the results. Different analysis tools are available to
assess which peptides, proteins or PTMs are significantly differentially abundant between
the analyzed samples, and which can be applied depending on the particular situation.
The common basic concept is to model the variation of the measurements, and to find out
whether a result is statistically significant or if it is caused by a random chance. Popular
methods are the ones that result in the generation of a volcano plot, which combines a
statistical test (e.g., p-value, q-value, ANOVA) with the fold change between two conditions
(one-sample test), two groups (two-samples test) or several groups (multiple-samples
test), allowing the researchers to quickly identify those data-points (e.g. proteins, PTMs)
significantly up- or downregulated. A problem that arises during the analysis of quantitative
data is that some features (protein, peptide or PTMs) will not be measured across all the
conditions under investigation, i.e. in one of the channels for labeled experiment or in one
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THE EMERGING ROLE OF PHOSPHOPROTEOMICS IN STUDYING
INTRACELLULAR SIGNALING
Due to its versatility, proteomics has been employed in different combinations and in many
studies to explore phosphorylation-based signaling dynamics, leading to the discovery of
phosphoproteins not previously known to be involved in cellular signaling and the discovery
of new phosphorylation sites in known signaling proteins. Just a few applications, in
particular relevant for the work described in this thesis will be summarized in this section.
Tyrosine kinase induced signaling
Receptor and non-receptor tyrosine kinases have crucial roles in normal cellular functions
and are deregulated in several human diseases, including cancer. Therefore, in recent
years, a multitude of studies have been focused on studying the dynamics of tyrosine
phosphorylation.
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is one of the most studied receptor tyrosine kinases,
and it represents both a prototypical cell-surface receptor and an attractive drug target in
cancer. By using a SILAC-based quantitative phosphoproteomics approach, Blagoev et
al. (26) profiled EGFR activation over five different time points of EGF stimulation, virtually
identifying all known EGFR substrates plus 31 novel effectors. For the first time a detailed
temporal profile of EGFR signaling could be generated.
Following the success of this study, Dengjel and colleagues (141) utilized a quench-flow
system for the quantitative proteomic assessment of very early cellular signaling events
in combination with SILAC, which allowed signaling kinetics to be recorded after with a
time resolution of 1 s. Using this technique the authors demonstrated that receptor
autophosphorylation on several tyrosine residues occurs within seconds of ligand binding.
Shc and PLCγ tyrosine phosphorylation followed almost immediately the receptor activation
suggesting that the molecules have to be in close proximity to EGFR, even without
stimulation.
To capture a larger fraction of cellular signaling events happening after growth factor
treatment, global analyses have to be performed. This was accomplished by Olsen and coworkers (6) which employed a global quantitative phosphoproteomics strategy, consisting of
SCX fractionation and TiO2 enrichment, to study phosphorylation events downstream EGFR
activation in a time-resolved manner. They identified 6,600 unique phosphorylation sites
on 2,244 proteins and about 1000 tyrosine, serine and threonine phosphosites displayed
more than 2-fold regulation upon EGF stimulation. This study revealed that many proteins
contain multiple phosphorylation sites showing different regulation and different kinetics,
thus highlighting the importance of quantitative phosphoproteomics in analyzing signaling
networks in order to understand which phosphorylation sites within a certain protein might
act as regulatory switches for the corresponding protein functional activity.
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of the samples for labeled free analysis. A possible solution is to replace the missing values
via data imputation, essentially by using values that simulate the signal of low abundant
features or by estimating the level of noise (140). Depending on the experiment and on
the question asked, sometimes it may be preferable to exclude these measurements from
further processing and treat them manually, as special cases.
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G-protein coupled receptors signaling
The canonical view on signaling from G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) is that they
signal by activating intracellular G-proteins, ultimately resulting in the generation of second
messengers as diacylglycerol, cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and inositol
phosphates. Oberprieler et al. (142) introduced a multipronged strategy, combining temporal
quantitative phosphoproteomics by TiO2 enrichment and phospho flow cytometry to study
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) signaling in lymphoid cells. From this analysis they identified PKA
as a central signaling node regulating downstream signaling of PGE2 activation, whereas
PKB/Akt and CAMKII might represent weaker signaling nodes.
However, cumulative evidence reveals parallel signaling from GPCRs via G-protein
independent events by phosphorylation. Hoffert and co-workers (143) used iTRAQ in
combination with SCX chromatography and Ga3+-IMAC to study the signaling from the
GPCR Vasopressin 2 receptor and demonstrated that the signaling downstream of this
receptor affect not only the cAMP-PKA signaling cascade but also result in the inactivation
of MAPK signaling pathways.
DNA damage response signaling
A proper cellular response to damaged DNA is critical to prevent the accumulation of
mutations, which are believed to cause many diseases, particularly cancers. The DNA
damage response (DDR) signaling involves protein phosphorylation and a number of
additional PTMs to transmit upstream signals from the DNA damage kinases ATM and
ATR further downstream (144). Understanding how the DNA damage checkpoint kinases
regulate the DDR is therefore of significant interest.
As ATM/ATR substrates share a general consensus motif characterized by the presence of a
glutamine residue at position P+1 of the phosphorylated serine or threonine, Matsuoka and
colleagues (145) employed antibodies that specifically recognize these motifs to profile the
dynamics of ATM/ATR phosphorylation events upon DNA damage. SILAC labeled human
embryonic kidney 293T cells were irradiated with ionizing radiation and phosphopeptides
containing pSQ/pTQ motifs were specifically enriched. More than 900 phosphosites on 700
proteins showed a significant increase in phosphorylation after DNA damage induction.
Among these were several known and novel sites on established members of the DNA
damage signaling pathway.

THESIS OUTLINE

Phosphorylation is the most widespread type of signaling mechanisms that regulate almost
all basic cellular processes, controlling protein activity, localization, stability and interactions.
Therefore, the knowledge about kinases, their substrates and how their signaling pathways
are interconnected, will improve our understanding of the mechanisms underlying critical
biological processes. Nowadays, MS-based phosphoproteomics is the method of choice to
investigate signaling on a large scale, allowing the accurate identification and quantification
of thousands of phosphorylation sites in response to any perturbation.
In this thesis, we describe the application of several MS-based phosphoproteomics
approaches to get insight into several aspects of signal transduction.
In Chapter 2, we evaluate and explore a peptide-centric antibody generated to selectively
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In Chapter 3, the phosphopeptide enrichment robustness of Ti4+-IMAC is evaluated.
First, we prove that Ti4+-IMAC enrichment allows a highly reproducible quantification of
phosphorylation sites in HeLa cells. Subsequently, we apply this strategy to monitor the
phosphoproteome of Jurkat T lymphocytes upon PGE2 stimulation, covering extended
time series. We demonstrate that this enrichment strategy in combination with label-free
quantification enables in-depth investigation of phosphorylation dynamics, highlighting
differential regulation of different kinases over time.
In Chapter 4, we employ a three-pronged MS-based proteomics strategy to identify the
direct targets and downstream signaling effect of four tyrosine kinase inhibitors (imatinib,
dasatinib, bosutinib, and nilotinib) in A431 epidermoid carcinoma cells, as a model system
for skin-cancer. The integration of chemical proteomics and phosphoproteomics allows us
to define a set of signaling nodes modulated by each individual drug that can be considered
putative targets in epithelial cancers.
In Chapter 5, we assess the beneficial use of complementary proteases, namely trypsin,
LysC, GluC, AspN and chymotrypsin for the phosphoproteome analysis of Jurkat T cells,
analyzed by using Ti4+-IMAC enrichment. The obtained results are a significant improvement
upon data from a single protease digest. Moreover, many of the identified sites are not yet
reported in currently available and public depositories, demonstrating the complementary
nature of these enzymes, through which different parts of the phosphoproteome can be
uncovered.
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ABSTRACT

In the last decade mass spectrometry-based methods emerged for the quantitative profiling
of dynamic changes in protein phosphorylation, monitoring the behavior of thousands of
phosphorylation sites in a single experiment. However, when interested in specific signaling
pathways, such shot-gun methodologies lack selectivity, and moreover are not cost and
time efficient with respect to instrument and data analysis time. Here we evaluate and
explore a peptide-centric antibody generated to selectively enrich peptides containing
the cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) consensus motif. This targeted phosphoproteomic strategy is used to profile temporal quantitative changes of potential protein PKA
substrates in Jurkat T-lymphocytes upon prostaglandin E2 stimulation, which increases
intracellular cAMP activating PKA. Our method combines ultra-high specificity motif-based
immunoaffinity purification with cost-efficient stable isotope dimethyl labeling. We identified
655 phosphopeptides of which 642 (i.e. 98%) contained the consensus motif [R/K][R/K/X]
X[pS/pT]. When compared with a large-scale Jurkat T-lymphocytes phosphoproteomics
data-set, containing more than 10,500 phosphosites, a minimal overlap of 0.2% was
observed. This stresses the need for such targeted analyses when interested in a particular
kinase. Our data provides a resource of likely substrates of PKA and potentially some
substrates of closely related kinases. Network analysis revealed that about half of the
observed substrates have been implicated in cAMP induced signaling. Still, the other half
of the here identified substrates have been less well characterized, representing a valuable
resource for future research.
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The identification and quantification of protein phosphorylation under system perturbations is
an important integral part of systems biology (1, 2). Combining phosphopeptide enrichment
(3-6), stable isotope labeling and high-resolution mass spectrometry (MS) methods (7-9),
has become the method of choice for the identiﬁcation of novel phosphorylation sites and
for the quantitation of temporal dynamics within signaling networks (10, 11), unraveling the
behavior of thousands of phosphorylation sites in a single experiment (10, 12, 13).
Nowadays, one of the most commonly adopted high-throughput phosphoproteomics
strategies utilizes two consecutive separation steps; (i) an initial fractionation to reduce
the sample complexity followed by (ii) a phosphopeptide specific affinity purification. Such
techniques include strong cation exchange (SCX) fractionation under acidic conditions (3),
followed by a chelation based method with the use of metal ions (i.e. immobilized metal
ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) (4), metal oxide affinity chromatography (10, 14) or
immobilized Ti4+-IMAC (6)). Alternatives to SCX for the first sample fractionation step have
also been reported, including the use of electrostatic repulsion liquid chromatography
(15, 16) well-suited for the identification of multi-phosphorylated peptides, or hydrophilic
interaction chromatography (17).
Although the number of detected phosphorylated peptides is nowadays impressive,
these kinds of methodologies are still inclined to identify/quantify the more abundant
phosphoproteins present in a sample. For example, phosphotyrosine peptides are
underrepresented due to their relative lower abundance.
To analyze key signaling events that may occur on lower abundant phosphoproteins,
more targeted approaches, focused on a specific pathway, or a specific post-translational
modification (PTM), are thus still essential. The latter are often based on immunoaffinity
purification at the protein or peptide level using dedicated antibodies. Recent examples
include the selective enrichment of acetylated lysines (18) and phosphorylated tyrosines
(19, 20). More recently also the first specific serine/threonine phosphorylation motif targeted
methods using immune-affinity assays have emerged (21, 22). The advantages of targeted
approaches are the potential higher sensitivity and more specific throughput with as a
consequence, relatively faster and easier data interpretation, which would make them
attractive for many systems biology applications.
Immuno-affinity enrichment can be applied both at the protein and peptide level, both
having been explored to study protein tyrosine phosphorylation (23). The first one results
mainly in information on total protein phosphorylation levels. The detection of the actual
phosphoresidue might be hampered by the high content of unmodified peptides derived
from the immune-purified phosphoprotein and its binding partners.
Immunoprecipitation at the peptide level (20, 24, 25), on the other hand, leads to improved
phosphosite-characterization, with the identification of hundreds of sites, albeit that generally
information regarding total protein expression is lost.
To profile dynamic regulation of phosphorylation events by mass spectrometry, stable
isotope labeling is often implemented, either by the use of amino acids in cell culture (10)
or by chemical peptide labeling of the proteolytic digests (26, 27). To identify low abundant
signaling events, phospho-protein/peptide immunoprecipitation is typically performed on
several milligrams of material due to the substoichiometric abundance of PTMs. This may
hamper the use of expensive isotope labeling reagents like iTRAQ or TMT, due to the large
amount of chemicals needed. Boersema et al. (28) introduced an alternative, sensitive and
accurate triplex labeling approach using inexpensive reagents (i.e. formaldehyde), thus
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much less limited in terms of sample type or amount. Therefore, we combined this latter
stable isotope dimethyl labeling approach (27-29) with highly specific antibodies raised
against a set of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) phosphorylated substrates as based
on the current literature (11, 30-34). It is generally accepted that PKA phosphorylates sites
with the reasonably stringent consensus motif [R/K][R/K/X]X[pS/pT]. It should be noted that
this consensus motif is resembling somewhat the motif of other AGC-kinases, e.g. AKT,
PKG, PKC.
The basicity of the PKA motifs may hamper their analysis by mass spectrometry based
proteomics, especially when trypsin is used as protease, as peptides may become too
small to be sequenced. The use of trypsin is also unfavorable in the approach presented
here, when attempting to immunoprecipitate peptides bearing the PKA motif. Therefore, we
decided to use Lys-C, to keep the (dominant (RRX[pS/pT])) phosphorylated motif intact. To
enhance identification we applied decision-tree MS/MS technology (9), which makes use of
HCD and ETD for more efficient fragmentation, higher mass accuracy in tandem MS mode
and a lower background noise (35).
We applied this method to screen the response of Jurkat T-cells towards prostaglandin
E2 (PGE2) treatment. PGE2 is a potent inflammatory mediator playing an important role in
several immune regulatory actions (36). It is produced by many different cell types, including
tumor cells, where carcinogenesis is associated with chronic inflammatory responses (37).
PGE2 signaling in T-cells is initiated by its binding to the G protein-coupled receptors, EP1,
2, 3 and 4. Signaling pathways that are initiated by PGE2 are for a larger part under control
of the second messenger cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) that is generated from
ATP by adenylyl cyclase when PGE2 binds to EP2 or EP4 receptors. One of the primary
targets of cAMP is PKA, whereby cAMP binding releases the catalytic sub-unit activating
the kinase.
Here, we efficiently enriched close to 650 phosphopeptides containing the [R/K][R/K/X]
X[pS/pT] consensus motif. Almost all these sites were absent in a recently reported
comprehensive phosphoproteomics data-set in Jurkat T-cells (12), using shotgun SCXIMAC analysis, containing ~10,500 phosphorylation sites, illustrative of the complementarity
and selectivity of our approach.
The here presented qualitative and quantitative data provides a wide-ranging and credible
resource of likely PKA substrates. Network analysis confirmed several established cAMP
dependent signaling nodes in our dataset, albeit that most identified potential PKA substrates
are “novel”, i.e. not previously reported and/or linked to PKA. Therefore, the here presented
dataset can be considered as a comprehensive and reliable resource for future research
into cAMP related signaling.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell culture, stimulation and digest preparation
Jurkat T lymphoma cells were grown in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum and penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza). For PGE2 stimulation, cells were
centrifuged for 2 min at 1500 × g. The growth medium was removed and the cells were
resuspended at a final concentration of 1-2 × 106 cells/ml in RMPI and supplemented with 0
(control) or 10 µM PGE2 and incubated for 1 or 60 min.
After treatment Jurkat cells were harvested and lysed on ice by sonication in 20 mM
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Stable isotope labeling by reductive amination of Lys-C peptides
Lys-C peptides were desalted and stable isotope labeled using a Sep-Pak C18 column
(Waters) as described previously (28). Equal amounts of protein sample were labeled oncolumn using ‘light’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘heavy’ dimethyl labeling reagents. The light label
(L) was used for the control sample, while the intermediate (I) and heavy dimethyl labels
(H) were used for the PGE2 stimulated cells, for 1 and 60 min, respectively. The resulting
solution was then dried in vacuo and stored at -80 °C. The differentially dimethyl labeled
samples were mixed in 1:1:1 ratio.
Immunoprecipitation
The immunoprecipitation (IP) was performed according to manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly,
the mixed, labeled peptides from the three experiments were desalted, dried down and
resuspended in 1.4 ml of immunoprecipitation (IP) buffer (50 mM MOPS pH 7.2, 10 mM
sodium phosphate and 50 mM NaCl). The labeled peptide mixture was added to 80 µL of
the phospho-PKA substrate antibody-beads (Cell Signaling Technology), and incubation
was performed for 2 hours at 4 °C with gentle shaking. Beads were washed two times with 1
mL IP buffer and four times with 1 mL MQ-water, all at 4 °C. Peptides were eluted by adding
0.15% TFA for 20 min at RT. Eluted peptides were desalted and concentrated on stop and
go extraction (STAGE) tips.
On-line nanoflow LC-MS/MS
The analysis of the enriched phosphopeptides as well of the pre-IP cell lysate digest (MIX)
was performed on a reversed phase (RP) nano-LC-coupled LTQ Orbitrap Velos Mass
Spectrometer equipped with an ETD source (Thermo Fischer Scientific). An EASY-nLC
1000 (Thermo Fischer Scientific) was equipped with a 20 mm Aqua C18 (Phenomenex)
trapping column (packed in-house, 100 µm i.d., 5 µm particle size) and a 400 mm Zorbax
SB-C18 (Agilent) analytical column (packed in-house, either 50 µm i.d. or 75 µm i.d., 1.8 µm
particle size). Trapping and washing was performed at 10 µl/min for 4 min with solvent A (0.1
M acetic acid in water). Subsequently, peptides were transferred to the analytical column at
about 150 nl/min in a total analysis time of 180 min with a gradient of 3-40% (v/v) solvent B
(0.1 M acetic acid in 80% ACN) in 150 min.
The eluent was sprayed via a distal coated fused silica emitter (360 µm o.d., 20 µm i.d., 10
µm tip i.d.; constructed in-house) butt-connected to the analytical columns. The ion spray
voltage was set to 1.7 kV. The mass spectrometer was operated in a data-dependent mode
to automatically switch between MS and MS/MS. Briefly, survey full-scan MS spectra were
acquired after accumulation to a target value of 500,000 in the linear ion trap from m/z
350 to m/z 1500 in the Orbitrap with a resolution of 60,000 at m/z 400. For internal mass
calibration, the 445.120025 ion was used as lock mass with a target lock mass abundance
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HEPES pH 8.0, 8 M urea, 1 mM sodium vanadate, supplemented with 2.5 mM sodium
pyrophosphate, 1 mM β-glycerophosphate and EDTA-free protease inhibitor mixture
(Roche). The total protein concentration was determined using a Bradford Assay (BioRad).
Total protein lysate from each condition, 6 mg, was reduced with DTT at a final concentration
of 4 mM at 56 °C for 30 min; subsequently samples were alkylated with iodoacetamide at a
final concentration of 8 mM at RT for 30 min in the dark.
For digestion the protease Lys-C (1:50; Wako) was added. Digestion was performed for 4
hours at 37 °C.
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of 0%. Charge state screening was enabled and precursors with unknown charge state or
a charge state of 1 were excluded. After the survey scans, the ten most intense precursors
were subjected to HCD, ETD-IT or ETD-FT fragmentation. A programmed data-dependent
decision tree determined the choice of the most appropriate technique for a selected
precursor (9). In essence, doubly charged peptides were subjected to HCD fragmentation
and more highly charged peptides were fragmented using ETD. The normalized collision
energy for HCD was set to 40%. Supplemental activation was enabled for ETD. Dynamic
exclusion was enabled (exclusion size list 500, exclusion duration 60 s).
Data analysis
Each raw data file recorded by the mass spectrometer was processed and quantified with
Proteome Discoverer (version 1.3, Thermo Scientific). Peak lists containing HCD and ETD
fragmentation were generated with Proteome Discoverer with a signal-to-noise threshold
of 1.5. The ETD non-fragment filter was also taken into account with the following settings:
the precursor peak was removed within a 4 Da window, charged reduced precursors were
removed within a 2 Da window, and neutral losses from charged reduced precursors were
removed within a 2 Da window and the maximum neutral loss mass was set to 120 Da.
All generated peak lists of the IP were searched against a concatenated forward-decoy
Swissprot human database (version 2012_09, 40,992 sequences) while the MIX file was
searched against a Swissprot database version 2012_09 with taxonomy Homo sapiens
(20,235 sequences) by the use of Mascot software (version 2.3.02 Matrix Science). The
database search was performed with the following parameters: a mass tolerance of ±50 ppm
for precursor masses; ±0.6 Da for ETD-ion trap fragment ions; ±0.05 Da for HCD and ETDOrbi trap fragment ions, allowing two missed cleavages, cysteine carbamidomethylation
as fixed modification. Light, intermediate and heavy dimethylation of peptide N-termini and
lysine residues; methionine oxidation; phosphorylation on serine and threonine (only for
the IP) were set as variable modifications. The enzyme was specified as Lys-C and the
fragment ion type was specified as electrospray ionization FTMS-ECD, ETD-TRAP, and
ESI-QUAD-TOF for the corresponding mass spectra.
The phosphorylation site localization of the identified phosphopeptides was performed by
the phosphoRS algorithm 2.0 (38) implemented in Proteome Discoverer. A site localization
probability of at least 0.75 was used as threshold for the phosphoresidue localization.
The dimethyl-based quantitation method was chosen in Proteome Discoverer, with mass
precision requirement of 2 ppm for consecutive precursor mass measurements. We applied
0.5 min of retention time tolerance for isotope pattern multiplets and allowed spectra with
maximum 1 missing channels to be quantified.
On/off situations were manually quantified giving an arbitrary value of 100 or 0.01 for
extreme up- or down-regulation, which corresponds to the maximum allowed fold change in
the used Proteome Discoverer settings.
After identification and quantification, we combined all results originating from the same
biological replica and filtered them with the following criteria: (i) mass deviations of ±10 ppm,
(ii) Mascot Ion Score of at least 20, (iii) a minimum of 6 amino-acid residues per peptide and
(iv) position rank 1. As a result, we obtained a peptide FDR ~2%.
We also analyzed the earlier mentioned 1:1:1 peptide mixture (MIX) prior to the
immunoprecipitation, to check proper mixing and evaluate global protein levels for
normalization.
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Interaction network analysis
The list of proteins identified in the study together with the three PKA catalytic subunits, and
the alternative kinases AKT, PKC and PKG were used to generate interaction networks.
Interactions were mapped from STRING v.9.0.5 using experimental and database lines
of evidence with the defined high confidence cutoff (0.700). String-derived interactions
were imported into Cytoscape v.2.8.1 (cytoscape.org) where additional interactions were
retrieved using the PhosphoSitePlus plugin.
Individual protein kinase isoforms added to the protein list were then concatenated into
a single node. Unconnected nodes were organized by protein type derived from the
PhosphoSitePlus database.
The “All other Protein Classes” category represents many different protein types assigned
to only a few proteins in the list.
For functional annotation analysis of phosphoprotein data set, we used the annotation tool
Ingenuity (IPA). Canonical pathways analysis was performed with p-value of 0.01 (Fisher’s
exact test).

RESULTS

Qualitative analysis of PGE2 related phosphorylation in Jurkat T-cells
Here we evaluated and applied a kinase directed targeted immune-affinity based proteomics
approach to investigate the role of cAMP/PKA signaling downstream of PGE2 in Jurkat
T-cells. Therefore, we first performed an initial kinetic analysis of Jurkat PGE2 stimulation
(1-60 min) via immunoblotting using the antiphospho-PKA substrate antibody (Figure 1A).
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Mascot results of the MIX analysis were filtered with the same parameters and with
the integrated Percolator based filter using an FDR <1% (based on PSMs). Finally, all
phosphopeptide ratios in the immunoprecipitation were normalized against the median of all
quantified non-phosphopeptides in the MIX sample. The average Log2 ratio and standard
deviation of all quantified non-phosphopeptides identified in the pre-IP cell lysate digest (MIX)
and in the eluate were used to determine significant regulation. For significant up-regulation
or down-regulation everything outside the 95% confidence interval was considered to be
up-regulated or down-regulated, that is, up-regulation for Log2 ratios greater than 0.622
(I/L) or 0.669 (H/L) and down-regulation for Log2 ratios less than -0.580 (I/L) or -0.634 (H/L).
All identified phosphopeptides were searched against a recently made available release of
PhosphositePlus (http://www.phosphosite.org).
The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange
Consortium (http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org) via the PRIDE partner repository
(39) with the dataset identifier PXD000148.
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Figure 1. Experimental workflow used for the targeted and quantitative analysis of PKA substrates in Jurkat cells. A,
Western blots of Jurkat clone E6.1 cells stimulated with PGE2 (10 µM) over a 60 min time course using the phosphoPKA substrate antibody (top) and a tubulin antibody (bottom) as control, supplemented by a densitometric analysis
of the Western blots. B, Quantitative Proteomics. Jurkat cells were either left unstimulated (Control) or activated with
PGE2 (10 µM) over two different stimulation times (1 min and 60 min). After lysis and enzymatic digestion with Lys-C,
peptides were differentially labeled with three stable isotope dimethyl-labels and subsequently combined. Next, an
immunoprecipitation with the immobilized phospho-PKA substrate specific antibody was performed. After stringent
washing, the eluate was analyzed by nanoLC-MS. Peptides and proteins were identified by database search, and a
functional analysis was performed using motif search algorithms as well as Ingenuity and String.

From the blots obtained we concluded that PGE2 stimulus (10 µM) induced a rapid, maximal
increase in phosphorylation of serine/threonine residue with arginine at the -3 position
already after 1 minute. Phosphorylation remained high up to 10 min before a substantial
number of substrates returned to near basal condition after 60 min of PGE2 stimulation.
On the basis of this result, we selected for our analysis time point 0 (Control), 1 and 60
min. Cells were lysed, and proteins were digested with Lys-C, instead of trypsin, to keep
the expected arginine rich PKA motif intact. To allow quantitation of the phosphorylated
peptides originating from the three different time points, we made use of stable isotope
dimethyl labeling (28).
Control peptides from non-stimulated cells were labeled with the light dimethyl label,
peptides originating from the cells stimulated for 1 and 60 min with PGE2, were labeled with
the intermediate and heavy dimethyl label, respectively. Labeled samples were mixed in a
1:1:1 ratio, and from this mixture, phosphorylated substrates were enriched by a targeted
immunoprecipitation with the [R/K][R/K/X]X[pS/pT] consensus motif antibody and LC-MS/
MS analysis (Figure 1B).
The high sensitivity and specificity of our approach is illustrated by the base peak ion
chromatogram of the obtained immunoprecipitated peptide mixture in a single 3 hour LCMS/MS run (Figure 2A).
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Figure 2. Qualitative evaluation of the phospho-PKA substrate antibody. A, nanoLC-MS base peak chromatogram
of the eluate of the immunoprecipitated peptide mixture. The numbered signals represent intense phosphoserineand phosphothreonine-containing peptides. A numbered list of these abundant phosphopeptides is available as
Supplemental Table 2. * represents a peak of an ion that could not be identified. B, Representation of the PKA
consensus motif among all identified phosphopeptides in the eluate displays 98% specificity.

All major peaks represent phosphopeptides. Additionally, when comparing the signal
overall ion intensities of the pre-IP MIX sample (100 ng total protein injected) with the
post-IP phosphopeptide sample, we estimate the antiphospho-potential PKA substrate
immunoprecipitation step yielded a ~20,000-fold enrichment. This enrichment factor is
roughly comparable to that achieved by using similar tyrosine phosphorylated peptide
targeting antibodies (19, 20).
Overall, in the three replicates, we were able to identify 1027 non-redundant peptides,
of which 655 (~64%) were phosphopeptides (Supplemental Table 1). An analysis of the
detected non-phosphorylated peptides revealed that they originate predominantly from
high-abundant proteins, and most of them (~93%) did not contain the PKA phosphorylation
motif. Next we analyzed the enriched phosphopeptides for the presence of a PKA related
phosphorylation motif (11, 30-34), independent from the phosphoresidue localization. Out
of the 655 phosphopeptide sequences, ~98% contained a canonical PKA phosphorylation
motif (i.e. [R/K][R/K/X]X[pS/pT]), indicative of the extreme high specificity of the antibody
(Figure 2B).
We next probed the amino acid composition surrounding these likely PKA phosphorylation
sites with WebLogo (Figure 3A) (40). This reveals the definite preference for basic residues
in P-3 and P-2 positions with the typical distribution of RR≈RK>>KR≈KK, in agreement
with what was already known from well-characterized PKA physiological substrates (11,
30-34). We could also confirm the anecdotally reported preference for a small residue
(such as serine (11%), proline (15%) and glycine (5%)) at the P-1 position, and for a
hydrophobic residue, i.e. leucine/isoleucine (15%), valine (7%) and phenylalanine (4%), at
the P+1 position (31). These high confident possible PKA phosphorylation sites were further
analyzed using iceLogo (41), using as background the entire human proteome. The results,
as depicted in Figure 3B, represent the enrichment of amino acids as positive values,
whereas underrepresented amino acids occur as negative values. The data set generated
a unique frequency for amino acids surrounding the phosphorylation site. In accordance
with the WebLogo, we found overrepresentation of the basic amino acids R in position P-2
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and either R or K in in position P-2 (Figure 3B). The frequency of R occurrence at positions
P-2, P-3, was increased more than 20% and 60% (p = 0.01) respectively, while the basic
amino acid K was overrepresented mainly at position P-2.

Figure 3. Amino acid distribution (WebLogo) and iceLogo analysis of the potential PKA substrates and their overlap
in different phosphorylation data sets. The data set used to create the frequencies logo (A) and iceLogo (B) contained
phosphopeptides with a PKA phosphosite localized with a probability > 0.75 (pRS probability). C, Venn diagrams
representing the overlap between the very large unbiased Jurkat (phospho)proteome data set reported by Mayya
et al. and data from this study with a specific enrichment protocol. The overlap at phosphoprotein level (top) is still
reasonable, however at the phosphopeptide level (bottom) it is extremely low.

We then qualitatively benchmarked our small, but highly defined set of immune-purified
phosphosites against several large sources (Figure 3C). We matched our data against
the comprehensive and manually curated database repository PhosphoSitePlus (42),
and against a recently reported large-scale phosphoproteomics data set (~10,500
phosphorylation sites) acquired in Jurkat T-cells (12). Of the most confidently localized
phosphorylation sites having the canonical PKA phosphorylation motif (n=288), a quarter
(n=77) are not yet in PhosphoSitePlus (Supplemental Table 3).
More remarkable, only 22 out of the 10,500 (0.2%) reported in the large-scale Jurkat
phosphoproteome data set (12) are in common with our targeted data-set, indicative of the
high selectivity and high orthogonality of our targeted enrichment strategy when compared
to these shot-gun approaches.
Dynamic phosphorylation in Jurkat cells upon stimulation by PGE2
Next, we investigated the quantitative aspect of our approach by evaluating the differential
amount of phosphorylation between the control and the two PGE2 stimulated samples (1
and 60 min), made possible by our stable isotope dimethyl labeling ratios. Within the three
replicates we were able to differentially quantify 586 (out of 655, 89%) phosphopeptides
(Supplemental Table 4).
Global evaluation of the quantitative data showed little change and merely 1:1:1 ratios in
two control experiments: (i) the pre-IP cell lysate digest earlier referred to as MIX and (ii) the
non-phosphorylated peptides which co-purified in the IP (Figure 4).
In contrast, many, but not all, of the detected phosphopeptides bearing a possible PKA motif
show a substantial increase in abundance after stimulation by PGE2 for 1 min and/or 60 min
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Interestingly, a small minority of likely PKA phosphopeptides show down-regulation, mainly
after 60 min of stimulation.

Figure 4. Quantitative analysis of the PGE2-regulated phosphoproteome. Density curves of observed peptide ratios
before (MIX) and after (IP) the immunoprecipitation show that the three differentially stable isotope dimethyl-labeled
samples were mixed as 1:1:1, with negligible non-phosphopeptides with a large dimethyl ratio between stimulated and
un-stimulated cells. Density curves of the quantified phosphopeptides, with or without a localized putative PKA motif
show a general increase in the level of phosphorylation upon PGE2 stimulation either after 1 min (A) and 60 min (B).

Next we clustered the detected temporal profiles of the unique phosphopeptides carrying
confidently localized potential PKA phosphosites (306 in total) into 5 clusters (Figure 5).
Three with an up-regulated pattern, one grouping the PGE2 insensitive sites and one with a
down-regulated profile.
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Figure 5. Quantitative analysis of the PGE2-regulated possible PKA phosphopeptides. The highly confident PKA
motif containing unique phosphopeptides (306 in total) were first grouped in 5 different clusters. Represented are the
ratio profiles (left), the number of members in each cluster and the sequence and mass spectrum of a representative
phosphopeptide. pS is phosphoserine and blue, purple and green boxes represent the expected region for the
isotopic distribution for the light, intermediate and heavy peptide isotopomers, respectively. A, Cluster 1 (dark green),
immediate up-regulation of the phosphorylation site that remains high up to 60 min. B, Cluster 2 (intermediate green),
immediate regulation of the phosphosite after 1 min which returned to basal level after 60 min. C, Cluster 3 (light
green), late responding phosphorylation sites which were only significantly up-regulated after 60 min. D, Cluster 4
(gray), the unaffected sites which presented no change in phosphorylation level at either time point of stimulus. E,
Cluster 5 (red), sites showing a decreased in their phosphorylation level.

Network analysis was performed using Ingenuity on the data set containing all the
phosphoproteins with an identified PKA motif containing peptide in our experiment. This
revealed a PKA-focused temporal view of PGE2 stimulation in Jurkat cells. As expected,
several of the identified phosphoproteins are involved in the canonical pathway of PKA
(Figure 6), which was also the main enriched pathway (p-value < 0.001) if only the sites
regulated after 1 min or 60 min of PGE2 treatment were taken into account (Supplemental
Table 5). Figure 6 shows an overview of all the proteins detected by using the phosphopeptide
targeting antibody. The interaction list used to generate Figure 6 was created by combining
interactions reported in the STRING and PhosphoSitePlus databases. Several of these
proteins have been reported to be directly (phosphorylated) or indirectly connected to PKA
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Figure 6. Interaction map for regulated PGE2 downstream substrates. Protein-protein interactions were derived from
both the STRING database using experimental and database lines of evidence and “high confidence” interactions
(score > 0.700) while the substrate lines derived from the search function in the PhosphoSitePlus database. The
interaction map was generated using Cytoscape. Protein class information is from PhosphoSitePlus. Color coding
indicates sensitivity to PGE2 stimulation.
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or to one of the other PGE2-sensible basophilic kinases (Supplemental Figure 1). More
interesting, the network analysis revealed the presence of many other proteins not previously
linked to cAMP/PGE2 signaling, yet containing a reliable potential PKA consensus motif,
becoming phosphorylated upon PGE2 stimulation. These proteins are thus likely substrates,
and belong to a multitude of protein classes, and functionalities (Supplemental Table 5),
illustrating the widespread role of PKA and the other possible upstream kinases in different
biological processes.
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DISCUSSION

We describe a highly specific targeted method to quantitatively analyze the interplay
between PGE2 and PKA in T-cell activation. We used a new monoclonal antibody able
to specifically enrich phosphopeptides containing the [R/K][R/K/X]X[pS/pT] motif, which
allowed us to identify a few hundred non-redundant phosphopeptides by LC-MS/MS using a
single immunoprecipitation in a single LC MS/MS run. Moreover, the use of a decision-tree
MS/MS technology, which takes the advantages of ETD fragmentation for the identification
of arginine-rich phosphopeptides, permitted a precise localization of phosphorylation for the
majority of the identified phosphopeptides (Supplemental Figure 2).
Compared to shotgun phosphoproteomics our new method proved highly cost and time
efficient.
Benchmarking the specificity for potential PKA substrate identification
The overlap of our targeted data set with the very large unbiased data set of 10,500
phosphorylation sites of the Jurkat phosphoproteome reported by Mayya et al. (12)
comprises merely 22 sites (i.e. 0.2%). The data set of Mayya et al. was obtained following
an extensive phosphopeptide enrichment strategy starting with a similar amount of Jurkat
T-cell starting material as we did here, albeit using at least ten-fold more instrument and
analysis time.
Out of the 288 phosphosites identified here, 211 have been reported in the PhosphositePlus
database. Closer inspection on where these 211 entries came from revealed that they were
predominantly retrieved in experiments using peptide immuno-purification with antibodies
raised against basophilic kinase motifs (e.g. PKA, AKT, PKC). This clearly indicates that
these sites are preferentially observed by immuno-purification methods only.
Based on the minimal overlap observed, we conclude that our targeted method is very
specific, bringing low substoichiometric potential PKA phosphorylation sites within reach.
In the shotgun approach these were likely obscured by the multitude of competing
phosphopeptides in the somewhat stochastic process of MS-based peptide identification.
Both two approaches are complementary and have their own merits. A large scale less biased
phosphopeptide enrichment provides a more comprehensive cellular phosphoproteome,
whereas the here presented targeted approach provides a more-detailed view of a specific
pathway or kinase, with the possibility of identifying new substrates.
Non-canonical substrate-motifs
Our data as depicted in Figure 3 clearly illustrate that the motif recognized by the antibody
used is very well defined, as nearly ~98% of the identified phosphopeptides contained a
potential PKA phosphorylation motif (i.e. [R/K][R/K/X]X[pS/pT]).
More in detail analysis of the remaining phosphopeptides revealed the possible presence
of non-canonical motifs. We identified a HRDpS motif on protein DEFI6 and a HSRpS on
protein U2AF2, suggesting that also histidine instead of R or K can be recognized as basic
residue by PKA. In agreement, it has been reported that PKA can phosphorylate such a
histidine containing motif (HXXpS) (31). Additionally, 16 phosphopeptides in our dataset
hold the RQX[pS/pT] motif, with 5 of them having a proline at position P-1. The corroborating
RQPpS sequence in the protein KCMA1 is an authentic substrate of PKA (43), suggesting
that also the proteins in our data set (PEA15, HD, LMO7, STXB5 and SAMD9) could be
genuine PKA substrates. Therefore, although the sequence specificity of PKA seems to be
very constricted, there seems to be room for other non-canonical motifs.
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In-depth manual curation reveals more links to PKA
The majority of the here presented possible PKA substrates as depicted in Figure 6,
or Supplemental Figure 1, are currently not connected to PKA and neither to any other
phosphoprotein in our analysis. Due to the ‘incompleteness’ of the databases currently
available to build signaling networks, manual curation is still valuable to attempt a more
in-depth evaluation of the data. Evidently, this is impossible to do for all observed proteins.
Performing manual curation on the unconnected proteins, we found two more welldocumented PKA substrates; GYS1 phosphorylated on S698 (50) and the transcription
factor ATF1 on S63 (51). The latter is a site located in the kinase-inducible domain of
ATF1 that, once phosphorylated, enhances the transactivation activity of the protein by
promoting recruitment of the co-activator CREB (cAMP-responsive element binding protein)
(52), which we found phosphorylated on its known PKA phosphorylation site S133 (53),
Supplemental Table 4. Overall it is clear that the here presented data set provides one of
the most extensive and credible data sets of likely PKA substrates, providing a valuable
resource for researchers with an interest in cAMP signaling. Obviously, further biological
experiments such as site mutations or gene or siRNA knockouts are important to further
validate putative new PKA substrates. An interesting group of proteins to follow up may be
the observed kinases and phosphatases, as they imply that PKA may have an important
role in relaying multiple downstream phosphorylation routes. Striking is also the large set
of proteins involved in gene transcription and translation, suggesting that PKA may be a
master regulator of Jurkat T-cell function.
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Response of Jurkat T-cells upon PGE2 stimulation
With the method described here we were able to monitor in-depth PGE2 induced signaling
in Jurkat T-cells. The data as presented in Figure 6 and Supplemental Figure 1 contain
multiple PGE2/cAMP benchmarks, including the activation of core pathway components
such as PIK3CA/AKT, PKA and ROCK2 (44) and the well-documented phosphorylation of
downstream substrates such as RAF1 (S43), BRAF(S429) and ITGA4 (S1021). Cumulating
evidence has revealed that there may be ambiguity and redundancy in kinase-substrate
relationships. Especially kinases in the AGC family have closely resembling substrate
specificities. Also it has been reported that different AGC kinases can phosphorylate the
same residues (i.e. BRAF S429 by PKA and AKT). This may be linked to the cell’s capability
to allow different extracellular stimuli to control the same intracellular signaling pathways
leading to a similar cellular response (45). Evidently, this makes it almost impossible to pinpoint the responsible upstream kinases. The two kinases RAF1 (46) and BRAF (47) show
decreased activity upon PKA phosphorylation, while phosphorylated ITGA4 cannot bind to
paxillin (48), an interaction required for the specific promotion of cell migration, enhanced
phosphorylation of PTK2, and reduction of cell spreading (49). The network analysis
depicted in Figure6 shows that many of the identified phosphoproteins indirectly linked to
PKA are also putative targets, for instance the proteins connected to the documented PKA
substrates NDE1 (S306) and RPS6 (S235). Interestingly, the quantitative phosphorylation
profile of these proteins is similar to that of known, connected PKA targets. This suggests
PKA may target multiple binding/interacting partners within a single signaling module. We
note that protein RPS6 can be phosphorylated on S235 by a multitude of other kinases,
including AKT and PKC (Supplemental Figure 1) and by the proposed strategy it is not
possible to prove its phosphorylation state is only PKA time-depended, yet our approach
provides a favorable information for those interested in the PGE2/cAMP pathway.
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ABSTRACT

Quantitative phosphoproteomics workflows traditionally involve additional sample labelling
and fractionation steps for accurate and in-depth analysis. Here we report a high-throughput,
straightforward and comprehensive label-free phosphoproteomics approach using the
highly selective, reproducible and sensitive Ti4+-IMAC phosphopeptide enrichment method.
We demonstrate the applicability of this approach by monitoring the phosphoproteome
dynamics of Jurkat T cells stimulated by Prostaglandin E2 over six different time points,
measuring in total 108 snapshots of the phosphoproteome. In total, we quantitatively
monitored 12,799 unique phosphosites over all time points with a very high quantitative
reproducibility (average r>0.9 over 100 measurements and a median CV<0.2). PGE2 is
known to increase cellular cAMP levels, thereby activating PKA. The in-depth analysis
revealed temporal regulation of a wide variety of phosphosites not only associated to
PKA, but also to a variety of other classes of kinases. Following PGE2 stimulation several
pathways became only transiently activated revealing that in-depth dynamic profiling
requires techniques with a high temporal resolution. Moreover, the large publicly available
dataset provides a valuable resource for downstream PGE2 signaling dynamics in T cells,
and cAMP-mediated signaling in particular. More generally, our method enables in-depth,
quantitative, high-throughput phosphoproteome screening on any system, requiring very
little sample, sample preparation and analysis time.
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In cancer, alterations in signal transduction networks can give rise to uncontrolled cell growth
(1). For example, aberrant T cell signaling can result in the manifestation of leukemia (2). The
immune regulatory actions of T cells are amongst others mediated by auto- and paracrine
Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), secreted by many different cell types including tumor cells (3,
4). When PGE2 binds to its G-protein coupled receptors the secondary messenger cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) is produced leading to the activation of intracellular
signal transduction cascades primarily involving protein kinase A (PKA).
The dynamics of protein phosphorylation can nowadays be studied by mass spectrometry
(MS)-based proteomics (5-7), which enables the confident identification of many thousands
of phosphorylation sites in a single cellular system or tissue. As phosphoproteins, and their
corresponding peptides after enzymatic digestion, are present at much lower abundances
than their unmodified counterparts, enrichment of the phosphopeptide population prior to
LC MS/MS is a necessity. Methodologies for the global analysis of the phosphoproteome
are most frequently based on immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC)(8, 9) or
titanium dioxide (TiO2)(10, 11) chromatography (12). Recently, we described titanium-IMAC
(Ti4+-IMAC) based enrichment as a new affinity matrix (13, 14), providing an even higher
selectivity and sensitivity than earlier methods (15).
Quantification of phosphorylation dynamics poses an additional analytical challenge
typically requiring stable isotope labeling of samples (16, 17). A more straightforward
approach would be so-called label-free quantification, which is cost-effective, alleviates the
restriction on number of samples that can be quantitatively monitored, and can reach a very
high dynamic range in quantification. Label-free quantification requires, however, careful
experimental design to prevent introduction of sample biases (7). This is especially true for
the analysis of PTMs, requiring the enrichment step to be highly reproducible both qualitative
and quantitative. In this paper we assessed the qualitative and quantitative reproducibility
of Ti4+-IMAC phosphopeptide enrichment followed by a demonstration of its’ applicability
on a large-scale dynamic phosphoproteomics study in Jurkat T cells stimulated with PGE2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell culture and digest preparation
HeLa cells were grown to confluence in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum and penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza), hereafter cells were
washed twice with PBS and harvested. Jurkat T lymphoma cells were grown in RPMI 1640
medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza).
Before PGE2 stimulation, cells were centrifuged for 1 min at 1500g, growth medium was
removed and the cells were resuspended at a final concentration of 1-2 × 106 cells/ml in
RMPI. Next, cells were supplemented with 0 (control) or 10 μM PGE2 and incubated for 5,
10, 20, 30 or 60 min.
After treatment Jurkat cells were washed twice with PBS and harvested. Cell lysis was
performed on ice by sonication in buffer containing 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH
8.0), 8 M urea, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor mixture
(Roche) and phosSTOP phosphatase inhibitor mixture (Roche). Cell debris were then
removed by centrifugation at 20 000g for 15 min at 4 °C. The total protein concentration was
measured using a Bradford Assay (BioRad) and then split into 1 mg aliquots for enzymatic
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digestion. Proteins were reduced with DTT at a final concentration of 4 mM at 56 °C for 25
min; subsequently samples were alkylated with iodoacetamide at a final concentration of 8
mM at RT for 30 min in the dark. Proteins were then digested using Lys-C (1 μg Lys-C per
75 μg protein) and incubated for 4 h at 37 °C. The solution was then diluted to a final urea
concentration of 2 M with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, and trypsin was added (1 μg
trypsin per 100 μg protein) and incubated at 37 °C overnight. The digestion was quenched
by acidification to 5% formic acid. The digests were desalted using Sep-Pak C18 cartridges,
dried in vacuo and stored at −80 °C for further use.
Phosphopeptides enrichment by Ti4+-IMAC
IMAC material was prepared and used essentially as previously described (14). Briefly,
the Ti4+-IMAC beads (500 μg of beads/200 μL pipet tip) were loaded onto GELoader tips
(Eppendorf) using a C8 plug. To reduce variations of enrichment processes, in parallel spin
tip enrichment was used. The Ti4+-IMAC columns were conditioned using 50 μL of loading
buffer consisting of 80% acetonitrile (ACN)/6% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and centrifugation
at 200g for 10 min. The protein digests were dissolved in 80% ACN/6% TFA and split
in aliquots corresponding to ~100 μg and ~250 μg for the HeLa and Jurkat cell lysates,
respectively. The aliquots were transferred to the spin tips and centrifuged at 100g for 30
min. Then, the columns were sequentially washed with 50 μL of washing buffer 1 (50%
ACN, 0.5% TFA containing 200 mM NaCl) and additional washing with 50 μL of buffer 2 of
50% ACN/0.1% TFA, each centrifuged at 170g for 15 min, respectively. The bound peptides
were eluted into a new tube (already containing 35 μL of 10% formic acid) with 20 μL of
10% ammonia by centrifugation at 100g for 20 min. A final elution was performed with 5 μL
of 80% ACN/2% formic acid for 10 min. The collected eluate was further acidified by adding
3 μL of 100% formic acid prior to nLC-MSMS analysis.
Reverse phase chromatography and mass spectrometry
Peptides were subjected to reversed phase nLC–MSMS analysis using a Proxeon EASYnLC 1000 (Thermo Scientific) with an analytical column heater (40 °C) and an LTQ-Orbitrap
Elite (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were first trapped (Dr Maisch Reprosil C18, 3 μm,
2 cm x 100 μm) at a maximum pressure of 800 bar with 100% solvent A (0.1 % formic acid
in water) before being separated on the analytical column (either Agilent Poroshell 120 ECC18, 2.7 μm, 40 cm x 50 μm for the HeLa cell samples or Agilent Zorbax SB-C18, 1.8 μm,
40 cm x 75 μm for the Jurkat T cell samples). Peptides were chromatographically separated
by a 90 min gradient from 7% to 30% solvent B (0.1% formic acid in ACN) at a flowrate of
150 or 100 nL/min. The total measurement time for each sample was 110 min.
The eluent was sprayed via a distal coated fused silica emitter (360 µm o.d., 20 µm i.d., 10
µm tip i.d.; constructed in-house) butt-connected to the analytical column. The electrospray
voltage was set to 1.7 kV. The mass spectrometer was operated in a data-dependent mode
to automatically switch between MS and MS/MS. Briefly, survey full-scan MS spectra were
acquired in the Orbitrap analyzer, scanning from m/z 350 to m/z 1500 at a resolution of
60,000 at m/z 400 using an AGC setting of 1e6 ions. Charge state screening was enabled
and precursors with either unknown or 1+ charge states were excluded.
After the survey scan the 20 most intense precursors were selected for subsequent decision
tree-based iontrap CID or ETD fragmentation (18). The normalized collision energy for CID
was set to 35% and supplemental activation for ETD and dynamic exclusion were enabled
(exclusion size list 500, exclusion duration 40 s).
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Antibodies used for Western blotting
For Western blot analysis the following antibodies were used: rabbit anti-phospho-Filamin
A (Ser2152, #4761), rabbit anti-phospho-Cofilin (Ser3, #3311), rabbit anti-phospho-ATF2
(Thr71, #5112), anti-rabbit IgG HRP (#7074), anti-mouse IgG HRP (#7076) from Cell
Signaling Technology and mouse anti-α-Tubulin (#T9026) from Sigma.
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Data processing
Out of 108 nLC-MSMS runs 8 runs were not consistent with the other replicates and
were discarded prior to data analysis. Raw data were processed with MaxQuant version
1.3.0.5 (19), MS and MSMS spectra were searched against a concatenated forwarddecoy Swissprot Homo sapiens database version 2012_09 (40,992 sequences) using
the Andromeda search engine. The database search was performed with the following
parameters: an initial mass tolerance of ±20 ppm and a final mass tolerance of ±6 ppm for
precursor masses, ±0.6 Da for CID and ETD ion trap fragment ions, allowing two missed
cleavages. Cysteine carbamidomethylation was used as a fixed modification and methionine
oxidation, protein N-terminal acetylation and serine, threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation
as variable modifications. The false discovery rate was set to 0.01 for peptides, proteins
and phosphosites, the minimum peptide length allowed was six amino acids and a minimum
Andromeda peptide score of 60 was required. The match between run feature was enabled.
A site localization probability of at least 0.75 and a score difference of at least 5 were
used as threshold for the localization of phosphoresidues. Normalization was performed by
subtracting the median of log transformed intensities for each nLC-MSMS run.
To identify significantly regulated phosphorylation sites a two sample t-test was performed
with a permutation-based FDR of 0.005 (randomizations were set to 500 while s0 was tuned
to achieve a min 2-fold regulation and varied between 0.35-0.4). Phosphorylation sites
regulated in at least one of all fifteen possible comparisons were included for soft clustering
analysis using GProX version 1.1.9 (20). Log base 2 intensities were Z-scored prior to
fuzzy clustering using fuzzification value 2, 100 iterations and a minimum membership of
0.35. The number of clusters was empirically derived by varying the number between 4 and
10, where 8 clusters returned the most distinctive clusters. The high confident localized
phosphorylation sites were further analyzed using iceLogo (21) using a p-value of 0.01 with
the entire human proteome (Swiss-Prot human) as a background. Protein GOBP, GOMF,
GOCC and Protein Class were queried from the Panther database (22) and enrichment
analysis was performed using a fisher exact test in Perseus with a 2-fold enrichment cut-off
and Benjamin-Hochberg FDR of 0.02. All clustered phosphorylation sites were subjected
to NetworKIN 3.0 kinase prediction algorithm (23) to predict possible upstream kinases. A
score threshold of 0.5 was applied, and only the top 10 predictions were used. To reveal
kinases differentially active in each cluster, kinase activity enrichment was calculated as
ratio between the number of sites predicted by a specific kinase and the total number sites
in each cluster. Predicted kinase substrates in each cluster were searched in String 9.05
(24) for interactors using the standard settings and 10 new nodes were added to build
protein networks. Signaling networks were then visualized in Cytoscape.
All raw mass spectrometry data files and MaxQuant output files have been deposited to
the ProteomeXchange Consortium (http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org) via the
PRIDE partner repository (25) with the following dataset identifier: PXD000293. All peptide
spectral matches and their MS/MS spectra can be viewed in the freely available Maxquant
Viewer.

RESULTS

We first assessed the feasibility of the highly selective and sensitive Ti4+-IMAC phosphopeptide
enrichment strategy (13-15) for large-scale and high throughput label-free quantification of
phosphorylation dynamics. Therefore, we first interrogated its specificity and reproducibility
for consecutive enrichments in HeLa cells. The data from three independent Ti4+-IMAC
enrichments clearly shows a high specificity and qualitative reproducibility (Figure 1A and
1B, respectively).
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Figure 1. High specificity and reproducibility of Ti4+-IMAC phosphopeptide enrichment assessed in HeLa cells. A)
The high percentage of phosphopeptides in three separate enrichments indicate a high specificity of the Ti4+-IMAC
enrichment. B) The overlap of identified phosphopeptides in three MS replicates from a single enrichment (MS1-3,
upper panel) is similar to the overlap of three separate enrichments (E1-3, lower panel), indicating a qualitatively
highly reproducible phosphopeptide enrichment. C) Phosphopeptide intensity (log base 2) comparisons for MS
replicates (upper panel) and enrichment replicates (lower panel), showing highly accurate quantitative reproducibility
of the Ti4+-IMAC enrichment method.

Virtually all peptides observed are phosphopeptides (>98% out of ~5000 peptide spectral
matches), and the overlap of observed phosphopeptides between independent Ti4+-IMAC
phosphopeptide enrichments is similar to technical replicate nLC-MS runs. Importantly, the
quantitative reproducibility between the different enrichment replicates is high (Figure 1C,
Supplementary Figure 1), with an average Pearson’s correlation of 0.92 and a median CV of
0.2, evidently meeting the above described constraint for label-free quantification of PTMs
In-depth temporal label-free phosphoproteome quantification
Satisfied with the high reproducibility and depth of analysis we next monitored temporal
phosphorylation signaling events in Jurkat T cells at 6 time-points following stimulation
of their G-protein coupled receptors, EP1 to EP4, with the ligand PGE2. This stimulation
affects several intracellular signaling cascades, involving primarily the cAMP/PKA as
well as the PI3K/AKT pathways (26). Jurkat cells were harvested after 0, 5, 10, 20, 30
and 60 minutes of PGE2 stimulation. For every time point three biological replicates were
harvested, cells were lysed and proteins digested with Lys-C and Trypsin. Phosphopeptides
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were enriched using for every biological replicate three independent Ti4+-IMAC enrichment
columns, requiring only 200 mg of protein digest as input material each. All 54 samples (6
time points, 3 biological replicates, 3 Ti4+-IMAC enrichments, Figure 2A) were analyzed
twice by nLC-MSMS using 2h gradients and decision-tree guided peptide fragmentation,
switching between CID and ETD based on peptide physiochemical properties (18, 27). In
total this resulted in 108 nLC-MSMS runs, of which 95% were successful, compromising
216 hours of MS analysis time, identifying cumulatively 21,443 unique phosphosites from
fifty individual Ti4+-IMAC phosphopeptide enrichments.
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Figure 2. High-throughput label-free phosphoproteomics. A) Three biological replicates of Jurkat T- lymphocyte cells
stimulated with Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and harvested at 6 different time points, were lysed, digested and desalted
prior to phosphopeptide enrichment. Each biological replicate was divided over three Ti4+-IMAC phosphopeptide
enrichment columns, resulting in 54 samples that were analyzed twice by 2h nLC-MSMS with CID/ETD fragmentation,
accumulating to a total of 108 phosphoproteomic datasets. B) Number of unique phosphosites quantified using different
criteria. The minimum number of quantification events is reported in brackets. C) Pearson Intensity correlation heat
map of all runs showing a high reproducibility in phosphosite intensity for the phosphopeptide enrichment replicates
(yellow squares) and high similarity between biological replicates A-C (orange squares).
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Control

Of these 21,443 unique phosphosites we could quantitatively follow the presence of 12,799
over all time points and 10,375 in at least 2 out of 3 biological replicates (Figure 2B).
To evaluate the quality of the complete experiment we assessed the correlation and median
CV between all Ti4+-IMAC enrichments of the different biological replicates and performed a
Pearson’s correlation of all phosphopeptide intensities of the successful nLC-MSMS runs,
plotted in a heat map (Table 1, Figure 2C).
Table 1. Enrichment triplicate reproducibility
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Average Pearson Intensity Correlation

Median Coefficient of Variation

Sample

0min

5min

10min

20min

30min

60min

0min

5min

10min

20min

30min

60min

BioA

0.92

0.92

0.93

0.90

0.94

0.94

0.23

0.20

0.21

0.18

0.14

0.18

BioB

0.92

0.92

0.93

0.94

0.91

0.94

0.21

0.21

0.21

0.17

0.18

0.14

BioC

0.94

0.92

0.93

0.90

0.90

0.93

0.19

0.21

0.18

0.16

0.16

0.18

The heat map illustrates the reproducibility in phosphosite intensities between the different
enrichment replicates (yellow squares) and the similarity within the three biological replicates
(A, B and C, orange squares). The time point showing the highest biological similarity is 10
min after activation while the highest biological variability was observed after 30 min.
As the enrichment reproducibility remains very high, the variation observed at the 30 min
time point should be attributed mostly to biological variability rather than sample/enrichment
handling variability.
Jurkat phosphoproteome dynamics
Next significantly regulated phosphosites were strictly elected using two sample t-tests,
comparing all time points using at least three measurements per phosphosite (Figure 3A;
5min/0min and 60min/0min). In total, 2,983 phosphosites were significantly regulated using
the rather stringent criteria; present in all 6 time points in 2 out of 3 biological replicates at
a FDR of 0.005.
Although a large number of phosphosites were regulated directly upon stimulation with
PGE2 (5 minutes), a higher number of phosphosites was regulated at later time points,
indicating downstream phosphorylation amplification in activated signaling cascades
(Figure 3A, Supplementary Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Analysis of differentially regulated phosphosites. A) Volcano plots of treatment versus control comparisons.
P-values (-log base 10, two sample t-test) are plotted as a function of the phosphosite ratio (log base 2) for 5 and 60
min versus 0 min of PGE2 treatment. Regulated sites are colored in red (permutation based FDR=0.005, s0 adjusted
for 2-fold regulation). B) Soft clustering analysis of significantly regulated phosphosites resulted in 5 differentially
upregulated and 3 differentially downregulated clusters. For each cluster the phosphosite sequence logos is plotted,
showing amino acid frequencies that are significantly different compared to the entire human proteome (P < 0.01).
Early upregulated sites contain basophilic motifs, late upregulated sites acidophilic motifs whereas downregulated
sites contain only proline directed consensus sites. C) Linear kinase motifs enriched in each cluster by Motif-X
analysis. Significantly overrepresented kinase motifs were determined by querying the data against the IPI human
database, using a p-value of 1E-6, a minimum number of occurrences of 20 and a minimum 3.0-fold enrichment
compared to background. D) Kinases predicted to be active upon PGE2 stimulation according to NetworKIN algorithm.
On the y axis is represented the percentage of phosphorylated substrates predicted for each kinase in each cluster.

All regulated phosphosites were analyzed for common temporal regulation patterns using
unsupervised clustering. This resulted in 8 clusters of distinct temporal dynamics, with 5
clusters displaying patterns related to upregulated phosphosite abundance and 3 clusters
displaying primarily downregulation (Figure 3B). Gene ontology analysis revealed enrichment
of endocytosis and mRNA related terms in early-intermediate upregulated clusters 2 and 3
whereas cluster 4, corresponding to late upregulation, showed predominantly DNA related
ontology terms (Supplementary Figure 3).
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Interestingly, the different clusters also show a clear distinction in enriched sequence motifs,
portrayed by IceLogo (21) (Figure 3B and 3C), related directly to distinct kinase activity.
Cluster 1 and 2, that show a strong upregulation after 5 minutes of PGE2 stimulation,
represent a clear basophilic kinase motif complemented by proline directed motifs. When
we look in more detail at the sequence motifs present in this cluster, using motif-X (28),
we can distinguish several distinct sub motifs that are significantly enriched and mutually
exclusive (Figure 3C). Proline directed kinase substrate motifs are present in all clusters
and therefore do not display clear temporal changes. In contrast, the extracted basophilic
domains are mostly phosphorylated shortly after PGE2 stimulation (5, 10 min) whereas
the acidophilic substrate motifs become more enriched at later times (≥20min), likely as a
secondary response to PGE2.
To predict the kinases responsible for the observed changes in phosphorylation and to
gain more detailed information about the PGE2-induced signaling network, all regulated
phosphosites were subjected to NetworKIN (23) (Figure 3D). This analysis revealed an
early increase in phosphorylation of CDK1, MAPK1, MAPK3 and MAPK8 substrates that
decrease over time (highly enriched in cluster 1, 6, 7 and 8), possibly involving a negative
feedback loop. Kinase substrates activated immediately after PGE2 stimulation, gradually
damping out over time (Cluster 1) or remaining upregulated (Cluster 2) are predominantly
linked to CAMKIIa, PAK1, PKAα, PKAβ and PKCε. Interestingly, the kinases CLK1 and
CLK4 show a clear distinct activity profile corresponding to a delayed maximum activity
at 20 min followed by a strong reduction for the proceeding time points (Cluster 3). CLK1
is known to phosphorylate proteins of the mRNA spliceosomal complex and is likely the
responsible kinase for the highly enriched mRNA processing gene ontology term in cluster
3 (Supplementary Figure 3).
The set of kinases predicted to be specifically activated after a prolonged PGE2
treatment (≥20min, cluster 4) include the Activin receptors (ACTRIIA, ACTRIIB), Casein
Kinases (CK1α, δ, ε, CK2α), Polo-like kinases (PLK1,2,3,4) and TGF-β receptor type 2.
These (receptor) kinases are activated at a later stage and therefore probably represent
downstream targets of the primary kinases affected at earlier times. Finally, the clusters
showing mainly downregulation, such as cluster 8, primarily contain cyclin dependent and
mitogen activated kinases.

DISCUSSION

Here, we describe the application of a Ti4+-IMAC based phosphopeptide enrichment in
combination with label-free quantification to investigate in-depth temporal phosphorylation
dynamics, enabling the reproducible quantification of more than 12,000 unique
phosphorylation sites over 6 time points including both biological as well as analytical
replicates. The reported label-free approach is generic, and non-restrictive in amount of
sample and MS instrument time required. Our large dataset also provides specific new
insight into the intricacy of PGE2-induced phosphorylation dynamics in T cells.
PGE2 is known to induce the increase of cellular cAMP levels, thereby activating primarily
PKA. PKA subsequently initiates phosphorylation of downstream substrates. Details on
PGE2/PKA specific phosphorylation sites are still scarce, however we can define early,
intermediate and late responders to PGE2 stimulation using a manually curated network,
extracted from the online UniProt Knowledgebase and PhosphoSitePlus database (29)
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(Figure 4A).
PKA activation is evident in our data through several examples, such as the early upregulation
of S2152 on FLNA and S16 on STMN1, which are direct substrates of PKA, and have
functional implications in cytoskleton reorganization. More downstream substrates were
also identified, such as S3 on CFL, which shows decreased phosphosite abundance in
the late time points probably because of the inactivation of intermediate substrates RhoA,
ROCK and LIMK. These, dynamic changes in phosphorylation can also be investigated by
quantitative western blotting, albeit in a low-throughput manner and only for sites for which
specific phospho-antibodies are available.
Therefore, we compared our MS-based method to quantitative western blotting of the
substrates FLNA (S2152), CFL (S3) and ATF2 (T71) (Supplementary Figure 4). The
quantitative data of both methods showed good agreement with the MS-based quantitative
data, and gives credence to our MS-based quantitative data on all the other thousands of
phosphorylation sites.
Interestingly, the abundance of the phosphosite S118 on BAD, a direct PKA substrate,
is gradually upregulated at later time points, indicating additional indirect regulatory
mechanisms that block the pro-apoptotic activity of BAD (30). The MAPK and PI3K/AKT
signaling pathways are also represented among the regulated phosphosites. MAPK1/ERK2
can be activated upon increase of cAMP levels through its phosphorylation by the upstream
kinase activators (MEK1 and MEK2) and the dissociation of MAPK1 from phosphorylated
PTPN7, a protein phosphatase that acts preferentially on tyrosine-phosphorylated MAPK1.
This results in the activation of MAPK1 and phosphorylation the of its downstream substrates
such as ATF2 T71 that was found to be upregulated in both our in depth phosphoproteomics
dataset as well as in the quantitative western blot analysis (Supplementary Figure 4).
Moreover, a negative feedback phosphorylation of MAPK1 on RAF1 (S296 and S301)
yielding an inactive, desensitized kinase is also observed in our data. The PI3K/AKT
pathway is activated by PGE2 stimulation through the EP4 receptor (31). This results in the
activation of AKT signaling, which is apparent from its downstream substrate CHEK1 S280
that resided in cluster 1.
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Figure 4. Downstream signaling of PGE2 stimulation reveals early, intermediate and late responders. A) Manually
curated network using the reference databases UniProt (http://www.uniprot.org) and PhosphoSitePlus (http://www.
phosphosite.org). Arrows represent known phosphorylation events between upstream kinases and their substrates.
B) Protein complexes and/or networks of predicted PKA (left panel) and CK2 (right panel) substrates. Significantly
regulated substrates for each cluster and additional proteins belonging to the same protein complex are shown in red
and green, respectively. Interaction data and common protein features were retrieved from the STRING and Uniprot
database, respectively. See Supplementary Figure 5 and 6 for a more detailed version.

In addition differentially regulated protein complexes/networks for each cluster were
identified using the predicted kinase substrates of PKA and CK2 from NetworKIN and the
interaction data from STRING (Figure 4B, Supplementary Figure 5 and 6).
PGE2 stimulation has a clear effect on RNA processing (mRNA splicing, mRNA decapping,
RNA binding) and DNA/Chromatin binding as many regulated phosphosites predicted to
be regulated by PKA and CK2 are involved in these categories in multiple clusters. More
specifically for PKA, a T cell signaling protein network was only identified in the set of
phosphosites upregulated for the entire PGE2 stimulation duration (Cluster 2), suggesting a
strong dependency of these PKA-dependent signaling proteins on PGE2 presence.
Casein Kinase 2 was highly enriched for substrates in cluster 4, 5 and 6 corresponding to a
delayed regulation to PGE2 treatment (Figure 3D).
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Supplementary tables are available as excel files via the Internet at http://www.mcponline.
org/.
Supplementary Table 1. Quantified phosphosites in all HeLa phosphopeptide enrichments.
Supplementary Table 2. Quantified phosphosites in all Jurkat T cell PGE2 stimulations and
controls.
Supplementary Table 3. Quantified phosphosites in 2 out of 3 biological replicates of Jurkat
T cell PGE2 stimulations and controls.
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Supplementary Figure 1. A) Intensity correlations for all phosphopeptide quantifications from HeLa. The
phosphopeptide log base 2 intensities are plotted for all HeLa enrichments (E1,E2,E3) and their mass spectrometry
replicate run analysis (MS1,MS2,MS3). B) Intensity correlation comparisons between each enrichment (average of
three MS replicates). The average Pearson correlation was 0.90 and 0.92 for the MS and enrichment replicates,
respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Phosphosite ratio versus significance plots of all PGE2 stimulations versus control
comparisons (two sample t-test). P-values (-log base 10) are plotted as a function of the phosphosite ratio (log base
2) for all the PGE2 stimulations (5, 10, 20, 30, 60 min) versus control (0 min) comparisons. Regulated sites are colored
in red (permutation based FDR=0.005, s0 adjusted for 2-fold regulation).
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Supplementary Figure 3. Gene ontology enrichment analysis of all significantly regulated phosphosites. Panther
ontologies were analyzed for enrichment using a fisher exact test (Benjamin-Hochberg FDR 0.02). Displayed are color
coded Log2 enrichment factor to show high over and under representation of ontology terms.
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Supplementary Figure 4. A) Western blot validation of the direct PKA substrate FLNA (Ser2152), indirect PKA
substrate CFL (Ser3) and the MAPK substrate ATF2 (Thr71). α-Tubulin was used as a loading control. B) Following 3
independent PGE2 induced activations, western blot quantitative analysis nicely reveal agreement with the MS-based
label-free phosphoproteomics screening, with the latter possessing overall higher accuracy.
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Supplementary Figure 5. Protein complexes and/or networks of predicted PKA substrates. Significantly regulated
substrates for each cluster and additional proteins belonging to the same protein complex are shown in red and green,
respectively. Interaction data and common protein features were retrieved from the STRING and Uniprot database,
respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 6. Protein complexes and/or networks of predicted CK2 substrates. Significantly regulated
substrates for each cluster and additional proteins belonging to the same protein complex are shown in red and green,
respectively. Interaction data and common protein features were retrieved from the STRING and Uniprot database,
respectively.
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Evaluating the Promiscuous Nature of
Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors Assessed in
A431 Epidermoid Carcinoma Cells by Both
Chemical- and Phosphoproteomics

Chapter 4

ABSTRACT

Deregulation of protein tyrosine kinase signaling has been linked to many diseases, most
notably cancer. As a consequence, small molecule inhibitors of protein tyrosine kinases
may provide powerful strategies for treatment. Following the successful introduction
of imatinib in the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia, such drugs are also now
evaluated for other types of cancer. However, many developed kinase inhibitors are not
very target-specific and therefore may induce side effects. The importance of such side
effects is certainly cell-proteome dependent. Understanding the all-inclusive action of a
tyrosine kinase inhibitor on each individual cell-type entails the identification of potential
targets, combined with monitoring the downstream effects revealing the signaling networks
involved. Here, we explored a multilevel quantitative mass spectrometry–based proteomic
strategy to identify the direct targets and downstream signaling effect of four tyrosine
kinase inhibitors (imatinib, dasatinib, bosutinib and nilotinib) in epidermoid carcinoma cells,
as a model system for skin-cancer. More than 25 tyrosine kinases showed affinity to the
drugs, with imatinib and nilotinib displaying a high specificity, especially when compared
to dasatinib, and bosutinib. Consequently, the latter two drugs showed a larger effect on
downstream phosphotyrosine signaling. Many of the proteins affected are key regulators
in cell adhesion and invasion. Our data represents a multiplexed view on the promiscuous
action of certain tyrosine kinase inhibitors that needs to be taking into consideration prior to
the application of these drugs in the treatment of different forms of cancer.
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Reversible protein tyrosine phosphorylation regulates numerous biological processes
including cell growth, differentiation, migration, and apoptosis (1). Aberrant regulation of
tyrosine phosphorylation often plays an important role in the initiation and progression
of various types of diseases, notably cancer. Recent discoveries in cancer therapeutics
have brought to light the importance of signaling proteins as targets for new drugs and
treatments. Among all oncogenes, protein tyrosine kinases (PTK) are some of the most
frequently distorted genes in cancer. This occurs either via mutation, overexpression, or
amplification (2). The resultant deregulated cellular signaling can effect disease progression
and/or resistance. The oncogenic mutation or drug-treatment-induced extensive rewiring
in the cellular protein networks need to be probed at the proteome level, as it will be
accompanied by extensive post-translational modifications. Therefore, methods to assess
the proteome-wide effect of PTK inhibitors, including the identification of the targeted kinases
and the resultant impact on signaling nodes are important to understand and monitor cancer
development at the molecular level (3).
Over the last two decades, a few tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) have been introduced into
the clinic to tackle several genes implicated in certain cancers. These include imatinib for
chronic myelogenous leukemia (4) and erlotinib and gefinitib for the treatment of non-smallcell lung cancer (5). The appearance of drug resistant mutants of Bcr-Abl in patients treated
with Imatinib has spurred the development of second and third generation kinase inhibitors,
such as dasatinib, bosutinib, nilotinib, and ponatinib (6).
Although these drugs have been developed to target specific kinases responsible for a
particular disease, they might be useful in other malignancies sustained through abnormal
activation, deregulation, or overexpression of one of these genes. For instance, imatinib is
now also used in the treatment of gastrointestinal stromal tumors (7). Moreover, additional
areas of application, such as in solid tumor treatment, are currently under investigation ( i.e.,
in Phase I and II clinical trials (http://clinicaltrials.gov)) (8). These PTK inhibitors can bind the
target and block substrate phosphorylation in different ways. Type I inhibitors (e.g., dasatinib
and bosutinib) compete with the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding site in the tyrosine
kinase domain. As such, these lack specificity because of the highly conserved structure of
the ATP pocket across the kinases (and some other proteins) in the human proteome. Type
II inhibitors (e.g., imatinib and nilotinib) occupy a hydrophobic pocket adjacent to the ATP
binding site, trapping the target kinases in an inactive state. These drugs generally are more
potent and less promiscuous than type I; however, they still typically inhibit several kinases.
Not investigated here, but of interest, are also the highly specific type III and IV inhibitors
that bind to the substrate recognition region or other regions of the kinases, which typically
are less redundant across the proteome.
Understanding the all-inclusive mechanism of-action of an inhibitor as a potential anticancer
therapeutic is hampered by the elaborate complexity of intertwined signaling networks. For
instance, it has been proposed that closely related family members of a particular kinase
possess the ability to compensate for a deficiency in the drug targeted kinase. Many
signaling pathways are interconnected primarily though kinases that are capable of linking
signaling events from distinct upstream receptors to downstream pathways; leading to
comparable cellular responses (9). Moreover, it has been shown that many of the currently
available group of drugs lack specificity. This leads ultimately to either undesired off-target
side-effects or occasionally to a beneficial response (10).
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Finally, it is important to note that the uniqueness of a given tumor cell microenvironment will
affect the response of the system to treatment by TKIs. All these points stress the need for
a better understanding of drug-protein interactions and the downstream effects in a given
cancer cell or tissue environment.
In recent years, MS-based proteomic technologies have been introduced to screen the
protein interactome of drugs (10-13) or to explore the alteration of phosphorylation upon
kinase inhibitor treatment (14, 15).
Here, we investigate the global response to TKI treatment by combining these two
approaches in epidermoid carcinoma cells. We chose these cells as model system as they
represent a model for skin cancer, an area in which TKIs have not yet been clinically used.
To obtain data on the presence and abundance of potential drug targets (i.e., the family of
protein tyrosine kinases), we first semiquantified the proteome of the A431 skin cell line by
using spectral counting (16).
Next, we used an affinity-chromatography-based chemical proteomic approach, adopted
from earlier successful studies on the identification of potential targets of tyrosine kinase
inhibitors (17, 18).
This approach allowed us to assess the differential protein enrichment of each cellular target
in the A431 microenvironment. Additionally, we applied phosphotyrosine peptide-targeted
immunoaffinity purifications combined with dimethyl labeling and LC-MS/MS to monitor
changes in protein tyrosine phosphorylation. We were able to monitor drug response
profiles for ~900 unique phosphotyrosine peptides belonging to 492 proteins.
In an unprecedented way, this three-pronged approach allowed us to define the specific
kinase targets and downstream effects on system-wide tyrosine signaling. We demonstrated
this using four established promising anticancer drugs; namely imatinib, dasatinib, bosutinib
and nilotinib in an epidermoid cell carcinoma environment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optimal use of any TKI, however, is complicated by the fact that these drugs can be
promiscuous and affect more than one targeted kinase. Moreover, the overall effect of the
TKIs will depend on the microenvironment (cell-type or tissue) (19, 20).
Here, we probed the effect of four TKIs in the A431 epidermoid carcinoma cell
microenvironment. The A431 cell line is known to exhibit abnormally high levels of EGFR.
Upon stimulation by EGF, a rapid tyrosine phosphorylation of many intracellular signaling
proteins occurs, including the activation of a variety of tyrosine kinases.
Using a three-pronged MS-based proteomics approach (Figure 1), we evaluated the
direct and downstream effects of four clinically relevant tyrosine kinase inhibitors, using an
epithelial cancer cell line as model system.
Here, we defined the (I) semiquantitative tyrosine kinome, (II) drug interactome, and (III)
drug-induced effects on the tyrosine signalome.
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Target identification of protein kinase inhibitors
We initially examined the entire proteome and kinome profile expressed in the A431 cell line,
to determine the expression of all possible protein targets of the tyrosine kinase inhibitors.
We therefore utilized a ‘shot-gun’ approach that involved a multidimensional separationbased proteomic strategy.
To ensure maximal protein identification, we reduced sample complexity by strong cation
exchange (SCX) chromatography and analyzed all fractions by LC-MS/MS. We confidently
identified 9,107 unique protein groups, of which 44 were protein tyrosine kinases (Figure 2A
and Supporting Information (SI) Table 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the integrated 3-fold MS-based proteomic approach. The response to treatment
with the TKIs imatinib, dasatinib, bosutinib and nilotinib were assessed in A431 cells. The three levels assessed were
(I) global quantitative proteome analysis to probe in a semiquantitative measurement the abundance of tyrosine
kinases, (II) affinity pull-down assays using tyrosine kinase inhibitor affinity matrices to define the interactome
of the drugs, and (III) the response at the tyrosine phosphoproteome level using targeted immunopurification of
phosphotyrosine peptides.

Chapter 4
Figure 2. Comprehensive kinase target profiles of imatinib, dasatinib, bosutinib, and nilotinib as determined by gelfree one-dimensional LC/MS analysis. (A) First, the protein abundance in the A431 cells was estimated by spectral
counting. All quantified tyrosine protein kinases are annotated with red dots. (B) Semiquantitative assessment of the
drug interactome. All identified tyrosine kinases in the A431 cell line were ordered by phylogenetic distances. Spectral
counts were used to discriminate true drug interactors from the nonspecific background. Bars indicate fold change
between the drug experiments versus the controls. The colors used for the data on each individual drug are kept
consistent throughout the manuscript. The colors are imatinib blue, dasatinib light green, bosutinib dark green, and
nilotinib red.

We used a spectral counting based approach (21) to approximate protein abundances and
observed that the relative abundance of the 44 protein tyrosine kinases span an order of 105.
Despite inherent limitations arising from differing ionization efficiencies or chromatographic
behavior of different peptides which will affect the spectrum count response, this
semiquantification technique is supported by the observation that more abundant peptides
will be more frequently selected for fragmentation, producing more MS/MS spectra which
are therefore linked to protein amount, as also established by others (22). Among the most
abundant were: SRC, LYN, CSK, and EGFR; while the lower abundance kinases detected
were JAK2, JAK3, and RYK. EGFR was the most highly expressed tyrosine kinase, followed
by members of the SFKs and Src-related kinases.
The semiquantitative proteome profiling allowed us to define the relative abundance of the
druggable kinome in A431 cells, which may affect how much of each possible target is
captured as well as the strength of the binding.
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The most notable target of Imatinib, the BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase, which is highly expressed
in CML, is not present in the A431 cells investigated here. However, due to the high degree
of conservation of particular protein domains, structural features of the TKI binding site are
conserved across related kinases; therefore, the drugs will target other tyrosine kinases in
A431 cells.
To determine the targets of the four selected TKIs, we subjected the proteins extracted from
the A431 cancer cell line to drug-coupled affinity matrices (23). By comparing the pull-down
results from a lysate with a second, identical lysate to which 20 µM of the free inhibitor had
been added to block binding to the beads, we were able to identify selectively drug-binding
proteins using LC-MS/MS (SI Figure 1). This differential affinity pull-downs approach
allowed us to also semiquantitatively evaluate the relative protein binding of the tyrosine
kinases to each of the drugs, obtained as the measure of spectral count difference between
the competition experiments and affinity isolations (SI Table 2), which we like to note does
not directly correlate with a half-maximal inhibitory (IC50). Among the four selected inhibitors,
imatinib and the closely related analogue nilotinib exhibited the highest specificity in A431
cells by substantially binding 3 and 6 kinases, respectively (Figure 2B).
The global drug-interacting kinome revealed by chemical proteomics at first glance agrees
well with reported interactomes (SI Table 2) (24-27). However, closer inspection reveals
several microenvironment-type specific interactors.
The proteins common to imatinib and nilotinib enrichment were the relatively abundant
targets CSK, SRC; plus the receptor tyrosine kinase DDR1. For both inhibitors, DDR1
displayed the highest recovery. Additionally, nilotinib displayed a unique and substantial
affinity to JAK1. To the best of our knowledge, the identification of JAK1 as a potential target
of this drug has not yet been reported. Also, the expression of other previously reported TKIbinding interactors of the JAK subfamily has been profile by our multidimensional proteomic
strategy. However, only TYK2, which exclusively binds to dasatinib, has been identify in our
chemical proteomics experiments. Comparing the relative abundance of the members this
family, the unsuccessful identification of JAK2 and JAK3 might be related to their relative
lower abundance.
Dasatinib and bosutinib displayed a much broader target spectrum (19 and 18 tyrosine
kinases, respectively) that also included the three common targets of imatinib and nilotinib.
Moreover, in the target profile of dasatinib and bosutinib many other known targets members
of the nonreceptor Src family kinases (SFK) were observed (e.g., YES, LCK, LYN, and
FRK). Also, ABL and EGFR were prominently enriched by both dasatinib and bosutinib.
Another group of PTK identified as dasatinib and bosutinib binders were members of the
large ephrin receptor family (EPHs). EPHs not only mediate a variety of cell-cell interactions
but have also been correlated with the growth of solid tumors. Among these, EPHA2,
EPHB2, EPHB3, and EPHB4 bound both dasatinib and bosutinib. EPHA1 and EPHA4
showed either a higher recovery for dasatinib or bosutinib, respectively.
The chemical proteomic data provide an initial insight into understanding the specific
inhibitory action of the four drugs in A431 cancer cells.
In summary, the TKIs imatinib and nilotinib bind to a narrower range of targets when
compared to dasatinib and bosutinib (18, 28). Consequently, it is highly probable that the
latter two drugs will have a stronger impact on tyrosine signaling downstream of all inhibited
kinases. The next step in this study was to investigate said processes.
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Tyrosine phosphorylation dynamics in A431 cells upon inhibitor treatment
Better understanding of the mechanisms of action of a drug by profiling phosphorylation
dynamics may help in defining potential mechanisms of resistance. It has been proposed
that gene amplification/overexpression (e.g., drug transporters), or modification of
signaling pathways might be a possible mechanism for promoting drug resistance (29).
Therefore, the unique characteristics of a given cell microenvironment will very much
influence the response of the system to treatment by TKIs. To evaluate the global tyrosine
phosphorylation dynamics that occur in A431 cells upon treatment with each of the four
inhibitors, phosphotyrosine peptides were enriched and identified by quantitative mass
spectrometry (SI Figure 1).
For this purpose, the cells were treated with each inhibitor for 2 h with appropriate
concentrations adopted from reported studies (15, 26), in order to maximize the inhibitory
effect of the four drugs. After stimulation with EGF for 10 min, cells were lysed and proteins
were sequentially digested with the proteases Lys-C and trypsin.
To allow quantitation of the phosphorylated peptides originating from the three different
peptide pools (control/imatinib/dasatinib or control/bosutinib/nilotinib), we used stable
isotope dimethyl labeling (30). Subsequently, tyrosine-phosphorylated peptides were
enriched by immunoprecipitation and analyzed by LC-MS/MS (SI Table 3).
From two biological replicates of each experiment, we were able to quantify ~900
nonredundant phosphopeptides. From this data, ~70% were phosphotyrosine peptides
(Figure 3A).

Figure 3. Quantitative profiling of tyrosine phosphorylation induced by treatment with each of the four tyrosine kinase
inhibitors. (A) The phosphoproteomic workflow allowed the quantification of ~900 phosphopeptides (on average)
for each drug/control comparison. For each drug, the largest circle defines the unique number of phosphopeptides
detected, the middle circle possess a confidently localized phosphorylated tyrosine residue, whereas the innermost
circle displays down-regulated confidently localized phosphorylated tyrosine residues. To define regulation, all data
outside the 95% confidence interval was considered as up- or down-regulated. (B) Venn diagram illustrating the
overlap of down-regulated phosphotyrosine sites identified after treatment with each of the individual drugs.

Considering the reported suboptimal reproducibility of pTyr peptide IPs (31), the overlap
between the two experiments was gratifyingly high (Figure 3B and SI Figure 2). In summary,
we were able to quantify 1,434 phosphopeptides with a total of 721 unique tyrosine
phosphorylation sites. Next, we evaluated the effect of the inhibitors by comparing the
differential amount of phosphorylation between the vehicle only (DMSO) control and the
four individual drug-treated samples. In the discussion we will focus on the pathways and
individual proteins and sites affected.
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A first global evaluation of the quantitative data showed little change and merely 1:1 ratios in
two control experiments: (i) the pre-IP cell lysate digest (MIX) and (ii) the nonphosphorylated
peptides which copurified in the IP (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Quantitative profiles of site-specific tyrosine phosphorylation upon tyrosine kinase inhibition. Histograms of
observed nonphosphorylated peptide ratios before (MIX, gray lines) and after the immunoprecipitation (IP, black lines)
reveal that the 3 stable isotope dimethyl-labeled samples were mixed at a 1:1:1 ratio. Histograms of the quantified
phosphotyrosine peptides (colored bars) show a general decrease in the level of tyrosine phosphorylation upon
imatinib (A), dasatinib (B), nilotinib (C), or bosutinib (D) treatment. In agreement with the chemical proteomic results,
imatinib and nilotinib treatment marginally affected phosphotyrosine signaling events. Dasatinib and to a much greater
extent, bosutinib, significantly decreased overall tyrosine phosphorylation. Dashed lines represent the estimated 95%
confidence interval, as described in the data analysis section.

The analysis of the tyrosine phosphorylation dynamics in the A431 cells, however, reflected
the data obtained by the chemical proteomic approach. Bosutinib substantially decreased
the tyrosine phosphorylation of most, albeit not all, quantified phosphopeptides.
A similar, although less dramatic effect was observed following treatment with dasatinib.
The effect induced by nilotinib treatment was even more subtle, and finally imatinib, which
possesses the highest specificity, led to the down-regulation of only a very small minority of
the identified phosphopeptides.
We next evaluated the amino acid composition surrounding the tyrosine phosphorylation
sites on the peptides that were down-regulated using iceLogo (32). This analysis revealed
similar enriched motifs for each of the inhibitors used. These motifs are mostly linked to
members of the SFK, EGFR, and ABL family and are mainly characterized by the presence
of acid residues such as aspartic and glutamic acid and nonpolar residues (valine and
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isoleucine) at position P-1 (SI Figure 3). Again, this data is in agreement with the chemical
proteomic approach, as these kinases were observed to be the most effective binders.
Our analyses confirmed that among the four drugs assessed, the type II inhibitors (imatinib
and nilotinib) were the most selective binders. In particular, imatinib only had three kinase
targets in A431 cells, and also only a few affected downstream tyrosine phosphorylation
substrates could be detected.
These findings are in agreement with the concept that type II inhibitors bind to a hydrophobic
pocket adjacent to the ATP binding site, which is conserved to a lesser extent across the
kinome, partially enhancing their specificity.
In sharp contrast, the type I inhibitors dasatinib and bosutinib exhibited high promiscuity
in the drug target profile, largely because the kinase ATP binding site is highly conserved
in sequence and conformation among the targets, with bosutinib also displaying a much
stronger and wider inhibition of tyrosine phosphorylation.
Integrative network analysis
Our combined data provides an ideal platform for a network analysis using the TKIs as
perturbations in both the tyrosine phosphorylation signaling. The network analysis was
performed for each drug using the data set containing the respective potential targets
identified in the chemical proteomic experiments plus all the proteins with a down-regulated
phosphotyrosine-containing site.
The specific drug-interaction spheres were created by combining interactions reported in
the STRING protein interaction database and the PhosphoSitePlus database (Figure 5, and
in detail, SI Figure 4).
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Figure 5. Drug affected interaction networks at the level of the drugs targets and downstream substrates. Proteinprotein interactions were derived from both the STRING database using experimental, neighborhood and database
lines of evidence with “high confidence” interactions (score > 0.700) while the substrate lines derived from the
search function in the PhosphoSitePlus database. For imatinib (A), dasatinib (B), nilotinib (C), and bosutinib (D)
signaling substrates are color-coded according to the highest fold change observed among all the phosphosites for
each protein. Drug-target interactions were manually added on the basis of the results obtained from the chemical
proteomic workflow and interactors are color-coded according to the fold change between the free drug competitive
experiments versus the individual controls, F/C.

Collectively, our results define a set of signaling nodes modulated by each individual drug
that can be considered putative targets in epithelial cancers. These include a large set of
nonreceptor tyrosine kinases, including multiple SFK members, ABL, PTK2, CSK, and FRK,
and the receptor tyrosine kinases EGFR and EPHs.
Notably, 11 kinases showed a unique affinity toward a single inhibitor. Some of these
kinases (e.g., JAK1 for nilotinib; TYK2 for dasatinib; AXL and FER for bosutinib) have been
shown to be involved in the regulation of multiple processes in cancers, including growth
and metastasis (33-36). Therefore, these kinases represent some of the more interesting
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potential therapeutic targets. In addition to the direct kinase targets, we were able to examine
downstream substrates that alter in response to the inhibition of tyrosine kinase activity.
Intriguingly, our analysis revealed interaction networks that linked nearly all the individual
drugs interactors with the majority of the phosphotyrosine-regulated proteins. Thus, the
complementarity of our approach is clearly evident. Several of these proteins have been
reported to be primarily directly (phosphorylated) or indirectly connected to members of the
SFK (mainly SRC) and a few other closely related kinases, for example, CAV1, Cortactin
(CTTN), Catenin delta-1 (CTNND1), nPKC-delta, PXN, and PTK2.
Several affected proteins identified in our screen can be linked to cytoskeletal processes,
such as cell adhesion or invasion and cell-cell interaction/tight junction proteins. Among
these are CAV1, Cofilin (CFL1or2), ITSN2, PLEC1, SHB, STAM, STAM2, TJP1/2 and
members of the beta-catenin family (CTNND1 and PKP2/3/4). Furthermore, several key
tyrosine phosphatases (PTPN6/SHP-1, PTPN11, and most notably, PTPN18/SHP-2 had
impaired tyrosine phosphorylation after inhibitor treatment. Other PTKs exhibited strong
binding to the drugs along with a significant down-regulation of kinase activity, therefore
possibly perturbing multiple relevant signaling pathways important in carcinoma. Among
these proteins are the kinases EGFR and DDR1. Discussed in more detail are some of the
individual proteins that place our finding in a more cancer biological context.
EGFR
Activation of EGFR regulates cellular proliferation, survival, and migration, and the activity
of the protein appears to promote solid tumor growth (37). In particular, EGFR recruits
signaling proteins to the cell membrane culminating in phosphorylation and activation.
Although our chemical proteomic data revealed that dasatinib and bosutinib interact
relatively weakly with EGFR, the targeted phosphoproteomic approach showed that only
bosutinib and nilotinib treatments reduced the amount of tyrosine phosphorylation at a few
different sites on EGFR. Some of these sites down-regulated by bosutinib correspond to the
autophosphorylation sites of EGFR (Tyr998, Tyr1172, and Tyr1197) and suggest a direct
mechanism of inhibition. The remaining affected sites on EGFR are more likely the result
of inhibition of SFK-dependent tyrosine phosphorylation on EGFR (Tyr1010, Tyr1125, and
Tyr1328). A similar hypothesis can be made for two other members of the EGFR family,
ERRB2 (Tyr877) and ERBB3 (Tyr1328), which also exhibited a substantial down-regulation
after dasatinib or bosutinib treatment, respectively.
Discoidin domain receptor 1 tyrosine kinase (DDR1)
In the A431 cells, DDR1 represents a remarkable off-target of the TKIs investigated. DDR1
is highly expressed in a variety of human cancers and regulates the interactions of tumor
cells with the surrounding collagen matrix. Aberrant signaling through the DDR1 receptor
is closely associated with cancer progression and metastasis (38). The activity of DDR1
has been reported to be inhibited by either imatinib, nilotinib, or dasatinib (24, 39). Our
chemical proteomic approach demonstrated that in A431 cells, DDR1 also strongly binds
to bosutinib. In addition, the phosphoproteomic assay showed inhibition of DDR1 kinase
activity, concurrent with a substantial suppression of the phosphorylation level of two of the
autocatalytic sites, Tyr792 and Tyr796 (SI Figure 5). Unfortunately, substrates of DDR1 are
as yet only poorly described, thus hampering further discussion on the downstream effects
of the strong binding we see in A431 cells for all four drugs.
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SFKs
SRC was the only kinase of the Src-family identified as binding to imatinib and nilotinib
in the chemical proteomic experiments. Yet phosphorylation of the activation site in SRC
(LIEDNEpYTAR; also present in several other kinases of the family) was unaffected (SI
Table 4) by imatinib treatment. This is in accordance with the rather high IC50 of SRC for
imatinib (41). After nilotinib treatment, however, there was a clear tendency toward downregulation of the activation site. This suggests a significantly reduced IC50 level for one or
more members of this kinase group (LCK, FYN, YES, SRC). On the contrary, Lyn, the most
abundant kinase of the SFK family in A431 cells, did not bind to imatinib or nilotinib, but
the corresponding peptide VIEDNEpYTAR (also present in HCK, which was not detected
by a unique peptide in any experiment) showed severe down-regulation after imatinib (and
nilotinib) treatment. This represents an interesting finding, since active Lyn has been linked
to imatinib resistance in CML (42). This is clearly in contrast to our present observations.
Furthermore, this finding might exclude LYN as the upstream kinase of many actual and
postulated SFK substrates.
In summary, our three-pronged mass spectrometry-based proteomic approach represents
a suitable tool to evaluate the specificity of a kinase inhibitor at multiple levels, that is., from
the identification of the upstream drug-able targets through to a snapshot of phosphorylation
changes that occur after TKI treatment. Thus, valuable information concerning the clinical
application of a drug is provided. Moreover, our approach can be extended to a time or
dose-dependent profiling, where for each individual drug altered phosphorylation signaling
pathways can be monitored during time or in a concentration-dependent fashion. This could
provide even more detailed information about the mode of action of the four drugs, evidently
at the expense of a substantial amount of analysis time.
Overall, our findings stress the need for a clear and detailed assessment of drug specificity
and the investigation of TKI impact on downstream phosphorylation dynamics. Such
investigations must be performed in the early stages of drug development, with the beneficial
outcome of improved patient safety and financial investment.

METHODS

Cell Culture, Lysis, and Preparation of Peptide Digests
A431 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (v/v), 10 mM glutamine, and 5% penicillin/streptomycin (v/v) (all Lonza)
at 37 °C in the presence of 5% CO2. Cells were lysed on ice by sonication in 8 M urea, 50
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Ephrin receptor protein-tyrosine kinases (EPHs)
EPHs tyrosine kinases are highly represented in our data. Multiple EPHs are present in
essentially all types of cancer cells, and the activities of these kinases are complex and
not fully understood. Among the EPHs, EPHA2 and EPHB4 have been implicated in tumor
growth, while the role of the other members is still less clear. There is evidence that not
only an increase, but also, a decrease in EPH receptor activity can be linked to cancer
progression and inhibition (40). Our chemical proteomic screening revealed that while
dasatinib and bosutinib appeared to bind to every EPH present in A431 cells; nilotinib seems
to be more specific for EPHA2. This specificity was particularly evidenced by suppression of
autophosphorylation at Tyr594 and Tyr772 on EPHA2.

mM ammonium bicarbonate, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 1× PhosSTOP, and 1× Complete
mini protease inhibitors (both Roche). The lysate was predigested with Lys-C (1:100;
Wako) for 4 h at 37 °C followed by a 4-fold dilution with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and
digestion overnight with trypsin (1:100; Promega) at 37 °C. For a detailed description, see
SI Methods.
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Preparation of Cell Lysate and Drug Affinity Purification
Harvested cells were washed with ice-cold PBS, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored
at −80 °C until lysed. Cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH
7.5; 100 mM NaCl; 0.2% NP-40 (w/v); 5% glycerol (v/v); 1.5 mM MgCl2; 1 mM dithiothreitol
(DTT); 25 mM NaF; 1 mM Na3VO4; 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride; 10 μg mL–1 tosyl-Llysine chloromethyl ketone; 1 μg mL–1 leupeptin; 1 μg mL–1 aprotinin; 10 μg mL–1 soybean
trypsin inhibitor), and cells were homogenized by passing the suspension 10 times through
a 21 gauge needle. All competition experiments and affinity isolations were performed as
previously described (23). All competitive and drug pulldowns were analyzed by LC-MSMS
as technical triplicates.
Cell Culture, Stimulation, and Digest Preparation for Phosphoproteomic Experiments
Following overnight serum starvation in media containing 0.1% serum, cells were either
pretreated with DMSO (control), 10 µM imatinib mesylate, or 100 nM dasatinib in the first
experiment (Exp1) and DMSO (control), 100 nM bosutinib or 500 nM nilotinib in the second
experiment (Exp2) for 2 h, followed by stimulation by 100 ng mL–1 EGF (Tocris Bioscience)
for 10 min. All inhibitors were obtained from Sequoia Research Products. After treatment,
A431 cells were harvested, lysed, and digested as described above.
Stable Isotope Labeling by Reductive Amination and Immunoprecipitation of
phosphotyrosine peptides
Tryptic peptides were desalted and stable isotope labeled using a Sep-Pak C18 column,
as described previously (30). The immunoaffinity purification was performed as described
previously (15).
Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry and Data Analysis
For a detailed description of the liquid chromatography mass spectrometer configuration,
data analysis, and all algorithms used, see SI Methods.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Supporting tables are available as excel files via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
Supporting Table 1. Proteome profile of A431 cells (9,107 protein groups).
Supplemental Table 2. Identified kinase targets of imatinib, dasatinib, bosutinib, and
nilotinib in A431 cells and comparison with published data sets.
Supplemental Table 3. Identified and quantified peptides in the IP and Pre-IP cell lysate.
Supplemental Table 4. Identified SFK peptides in all the proteomic experiments.
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Wash and elution

Digestion

nanoLC-MS/MS

Dimethyl labeling
MIX 1:1:1
XXXpYXXX

Anti-pY-IP

XXXpYXXX
XXXpYXXX

nanoLC-MS/MS

Supplementary Figure 1. Experimental workflow. Analytical strategy employed for the chemical proteomic
experiments (left). After proteins extraction, A431 cell lysates (10 mg) ± pre-treatment with 20 μM of the free TKI,
were incubated with the equilibrated drug matrices. For all competitive and drug pulldowns, the bound proteins were
eluted, digested and analyzed by nanoLC-MS as technical triplicates. Overview of the quantitative phosphoproteomic
workflow (right). A431 cells were treated either with vehicle DMSO (Control) or Imatinib (10 µM), Dasatinib (100 nM),
Bosutinib (100 nM) and Nilotinib (500 nM) for 2 h, followed by stimulation with EGF at final concentration of 100 ng
mL–1 for 10 min. After lysis and enzymatic digestion the peptides from each treatment were then differentially labeled
using stable isotope dimethyl labeling. For each experiment, the three differentially labeled digests were combined,
followed by simultaneous enrichment of tyrosine-phosphorylated peptide using immobilized phosphotyrosine-specific
antibodies. The enriched fraction was analyzed by nanoLC-MS and changes in tyrosine phosphorylation quantified.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Quantitative profiling of tyrosine phosphorylation induced by treatment with each of the four
tyrosine kinase inhibitors. A) Venn diagram illustrating the overlap of quantified phosphoproteins (B) and quantified
phosphopeptides.
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Supplementary Figure 3. iceLogo analysis of down-regulated phosphotyrosine sites. Peptides showing a more
than two-fold decrease in tyrosine phosphorylation upon drugs treatment were subjected to motif analysis using the
iceLogo algorithm. The data set used to create the iceLogo contained phosphopeptides with a tyrosine phosphosite
localized with a probability > 0.75 (pRS probability).
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Supplementary Figure 4. Drug affected interaction networks at the level of the drugs targets and downstream
substrates. Protein-protein interactions were derived from both the STRING database using experimental,
neighborhood and database lines of evidence with “high confidence” interactions (score > 0.700) while the substrate
lines derived from the search function in the PhosphoSitePlus database. For imatinib (A), dasatinib (B), nilotinib (C)
and bosutinib (D) signaling substrates are color-coded according to the highest fold change observed amongst all the
phosphosites for each protein. Drug-target interactions were manually added on the basis of the results obtained from
the chemical proteomic workflow and interactors are color-coded according to the fold change between the free drug
competitive experiments versus the individual controls, F/C. The interaction map was generated using Cytoscape.
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SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Culture, Lysis, and Preparation of Peptide Digests
A431 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (v/v), 10 mM glutamine and 5% penicillin/streptomycin (v/v) (all Lonza)
at 37 °C in the presence of 5% CO2. Cells were lysed on ice by sonication in 8 M urea, 50
mM ammonium bicarbonate, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 1× PhosSTOP and 1× Complete
mini protease inhibitors (both Roche) and then centrifuged at 4°C for 20 min at 20,000 ×
g. The total protein concentration was determined using a Bradford Assay (BioRad). One
mg of protein material was reduced with DTT at a final concentration of 4 mM at 56 °C for
30 min followed by alkylation with iodoacetamide at a final concentration of 8 mM at RT for
30 min in the dark. The lysate was pre-digested with Lys-C (1:100; Wako) for 4 h at 37 °C
followed by a 4-fold dilution with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and digestion overnight
with trypsin (1:100; Promega) at 37 °C. The resultant peptides were subsequently desalted
using a Sep-Pak C18 column (Waters), dried in vacuo and stored at –80 °C.
Strong Cation Exchange
The peptides were reconstituted in 10% formic acid (v/v) prior to fractionation using strong
cation exchange (SCX) as described previously (1). Briefly, SCX was performed using
a Zorbax BioSCX-Series II column (3.5 mm, 0.8 mm × 50 mm; Agilent Biotechnologies).
Solvent A consisted of 0.05% formic acid in 20% acetonitrile (v/v), and solvent B consisted
of 0.05% formic acid, 0.5 M NaCl in 20% acetonitrile (v/v). The following gradient was used:
0–0.01 min (0–2% B); 0.01–8.01 min (2–3% B); 8.01–14.01 min (3–8% B); 14.01–28 min
(8–20% B); 28–38 min (20–40% B); 38–48 min (40–90% B); 48–54 min (90% B); 54–60
min (0% B). After injection of 250 mg of the digested material, a total of 45 SCX fractions
were collected, dried in vacuo and stored at −20 °C for further reversed-phase LC−MS/MS
analysis.
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Supplementary Figure 5. Representative example of mass spectra of DDR1 phosphopeptides. The abundances of
DDR1 peptides NLpYAGDYYR, NLYAGDpYYR and NLpYAGDpYYR (where pY is phosphotyrosine) are dramatically
decrease after inhibitors treatment. ▼ indicates the remaining peaks of the isotopic pattern used for quantification.
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Compounds and Immobilization on Chromatographic Media
c-bosutinib and c-nilotinib were generated by Vichem Chemie and Albany Molecular
Research, respectively. c-dasatinib and c-imatinib were synthesized by WuXi PharmaTech.
Compounds (25 nmol) were immobilized on NHS-activated Sepharose 4 Fast Flow
(GE Healthcare Life Sciences) as follows. Matrix (50 µL) was washed with DMSO and
incubated for at least 16 h at room temperature with the appropriate compound and 0.1 M
triethylamine. The completion of compound immobilization was verified by the analysis of
the supernatant using HPLC−MS, and unreacted functional groups were blocked with an
excess of ethanolamine (final concentration, 0.8 M). After blocking, the affinity resin was
washed with DMSO prior to use for affinity chromatography.
Preparation of Cell Lysate and Drug Affinity Purification
A431 cells were grown as described above. Harvested cells were washed with ice-cold
PBS, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until lysed. Cell pellets were
resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5; 100 mM NaCl; 0.2% NP-40 (w/v);
5% glycerol (v/v); 1.5 mM MgCl2; 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT); 25 mM NaF; 1 mM Na3VO4;
1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride; 10 mg mL–1 tosyl-L-lysine chloromethyl ketone; 1
mg mL–1 leupeptin; 1 mg mL–1 aprotinin; 10 mg mL–1 soybean trypsin inhibitor), and cells
were homogenized by passing the suspension 10 times through a 21 gauge needle. The
lysate was incubated for 30 min on ice, and cell debris was removed by centrifugation (10
min at 20,000 × g followed by 1 h at 100,000 × g). Protein concentration was determined
by Bradford assay (Bio-Rad). All competition experiments and affinity isolations were
performed as previously described (2). Cell lysates (10 mg) ± pre-treatment with 20 µM of
the free TKI, were incubated with the equilibrated drug matrices at 4 °C under continuous
agitation. Subsequently, the lysate−resin suspension was centrifuged (3 min at 75 × g)
and transferred to a Micro Bio-Spin chromatography column (Bio-Rad). The resin was
drained by gravity flow and washed with 5 mL lysis buffer and 2.5 mL HEPES/NaOH buffer
(HEPES/NaOH, pH 7.5; 100 mM NaCl; 0.5 µM EDTA), respectively. The bound proteins
were eluted directly into a glass vial containing 62.5 µL 1 M triethylammonium bicarbonate
buffer (SIGMA-Aldrich) with 250 µL 100 mM formic acid (FA), mixed by gentle vortexing and
an aliquot of 100 µL removed for SDS-PAGE and immunoblot (if required). The remainder
of the samples were stored at −20 °C until further analysis.
In-solution Digestion of Eluted Proteins and Sample Preparation for Mass
Spectrometry
Proteins in the neutralized eluate were reduced with 10 mM DTT at 56 °C for 1 h, alkylated
with 55 mM iodoacetamide for 30 min at room temperature in the dark, and digested
overnight at 37°C with sequencing grade modified porcine trypsin (Promega). Aliquots
of 3 × 5% (v/v) were acidified with 30% trifluoroacetic acid and desalted using reversedphase microcolumns. Samples eluted from the C18 columns were concentrated in a
vacuum centrifuge to a volume of approximately 2 µL and then reconstituted to 26 µL with
5% FA (v/v). All competitive and drug pulldowns were analyzed by LC-MSMS as technical
triplicates.
Cell Culture, Stimulation and Digest Preparation for Phosphoproteomic Experiments
A431 cells were grown as described above. Following overnight serum starvation in media
containing 0.1% serum (v/v), cells were either pretreated with DMSO (control), 10 µM
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Stable Isotope Labeling by Reductive Amination
Tryptic peptides were desalted and stable isotope labeled using a Sep-Pak C18 column as
described previously (3). Equal amounts of protein sample were labeled on-column using
‘light’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘heavy’ dimethyl labeling reagents. The light label (L) was used
for the control samples (DMSO), while the intermediate (I) and heavy dimethyl labels (H)
were used for the treated samples. That is, imatinib and dasatinib in Exp1 or bosutinib and
nilotinib in Exp2, respectively. In a second biological replica, reagents were exchanged as
follow: DMSO (H), imatinib (L) dasatinib (I) for Exp1 and DMSO (M), bosutinib (H) nilotinib
(I) for Exp2. The resultant solution was then dried in vacuo and stored at –80 °C. For each
experiment, the differentially, dimethyl-labeled samples were mixed in a 1:1:1 ratio.
Immunoprecipitation of phosphotyrosine peptides
Labeled peptides were resuspended in 800 µL cold immunoaffinity purification buffer
consisting of 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, protease inhibitors (Roche) and 1%
n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (w/v) (Sigma). The peptide mixture was thoroughly agitated
for 30 min and the pH adjusted to 7.4. The immunoaffinity purification was performed using
pY99 antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) as described previously (4). Eluted peptides
were desalted and concentrated on stop-and-go extraction (STAGE) tips (5).
Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry
The SCX fractions were analyzed by nano-UHPLC-MS/MS on an Agilent 1290 Infinity System
(Agilent Technologies) as described previously (6). Briefly, the UHPLC was equipped with a
double frit trapping column (Agilent Zorbax SB-C18, 1.8 mm material, 0.5 cm × 100 mm) and
a single frit analytical column (Agilent Zorbax SB-C18, 1.8 mm material, 40 cm × 50 mm).
The buffers used were: buffer A, 0.1 M acetic acid in water and buffer B, 0.1 M acetic acid in
80% acetonitrile (v/v). The analytical separation was established in 180 min by the following
conditions: immediately after 10 min loading the percentage of buffer B was increased to
13% in 0.1 min, then buffer B was increased to 35% in a linear gradient in 155 min. Following
this, the percentage of buffer B was increased to 100% in 3 min and maintained for 1 min.
Initial chromatographic conditions were restored in 1 min and maintained for 10 min. Data
acquisition was performed with a TripleTOF5600 System fitted with a Nanospray III source
(AB Sciex) and a coated tip as the emitter (New Objectives). Data was acquired using an ion
spray voltage of 2.7 kV, curtain gas of 10 PSI, nebulizer gas of 10 PSI, and an interface heater
temperature of 100° C. The survey scan was from m/z 350 to 1250 and the high resolution
mode was utilized, reaching a resolution of up to 40,000. Tandem mass spectra were
acquired at high sensitivity with a resolution of 15,000; and the 20 most intense precursors
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imatinib mesylate or 100 nM dasatinib in the first experiment (Exp1) and DMSO (control),
100 nM bosutinib or 500 nM nilotinib in the second experiment (Exp2) for 2 h, followed by
stimulation by 100 ng mL–1 EGF (Tocris Bioscience) for 10 min. All inhibitors were obtained
from Sequoia Research Products. After treatment, A431 cells were harvested and lysed as
described above. The total protein concentration was determined using a Bradford Assay.
Total protein lysate from each condition (6 mg) was reduced with DTT at a final concentration
of 4 mM at 56 °C for 30 min. Subsequently, samples were alkylated with iodoacetamide at
a final concentration of 8 mM at RT for 30 min in the dark. Lysates were pre-digested with
Lys-C (1:100) for 4 h at 37 °C. The samples were diluted 4-fold with 50 mM ammonium
bicarbonate and digested overnight with trypsin (1:100) at 37 °C.
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were selected for subsequent fragmentation using an information dependent acquisition,
with a minimum acquisition time of 50 ms. For the chemical proteomic experiments, mass
spectrometry was performed on a hybrid linear trap quadrupole (LTQ) Orbitrap Velos mass
spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) using Xcalibur version 2.1.0. The instrument was
coupled to an Agilent 1200 HPLC nanoflow systems (dual pump with one precolumn and
one analytical column) (Agilent Biotechnologies) via a nanoelectrospray ion source using
a liquid junction (Proxeon). Solvents for LCMS separation of the digested samples were as
follows: solvent A consisted of 0.4% FA in water and solvent B consisted of 0.4% FA in 70%
methanol and 20% isopropanol (v/v). From a thermostatted microautosampler, 8 µL of the
tryptic peptide mixture were automatically loaded onto a trap column (Zorbax 300SB-C18 5
mm, 5 × 0.3 mm, Agilent Biotechnologies) with a binary pump at a flow rate of 45 µL min–1.
TFA (0.1%) was used for loading and washing the precolumn. After washing, the peptides
were eluted by back-flushing onto a 16 cm fused silica analytical column with an inner
diameter of 50 mm packed with C18 reversed phase material (ReproSil-Pur 120 C18- AQ,
3 mm, Dr. Maisch GmbH). The peptides were eluted from the analytical column with a 27
min gradient ranging from 3 to 30% solvent B, followed by a 25 min gradient from 30 to 70%
solvent B and, finally, a 7 min gradient from 70 to 100% solvent B at a constant flow rate of
100 nL min–1 (7). The analyses were performed in a data-dependent acquisition mode and
dynamic exclusion for selected ions was 60 s. A top 15 collision-induced dissociation (CID)
method was used and a single lock mass at m/z 445.120024 [Si(CH3)2O)6]18 was employed
(8). Maximal ion accumulation time allowed in CID mode was 50 ms for MSn in the LTQ
and 500 ms in the C-trap. Automatic gain control was used to prevent overfilling of the
ion traps and was set to 5,000 in the MSn mode for the LTQ and 106 ions for a full FTMS
scan. Intact peptides were detected at 60,000 resolution at m/z 400. For the immunoaffinity
purification, the enriched phosphopeptides samples and the pre-IP cell lysate digest (MIX)
samples were injected onto the LC system and peptides were delivered to a trap column
(ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ, 3 mm (Dr. Maisch GmbH); 20 mm × 100 μm inner diameter) at 5 µL
min–1 in 100% solvent A (0.1 M acetic acid in water). Next, peptides were eluted from the
trap column onto an analytical column (ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ, 3 mm (Dr. Maisch GmbH);
40 cm × 50-mm inner diameter) at ~100 nL min–1 in a 3 h gradient from 0 to 50% solvent
B (0.1 M acetic acid in 8:2 (v/v) acetonitrile/water). The eluent was sprayed via a distal
coated fused silica emitter (360 mm o.d., 20 mm i.d., 10 mm tip i.d.; constructed in-house)
butt-connected to the analytical column. The ion spray voltage was set to 1.7 kV. The mass
spectrometer was operated in a data-dependent mode to automatically switch between MS
and MS/MS. Full-scan MS spectra (from m/z 350 to 1500) were acquired in the orbitrap
with a resolution of 60,000 for the orbitrap XL and discovery (Thermo Fisher Scientific);
30,000 for the Orbitrap Velos and Elite (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Up to ten (twenty for Elite)
most intense ions above the threshold of 500 counts were selected for fragmentation. CID
fragmentation was performed when using the orbitrap XL or discovery instruments. For the
fragmentation using the Velos or Elite instruments, either HCD fragmentation or a decision
tree method was used as described previously (9).
Data Analysis
The raw files recorded by the TripleTOF were converted to mgf with ProteinPilot (version 4.2,
AB Sciex). All data were processed with Proteome Discoverer (version 1.3, Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Peak lists were searched against the Swissprot database version 2012_09 with
taxonomy Homo sapiens (20,235 sequences) with Mascot (version 2.3.02, Matrix Science).
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The database search was performed with the following parameters: a mass tolerance of
±50 ppm for precursor masses; ±0.15 Da for fragment ions, allowing two missed cleavages,
cysteine carbamidomethylation as fixed modification; methionine oxidation and acetylation
on protein N-termini were set as variable modifications. The enzyme was specified as
trypsin. Filtered peptides assigned with a Mascot score lower than 20 were discarded. The
results were also filtered using Percolator to an FDR below 1% (based on PSMs). The
peptides with less than 6 amino acid residues were also discarded. Leucine and isoleucine
were considered as equal for protein grouping.
For the chemical proteomic data, the acquired raw MS data files were processed with
msconvert (ProteoWizard Library v2.1.2708) and converted into Mascot generic format
(.mgf) files. The resultant peak lists were searched against the human Swiss-Prot database
version v2012.05_20120529 (36,898 sequences, including isoforms as obtained from
varsplic.pl) with the search engines Mascot (v2.3.02, MatrixScience.) and Phenyx (v2.5.14,
GeneBio,) (10). Submission to the search engines was via a Perl script that performs an
initial search with relatively broad mass tolerances (Mascot only) on both the precursor and
fragment ions (±10 ppm and ±0.6 Da, respectively). High-confidence peptide identifications
were used to calculate independent linear transformations for both precursor and fragment
ion masses that minimize the mean square deviation of measured from theoretical. These
recalibrating transformations were applied to all precursor and fragment ion masses prior to
a second search with narrower mass tolerances (±4 ppm and ±0.3 Da). One missed tryptic
cleavage site was allowed. Carbamidomethyl cysteine was set as a fixed modification and
oxidized methionine was set as a variable modification. To validate the proteins, Mascot and
Phenyx output files were processed by internally-developed parsers. Proteins with ≥2 unique
peptides above a score T1, or with a single peptide above a score T2, were selected as
unambiguous identifications. Additional peptides for these validated proteins with score > T3
were also accepted. For Mascot and Phenyx, T1, T2, and T3 peptide scores were set to 16, 40,
and 10 and 5.5, 9.5, and 3.5, respectively (P value < 10e−3). The validated proteins retrieved
by the two algorithms were merged, any spectral conflicts discarded and grouped according
to shared peptides. A false discovery rate (FDR) of <1% and <0.1% (including the peptides
exported with lower scores) was determined for proteins and peptides, respectively, by
applying the same procedure against a reversed database. Comparisons between analytical
methods involved comparisons between the corresponding sets of identified proteins. This
was achieved by an internally developed program that simultaneously computes the protein
groups in all samples and extracts statistical data such as the number of distinct peptides,
number of spectra, and sequence coverage. To identify the protein targets of the four TKIs,
a ≥2-fold enrichment in median spectral counts was used for the drug pulldowns compared
to the competition experiments with free drug. All identified tyrosine kinases were ordered
by phylogenetic distances of the kinase sequences. The FASTA sequences of the kinase
domains retrieved from the KinBase resource (http://kinase.com/kinbase/) were aligned
using ClustalX2.1 (11) using default parameters for multiple alignment and bootstrapping.
For visualization, a phylogenetic tree was calculated with the neighbor-joining algorithm,
exported and loaded into the Interactive Tree of Life tool (12). Each raw data file recorded
by the mass spectrometer for the immunoaffinity purification experiments was processed
and quantified with Proteome Discoverer (version 1.3). Peak lists containing HCD and ETD
fragmentation were generated with Proteome Discoverer with a signal-to-noise threshold
of 1.5. The ETD non-fragment filter was also taken into account with the following settings:
the precursor peak was removed within a 4 Da window, charged reduced precursors were
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removed within a 2 Da window, and neutral losses from charged reduced precursors were
removed within a 2 Da window and the maximum neutral loss mass was set to 120 Da.
All generated peak lists of the IP were searched against a concatenated forward-decoy
Swissprot human database (version 2012_09, 40,992 sequences) while the MIX file was
searched against a Swissprot database version 2012_09 with taxonomy Homo sapiens
(20,235 sequences) with Mascot (version 2.3.02, Matrix Science).The database search
was performed with the following parameters: a mass tolerance of ±50 ppm for precursor
masses; ±0.6 Da for CID and ETD-ion trap fragment ions; ±0.05 Da for HCD and ETDOrbitrap fragment ions, allowing two missed cleavages, cysteine carbamidomethylation as
fixed modification. Light, intermediate and heavy dimethylation of peptide N-termini and
lysine residues; methionine oxidation; phosphorylation on serine, threonine and tyrosine
(only for the IP) were set as variable modifications. The enzyme was specified as trypsin.
The phosphorylation site localization of the identified phosphopeptides was performed by
the phosphoRS algorithm 2.0 (13) implemented in Proteome Discoverer. A site localization
probability of at least 0.75 was used as threshold for the phosphoresidue localization.
The dimethyl-based quantitation method was chosen in Proteome Discoverer, with
mass precision requirement of 2 ppm for consecutive precursor mass measurements. A
0.5 min retention time tolerance was applied for isotope pattern multiplets and allowed
spectra with maximum 1 missing channels to be quantified. Mascot results were further
filtered with the following criteria: (i) mass deviations of ±10 ppm; (ii) Mascot ion score of
at least 20; (iii) a minimum of 6 amino-acid residues per peptide; and (iv) position rank
1, which results in a peptide FDR <1%. Mascot results of the MIX analysis were filtered
with the integrated Percolator based filter using an FDR <1%. Finally, all phosphopeptide
ratios in each immunoprecipitation were normalized against the median of all quantified
non-phosphopeptides in the relative MIX sample. The average log2 ratio and standard
deviation of all quantified non-phosphopeptides identified in MIX and in the eluate were
used to determine significant regulation. For significant up- or down-regulation, all data
outside the 95% confidence interval was considered as up- or down-regulated. That is,
up-regulation for log2 ratios greater than 0.849 and down-regulation for log2 ratios less than
–0.992. To increase the filtering stringency, however, up- or down-regulation was defined as
an increase in log2 ratio of 1 or greater, or a decrease of –1 or less. On/off situations were
manually quantified by using an arbitrary value of 100 or 0.01 for extreme up- or downregulation, which corresponds to the maximum allowed fold change with the Proteome
Discoverer settings used. The mass spectrometry proteomic data have been deposited into
the ProteomeXchange Consortium (http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org) via the
PRIDE partner repository (14) with the dataset identifier PXD000681.
Integrated interaction network analysis
The phosphoproteins identified in the phosphoproteomic experiments together with
the potential drug targets identified in the chemical proteomic experiments were used
to generate interaction networks. Interactions were mapped from STRING v.9.0.5 (15)
using experiments, databases, and neighborhood lines of evidence with the defined high
confidence cut-off (0.700). Four different queries were performed. STRING-determined
interactions were visualized in Cytoscape (cytoscape.org) where additional interactions
were retrieved using the PhosphoSitePlus plug-in. Drug interactomes were color coded
according to the fold change observed in the chemical proteomic experiments. Color coding
for the signaling substrates indicates sensitivity to the drug treatment.
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ABSTRACT
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Monitoring signaling pathways is crucial in understanding the network biology and cellular
mechanisms responding to perturbations such as infections, disease and drug treatment.
Therefore, site-specific phospho-antibodies are commonly used, raised against for instance
pErk T202/Y204, and pSrc Y419. Although they can be highly specific and useful, there
are only a limited number of good antibodies available, covering just a few signaling nodes
in important pathways. It is highly unlikely that specific antibodies will be available soon
that can cover the estimated more than hundred thousands of phospho-sites present in
human cells. Therefore, alternative mass-spectrometry based approaches are becoming of
interest, as these are able to monitor at least thousands of sites simultaneously. However,
it has become apparent that important signaling nodes, detectable by phospho-antibodies
are quite often no observed in these large-scale in-depth MS-based studies. Here we
seek to address this issue widening the breath of MS-based phosphoproteomics by using
multiple proteases for protein digestion. We demonstrate that nearly each phosphosite can
be linked to a preferred protease that formed a detectable phosphopeptide, whereby the
gain in using alternative proteases can be more than 1,000 fold for specific sites in intensity
and thus detectability. As a result we here define and make publicly available a human
phosphopeptide atlas of more than 37,771 unique phosphopeptides, correlating to over
18,000 unique phospho-sites, that will be useful for both shot-gun as well as targeted MRM
based phosphoproteomics studies.
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Cellular signaling proceeds largely via cascades of post-translational modifications,
whereby protein (de)phosphorylation is a dominant mechanism (1, 2). Site-specific protein
phosphorylation can be, and is most often, monitored by using site-specific phosphoantibodies, such as those raised against pErk T202/Y204 (3) and pSrc Y419 (4). Although
powerful, there are only a few of these antibodies available, hardly sufficient to monitor the
more than 100,000 unique phosphosites present in a human cell. Moreover, other caveats
in using these antibodies is that sometimes their specificity is limited, recognizing multiple
site in a single protein, or even alike sites in other proteins, and these approaches are also
hard to multiplex for high-throughput approaches.
Alternatively, and gaining importance mass–spectrometry (MS) based phosphoproteomics
has become the method of choice for global and high–throughput protein analysis. Immense
progress in both mass spectrometric instrumentation (5-7) and in sample preparation and
analysis (8-10) have brought this technology to confidently identify as many as thousands
of proteins and phosphorylation sites in a single experiment and, to accurately quantify
changes in protein expression or post–translational modifications (PTMs).
Identification of all detectable phosphorylation sites present in a given proteome under a
given condition is the ultimate goal in large–scale MS-based phosphoproteomics. However,
the analysis of phosphorylated proteins poses several additional analytical challenging.
Phosphorylated peptides are present at substoichiometric levels when compared to
unmodified peptides in digested lysates (11), moreover, the phosphoproteome is highly
complex and dynamic (12, 13). Therefore, it has become a crucial step to specifically and
reproducibly isolate phosphopeptides from a complex peptide mixture prior to LC–MS/MS
analysis.
To date, the most common strategies for global phosphopeptides enrichment involve
chelation/coordination chemistry. These methodologies are based on immobilized metal ion
affinity (IMAC) or metal oxide affinity chromatography (typically TiO2), used either alone or in
combination with each other (14, 15). Recently, we demonstrates the high potential of a new
material for phosphopeptide enrichment (16). This alternative affinity matrix called titanium
(IV)–IMAC (Ti4+–IMAC), has shown to possess an even higher selectivity, sensitivity and
quantification reproducibility than earlier materials (13), allowing in-depth monitoring of
more than 10,000 phosphorylation dynamics by a single step phosphopeptide enrichment.
Typically, such analyses are based on peptides derived from the tryptic digestion of proteins
in a lysate (17, 18). Trypsin represent a valid choice since it is highly specific, very effective
and, compared to the other available proteases, it generates higher number of peptides
in the preferred mass range for suitable mass spectrometry identification (19, 20). As a
results, the vast majority of the reported workflows in proteomics are dominated by using
solely trypsin (21). However, potentially interesting sequences, and thus particular relevant
phosphosites, may be undetectable as the generated tryptic peptides do not possess
appropriate physicochemical properties that make them analyzable by MS.
Therefore, to comprehensively characterize a proteome, especially when the interest is
in PTMs, the ability to potentially observe each of the amino acids composing the protein
sequences is a requirement.It has been shown that a valid approach to increase proteome
and PTMs coverage is to use multiple proteases other than trypsin, either by performing in
parallel (20, 22), or tandem digestion (23).
Here we report, a systematic study using 5 commercially available proteases to extend
the coverage of the phosphoproteome and to define a optimized human phosphopeptide
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INTRODUCTION

atlas.. We used human Jurkat T–cells stimulated by PGE2 treatment, using Ti4+–IMAC
enrichment of the phosphopeptides from lysates digested by AspN, chymotrypsin, GluC,
LysC and trypsin. Using a stringently filtered data set of 37,771 unique phosphopeptides,
resulting into 18,430 unique phosphosites we are able to address the following questions;
is it beneficial to do phosphoproteomics using multiple enzymes rather than extending the
number of trypsin replicates? Do different proteases possess unique phosphopeptides
features? Is the enzymatic efficiency affected by the presence of a phosphorylated site?
Is label free quantitative phosphoproteomics possible when using other enzymes than
trypsin? Is there at present a detectable bias towards ‘tryptic’ phosphosites in the very large
public depositories?
The final results of our work is a human phosphopeptide atlas, made publicly available,
that can be used for and will improve both shot-gun as well as targeted MRM based
phosphoproteomics studies.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Culture and Digest Preparation
Jurkat T lymphoma cells were grown in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum and penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza). Before PGE2 stimulation, cells
were centrifuged for 1 min at 1500 × g, growth medium was removed and the cells were
resuspended at a final concentration of 1–2 × 106 cells/mL with 10 μM PGE2 in RMPI and
incubated for 10 min.
After treatment Jurkat cells were washed twice with PBS and harvested. Cell lysis was
performed on ice by sonication in buffer containing 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.0),
8 M urea, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, complete EDTA–free protease inhibitor mixture and
phosSTOP phosphatase inhibitor mixture (both Roche). Cell debris were then removed by
centrifugation at 20,000 × g for 15 min at 4 °C. The total protein concentration was measured
using a Bradford Assay (BioRad) and then split into 1 mg aliquots for enzymatic digestion.
Proteins were reduced with DTT at a final concentration of 4 mM at 56 °C for 25 min;
subsequently samples were alkylated with iodoacetamide at a final concentration of 8 mM
at RT for 30 min in the dark. For proteolytic digestion, the urea concentration was diluted
to 1 M before addition of proteases (AspN, chymotrypsin, GluC, trypsin (Promega) and
LysC (Wako)). An enzyme:substrate ratio of 1:100 was used. The digestion was quenched
by acidification to 5% of formic acid (FA). The digests were desalted using Sep–Pak C18
cartridges (Waters), dried in vacuo and stored at –80 °C for further use.
Phosphopeptides enrichment by Ti4+–IMAC
Phosphopeptides enrichment was performed essentially as previously described (16).
Briefly, the Ti4+–IMAC beads (500 μg of beads/200 μL pipet tip) were loaded onto GELoader
tips (Eppendorf) using a C8 plug and in parallel spin tip enrichment was used. The Ti4+–IMAC
columns were conditioned using 50 μL of loading buffer consisting of 6% trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA) in 80% acetonitrile (ACN) and centrifugation at 200 × g for 10 min. The protein digests
were dissolved in the loading buffer and split in aliquots corresponding to 200 μg of cell
lysates. The aliquots were transferred to the spin tips and centrifuged at 100 × g for 30 min.
The columns were sequentially washed with 50 μL of washing buffer 1 (50% ACN, 0.5% TFA
containing 200 mM NaCl) followed by additional washing with 50 μL of 0.1% TFA in 50%
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Reverse phase chromatography and mass spectrometry
Peptides were subjected to reversed phase nLC–MSMS analysis using a Proxeon EASY–
nLC 1000 (Thermo Scientific) with an analytical column heater (40°C) and an LTQ–Orbitrap
Elite (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were first trapped (Dr Maisch Reprosil C18, 3 μm,
2 cm x 100 μm) at a maximum pressure of 800 bar with 100% solvent A (0.1% FA in water)
before being separated on the analytical column (Agilent Poroshell 120 EC–C18, 2.7 μm,
40 cm x 50 μm). Peptides were chromatographically separated by a 150 min gradient from
7% to 30% solvent B (0.1% FA in ACN) at a flow rate of 100 nL/min. The total measurement
time for each sample was 180 min.
The eluent was sprayed via a distal coated fused silica emitter (360 µm o.d., 20 µm i.d., 10
µm tip i.d.; constructed in–house) butt–connected to the analytical column. The electrospray
voltage was set to 1.7 kV. The mass spectrometer was operated in a data–dependent mode
to automatically switch between MS and MS/MS. Briefly, survey full–scan MS spectra were
acquired in the Orbitrap analyzer, scanning from m/z 350 to m/z 1500 at a resolution of
60,000 at m/z 400 using an AGC setting of 1e6 ions. Charge state screening was enabled
and precursors with either unknown or 1+ charge states were excluded. After the survey
scan the 20 most intense precursors were selected for subsequent decision tree–based ion
trap CID or ETD fragmentation (24, 25). The normalized collision energy for CID was set to
35% and supplemental activation for ETD and dynamic exclusion were enabled (exclusion
size list 500, exclusion duration 60 s).
Data analysis
Raw data were converted from their native raw file format to the mgf or mzML file format
using Proteome Discoverer version 1.4 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Subsequently the data
was searched against a Swissprot Homo sapiens database version 2012_09 (40,992
sequences) and, separately, against the corresponding reversed decoy database using the
MS–GF+ search tool, version 9881 (26). The database search was performed with the
following parameters: mass tolerance of ±20 ppm for precursor masses and appropriate
settings for activation technique and fragmentation spectrum mass accuracy. The enzymatic
parameters were set to allow fully enzymatic termini for each peptide, for the respective
enzyme. Cysteine carbamidomethylation was used as a fixed modification and methionine
oxidation, protein N–terminal acetylation and serine, threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation
were set as variable modifications. The false discovery rate was set to 1% at the PSMs
level. The minimum and maximum peptide length allowed were 6 and 45 amino acids,
respectively.
The phosphorylation site localization of the identified phosphopeptides was performed by
the phosphoRS algorithm 3.1 (27). A site localization probability (pRS) of at least 0.75 was
used as threshold for the phosphoresidue localization. Finally, the mzIdentML output files
were converted to plain text files by the mzidLibrary tool 1.6 (28).
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ACN, each centrifuged at 170 × g for 15 min.
The bound peptides were eluted into a new tube (already containing 35 μL of 10% formic
acid) with 20 μL of 10% ammonia by centrifugation at 100 × g for 20 min. A final elution was
performed with 5 μL of 2% FA in 80% ACN at 100 × g for 10 min. The collected eluate was
further acidified by adding 3 μL of 100% FA prior to nLC–MS analysis.

To evaluate which proteins would be more suitable in detecting a particular site, we made use
of spectral counting. The total spectral counts in enrichment replicates of the five different
protease data sets have variations in depth and therefore total PSMs. For comparison of
the different data sets, we have used a spectral count score (SCS) for all phosphorylation
sites in each data set. The SCS for a given phosphorylation site was calculated as follows:
(i) the amount of PSMs of that phosphosite in a given protease data set was divided by total
spectral counts obtained by that protease, then (ii) the obtained value was normalized to
100% on the sum of the five values obtained from each protease.
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Label–free quantification
For label–free analysis, raw data were processed with MaxQuant version 1.3.0.5 (29).
The database search was performed in Andromeda search engine with the following
parameters: an initial mass tolerance of ±20 ppm and a final mass tolerance of ±6 ppm
for precursor masses, ±0.6 Da for CID and ETD ion trap fragment ions, allowing two
missed cleavages for trypsin, three for LysC and chymotrypsin, five for GluC and AspN.
Cysteine carbamidomethylation was used as a fixed modification and methionine oxidation,
protein N-terminal acetylation and serine, threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation as
variable modifications. The false discovery rate was set to 1% for peptides, proteins and
phosphosites, the minimum peptide length allowed was six amino acids and a minimum
Andromeda peptide score of 60 was required. The match between runs feature was
enabled. A site localization probability of at least 0.75 and a score difference of at least 5
were used as threshold for the localization of phosphorylated residues.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Generation of the human phosphopeptide atlas data set
Human Jurkat T cells were harvested after 10 minutes of PGE2 stimulation. Cells were
lysed and extracted proteins were digested with each of the five enzymes, i.e. AspN,
chymotrypsin, GluC, LysC and trypsin (30).
Three independent Ti4+–IMAC enrichment columns were used for each of the five digests
to specifically enrich for phosphopeptides, requiring only 200 mg of digest material as input
for each individual enrichment. All 15 samples (5 proteases, 3 Ti4+–IMAC enrichments,
total amount of 3 mg of material, Figure 1A) were analyzed twice by nLC–MSMS using
3h gradients and a decision–tree driven peptide fragmentation scheme, selecting the
appropriate activation technique being either CID or ETD, depending on the precursor
charge state and m/z (24, 25).
In total, more than 1.1 × 106 MSMS spectra were acquired (Table 1), resulting in 37,771
unique phosphopeptides and 5,326 phosphoproteins. A complete list of all the identified
PSMs, peptides and proteins for each enzyme can be found in Supplementary Table 1.
Among the five data sets, trypsin comprised the largest number of unique phosphopeptide
identifications (13,476), followed by GluC (7,502), LysC (6,595), AspN (6,407), and
chymotrypsin (5,376).
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Table 1. Overview of unique phosphopeptide and phosphoprotein identifications. Although the number of MSMS
events and phosphopeptide enrichment efficiency is alike in all digests, the number of unique phosphopeptides
detected is twice as high for trypsin than for the other proteases. ETD is highly beneficial and complementary in the
identification of phosphopeptides especially in the digest of LysC, AspN and GluC.

Protease

Trypsin

LysC

AspN

GluC

Chymotrypsin

Cumulative

# phosphopeptides

13,476

6,595

6,407

7,502

5,376

37,771

# phosphoproteins

3,519

1,868

2,021

2,225

1,936

5,326

# CID

64,970

24,523

19,438

28,714

22,270

159,915

# ETD

22,680

34,581

25,657

39,094

17,794

139,806

CID/ETD ratio

2.86

0.71

0.76

0.73

1.25

1.14

# PSMs

87,650

59,104

45,095

67,808

40,064

299,721

Success rate

35.2%

26.4%

22.0%

32.5%

17.7%

26.9%

# MSMS

248,753

224,227

204,657

208,559

225,911

1,112,107
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Figure 1. Generation of the human phosphopeptide atlas. (A) Jurkat T lymphocyte cells were stimulated for 10
minutes with PGE2, lysed and digested with one of the five proteases: AspN, chymotrypsin, GluC, LysC and trypsin.
Each digest was divided over three Ti4+–IMAC phosphopeptide enrichment column, resulting in 15 samples that
were analyzed twice by nLC–MSMS. The color scheme representing the data on each individual protease are kept
consistent throughout the manuscript. The colors are AspN green, chymotrypsin yellow, GluC blue, LysC orange, and
trypsin grey. (B) The line chart represents the high percentage of phosphopeptides in the two MS replica (R1 and
R2) and in the three separate enrichments (E1, E2 and E3), indicative of the high specificity (typically above 90%)
of the Ti4+–IMAC enrichment. The bar chart illustrates the number of unique phosphosites identified in the data sets
originating from each enzyme.
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Comparison of Data sets originating from Different Proteolytic Digests
As previous phosphopeptide enrichments by Ti4+–IMAC were all performed for tryptic
peptides, we first assessed the feasibility and validity of the Ti4+–IMAC-based enrichment
strategy for each of the five digests.
The data from three independent Ti4+–IMAC enrichments clearly indicate a high specificity
(Figure 1B), ranging from on average 86% for LysC up to 98% for GluC, similar to the
enrichment efficiency obtained for trypsin (90%). We next examined the number of
phosphorylation sites identified by each protease (Table 1 and Figure 1B).
Using the same amount of sample (600 mg), we recovered 9,199 unique phosphorylation
sites in the tryptic digest; whereas, around four thousand unique phosphosites sites could
be recovered from each of the other digests.
All these numbers are quite favorable (considering the amount of input), but also clearly
show that trypsin outperforms the other enzymes in number of identified sites. Such a lower
efficiency for GluC, AspN, LysC and chymotrypsin is in agreement with what has been
reported at the unmodified peptide level (20, 30). The underlying cause of this may be
multiple, but some of these factors include the lower identification rates going from MSMS
events towards peptide identifications (PSMs) possibly due to database searches having a
positive bias towards trypsin.
Moreover, a positive bias may also come from the superior fragmentation of tryptic peptides,
especially in CID/HCD. This is also apparent in our data, which again underline previous
findings that using ETD complementary to CID/HCD is certainly beneficial for digests of
LysC, AspN and GluC (see Table 1).
Next we evaluated the unique phosphorylation sites per data set and in between the five
data sets. These results indicate that using the different proteases we can significantly
enhance our phosphopeptide atlas, as the data sets turned out to be highly complementary.
As illustrated in Figure 2A, cumulatively we identify 18,430 unique phosphosites but, just
about 27% of these are identified by more than one protease data set, and only 0.3% (i.e.
61) in all five data sets.
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Figure 2. Qualitative and quantitative benefit of using multiple proteases in phosphoproteomics. (A) Venn diagrams
displaying the overlap in detected unique phosphosites between data sets generated by trypsin, LysC, AspN, GluC and
chymotrypsin. Nearly ¾ of the phosphosites (i.e. ~13,500) were not detected by more than one protease, indicative
of the high orthogonality of a multi-protease strategy. (B) Benchmarking the unique and distinct phosphorylation sites
detected in each digest, to the human phosphorylation sites reported in the PhosphoSitePlus database depository and
the very large Jurkat (phospho)proteome data set reported earlier by de Graaf et al. The here identified phosphopeptide
sites in the AspN, GluC, chymotrypsin digests are clearly underrepresented both in the public depository as well as
in the largest reported Jurkat cell (tryptic) phosphoproteome. These comparisons clearly reveal a substantial tryptic
bias in one of the largest public depositories. (C) Spectral count score heat map illustrating the contribution of each
protease in the detection of a particular phosphosite. Black color means not detected. Phosphosites were further
grouped using hierarchical clustering (distance metric was Euclidean correlation and linkage method was average).
(D) Domain structures for three representative oncogene phosphoproteins (RB1,STMN1, and NPM1), bearing
multiple phosphosites, whereby by using bars is presented how well they are detectable in the different digests.
Residue numbers indicated identified phosphorylation sites.

Tryptic bias in public phosphopeptide depositories
To evaluate the benefit of using multiple proteases into a broader phosphoproteomic
perspective, we qualitatively benchmarked the here identified phosphorylation sites against
two very large public data-depositories (Figure 2B).
We matched the distinct phosphosites identified in the data sets of each protease, against
the manually curated database repository PhosphoSitePlus (31) (~153,900 human
phosphorylation sites). We observed that our multiple protease based data sets confidently
identified 6,032 phosphorylation sites not yet reported in PhosphoSitePlus. First of all,
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also the trypsin data set yielded a substantial number of novel sites (1,783), suggesting
that the phosphoproteome coverage of Jurkat T cells is currently still underrepresented in
PhosphoSitePlus. However, especially also the other data sets still generate numerous new
phosphosites never reported in PhosphoSitePlus.
We also benchmarked our current data set against the largest reported large-scale
phosphoproteomics study (13) acquired in the same Jurkat T lymphocyte cells, by using the
same enrichment strategy, albeit by only using trypsin for digestion (~16,200 phosphorylation
sites). This analysis revealed that many more sites identified by AspN (58.5%), chymotrypsin
(56.7%), GluC (62.1%), and LysC (47.9%) were novel, compared to just 32% for trypsin,
indicative of the substantial orthogonality of different proteases.
Quantitative assessment of protease bias for individual phosphoproteins; impact on
studying cellular signaling
In absence of any protease bias, the five proteases should equally contribute to the detection
of a particular phosphosite on a given protein, especially for the ~3,300 phosphosites for
which high numbers of spectra (≥10) were successfully and unambiguously assigned to
a peptide sequence. However, when we evaluated each protease contribution by using
a spectral count score (see Data analysis section), we clearly observed huge differences
(Figure 2C and Supplementary Figure 2). Many phosphosites were highly overrepresented
or underrepresented in particular protease data sets, consequently certain phosphosites
are considerably better detectable by one or two proteases over the others. To further
illustrate this observation, we focused on key signaling proteins, e.g. reported oncogenes
(Supplementary Table 2).
In signal transduction, reversible protein phosphorylation often represents an activating or
deactivating switch of protein activity, which can play an important role in the pathogenesis of
human cancers (32). Therefore the identification and characterization of the phosphorylation
events associated to oncogenic signaling is particularly important. Our data clearly showed
that even though trypsin is an efficient and robust protease that generates the higher number
of (phospho)peptides detectable by MS experiments, it may not always be the optimal
choice for specific important sites. We zoom in on three illustrative examples, from the full
list of proteins given in Supplementary Figure 2, namely the retinoblastoma protein (RB1),
stathmin (STMN1) and nucleophosmin (NPM1) (Figure 2D and Supplementary Figure 3).
The retinoblastoma protein is an important tumor suppressor protein that is dysfunctional in
several major cancers (33). The hypo-phosphorylated form interacts with and sequesters
the E2F1 transcription factor, leading to cell cycle arrest. On the contrary, the hyperphosphorylated form is unable to interact with E2F1 and therefore, unable to restrict
progression from the G1 to the S phase of the cell cycle. The main regulators of RB1
activity are several members of the cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs) family, which can
phosphorylate RB1 at several different sites, such as S249, S252 S807, S811, T821, and
T826 (34). For three of these sites, our data clearly reveal that chymotrypsin is the protease
that would substantially facilitate their detection.
Another example is provided by STMN1, a protein involved in the biogenesis and remodeling of
the cellular microtubule cytoskeleton. STMN1 activity depends on its phosphorylation status,
which has been shown to be regulated by the phosphorylation of four serine residues (S16,
S25, S38, and S63) by different protein kinases (35). It has been reported that alteration of
STMN1 activity can cause uncontrolled cell proliferation (36). Our data show that while S16,
S25, and S38 could be detected by each protease, S63 clearly possess a strong preference
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Characterization of the identified phosphopeptides
To gain more insight into the complementarity observed among the five proteases we
performed an analysis evaluating the global physico-chemical characteristics of the
phosphopeptides identified by each protease.
First, we examined the phosphopeptide length distribution (Figure 3A), which revealed
that all five proteases produced on average similar peptide length distributions, with most
of the phosphopeptides having a length in between 14 to 25 amino acids. However, the
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towards AspN. This suggests that S63 would likely be under-represented when compared
the other sites in conventional tryptic-based phosphoproteomics approaches. Indeed, when
we evaluated these four sites in the PhosphoSitePlus database, we discovered that S16,
S25, and S38 were detected by more than 100 large-scale mass-spectrometry based
experiments, whereas S63 has been reported in just 50 data sets. The latter however were
even mainly observed following specific peptide immunopurification with antibodies raised
against the specific kinase motifs (e.g. PKA, PKC, PKD). We also detected STMN1 S31,
with over hundreds of PSMs in the chymotrypsin and AspN data sets, but only by 6 PSMs
in the much larger tryptic data set. This site is also underrepresented in PhosphoSitePlus
(11 records).
As third example we highlight nucleophosmin (NPM1). NPM1 is over-expressed, mutated
and chromosomally translocated in many tumor types (37). When expressed at elevated
levels NPM1 could promote tumor growth by inactivation of the tumor suppressor p53/ARF
pathway; when expressed at low levels, NPM1 could suppress tumor growth by inhibition
of centrosome duplication. According to data gathered in the UNIPROT database NPM1
can be phosphorylated at S4 by PLK1 and PLK2. Phosphorylation at S4 by PLK2 in S
phase is required for centriole duplication and is sufficient to trigger centriole replication.
Phosphorylation at S4 by PLK1 takes place during mitosis. NPM1 can be phosphorylated
by CDK2 at S125 and T199. Phosphorylation at T199 may trigger initiation of centrosome
duplication. Phosphorylated by CDK1 at T199, T219, T234 and T237 seem to occur during
cell mitosis. When these four sites are phosphorylated, RNA-binding activity seems to be
abolished.
In our data we detect a high number of PSMs for S4, S10, S70, S125, T234, T237 and S242,
and lowers levels of PSMs for S260, S227, S293, S243 and S254 (Supplementary Table
2). However, of these S10, T234, T237 and S242 are hardly detectable in the tryptic data
set, whereas they have high numbers of PSMs in AspN and chymotrypsin for S10, whereas
GluC does really well for T234 and T237. S70 is only detected with high PSMs in the tryptic
and chymotryptic digest. In summary our data on nucleophosmin reveal that each site in
this protein has a preferences in detectability correlated with different proteases. Moreover,
only by using all five proteases we are able to map all known important phosphosites in this
protein.
These three proteins nicely illustrate the picture, which repeatedly is observed also for all the
other phosphoproteins detected and listed in the Supplementary Table 2. Clearly, when the
phosphorylation status of a given protein needs to be monitored the use of complementary
proteases is highly beneficial.
Therefore MRM based targeted proteomics studies should be expanded to include nontryptic peptides, as intensities may likely increase by factors between 10-10,000. Our
data provides a first draft of the ideal phosphopeptide atlas amendable for such targeted
approaches.

analysis revealed also subtle but significant differences, whereby not surprisingly trypsin
generated relatively shorter phosphopeptides (7–20 amino acid long), whereas especially
GluC generated relatively longer sequences (14–30 amino acids).
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Figure 3. Global phosphopeptide physico-chemical properties in proteolytic digests. (A) Length distribution of
the phosphopeptides detected in the digests of the five different proteases. For four out of five proteases most
of the identified phosphopeptides are about 14–25 amino acids long, whereas GluC tends to generate longer
phosphopeptides. (B) Distribution of the doubly (red), triply (black), quadruply and higher charge state (light blue)
phosphopeptides identified in the data sets of each of the five digests. Data bars are normalized to the total numbers
of phosphopeptides within each digest. (C) Violin plot illustrating a different distribution in the number of missed
proteolytic events between peptides and phosphopeptides as detected in the digests of the five different proteases,
revealing that phosphorylation leads to an enhanced number of miss-cleavages for all proteases.

Next we investigated the charge distribution of the phosphopeptide in each data set. As
illustrated in Figure 3B, trypsin digestion results as expected predominantly in doubly and
triply protonated peptides. In contrast, LysC, AspN and GluC generated more triply and
higher charge state phosphopeptides.
Notably, even though the global properties of the sequences generated by chymotrypsin
possess properties very similar to the ones generated by trypsin digestion, the success rate
in identification for chymotrypsin was a factor 2 lower (Table 1). This can be partly explained
by the low specificity of chymotrypsin, which is able to cleave at five different amino acids,
therefore generating sequences not yet optimally detectable by MS.
Despite this lower efficiency, the value of using a chymotrypsin digest is illustrated by the
1,795 uniquely identified phosphosites. This can be partly explained by the capability of
chymotrypsin to cleave peptide bonds consisting of amino acids with hydrophobic (L and M)
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Label free quantification of complementary phosphorylation sites
Due to the high dynamics and spatial regulation of PTMs, in addition to the simple detection
of as many as possible phosphorylation sites, it is of critical importance to be able to
perform quantitative studies of phosphorylation events, in order to fully understand the
signaling networks controlling cellular fate. Many different strategies have been developed
to accomplish this task (39).
Recently, we and others demonstrated the possibility of performing in-depth and highthroughput label free phosphoproteome quantification (13, 40-42), taking in our case
advantage of the high specificity and reproducibility of Ti4+–IMAC phosphopeptide
enrichment. Here, we assessed the feasibility of obtaining similar quantitative reproducibility
when other proteases are used, making it possible to profile also phosphosites that would
be missed in a conventional trypsin-based workflow. Such an analysis would provide insight
into the reproducibility of the enrichment protocol, but also the reproducibility in digestion by
the different proteases.
To minimize any potential bias of the different algorithms used to perform identification
and quantification, we processed the here obtained data through the same computational
pipeline as described by de Graaf et al. (13).
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and aromatic large side chains (F,W, and Y). Therefore, we hypothesize that more peptides
from hydrophobic protein regions can be retrieved that are often missed in tryptic digests.
Although the results of the physico-chemical properties of the detected phosphopeptides
generally correlated with the ones reported in other studies for unmodified peptides, we
notice that there was a clear shift in the expected average peptide length for trypsin, from
~10 for unmodified peptides to ~18 amino acids for phosphopeptides.
This behavior has been attributed by the presence of a phosphorylation site in close
proximity to the sites of proteolytic cleavage, which prevent trypsin and LysC cleavage and
neighboring sites (38).
To investigate whether a similar phenomenon exists for the other proteases, we investigated
the frequency of missed cleavage events in our five data sets. As depicted by the violin
plots in Figure 3C, high number of missed cleavages are present in the phosphopeptides
enriched from each proteolytic digest. If the enzymatic digestions were inefficient, one would
expect unmodified peptides to show the same distribution. On the contrary, the analysis on
the non-phosphorylated peptides, co-purified by the Ti4+–IMAC material, reveals a more
efficient digestion, similar to the one commonly observed for the same enzymes in largescale proteome studies (30). Thus, the number of missed cleavages events is significantly
higher for phosphorylated peptides, not only for trypsin and LysC digest, but also for AspN,
GluC and chymotrypsin.
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Figure 5. Evaluation of label free phosphoproteomics using different proteases. (A) Pearson correlation matrix of all
performed experiments reveal a high correlation in phosphosite intensity when data sets are obtained by the same
protease (dashed squares; r > 0.8), but a low correlation between data sets originating from different proteases (r ~
0.25-0.55). (B) Scatter plots depicting the phosphosite intensities (log base 2) obtained after enrichment from different
digests. The plots are extracted from Supplementary Figure 4. Highlighted in red are two representative phosphosites
showing a clear bias toward trypsin (RB1 – S37) or chymotrypsin (NPM1 – S10) in the label free analysis.

The data from three independent enrichments using a single protease clearly show a high
quantitative reproducibility for the phosphosites enriched, with a correlation typically higher
than 0.8 (Figure 5A and Supplementary Figure 4). Therefore, we conclude that label free
phosphoproteomics is possibly, not only by using trypsin, as shown before (13, 41), but also
by using any of the other four enzymes used here. This is important data as it is generally
believed that digestion by any of these other enzymes may be less reproducible. However,
when we compare data from phosphopeptides generated with different proteases, the
correlation is very low (r ~ 0.25-0.55). These lower correlations further endorse the observed
substantial protease bias. Some examples are depicted in Figure 5B where one protease
outperformed the others, sometimes with a bias in quantification higher than a factor of
1,000. As example, S37 on RB1 is reproducibly quantified following trypsin digestion, rather
than GluC.
We believed that these results support the observation that the best peptides are not
necessarily tryptic (43), highlighting the valuable contribution of non-tryptic peptides also in
large-scale phosphoproteomics analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS

Although high-throughput phosphoproteomics approaches can nowadays identify
several thousands of unique phosphosites, it has become apparent that a large portion
of phosphorylation events is still missed, including often ones that are important is cell
signaling. Here we show that these issues are partly due to the fact that many sites are
simply inaccessible or very hard to detect following digestion with trypsin, preventing full
characterization of the phosphoproteome.
Here, we demonstrate the beneficial use of a multiple protease workflow for large-scale
phosphoproteomics analysis. By using a single-stage phosphopeptide enrichment, we
could achieve a high specificity (nearly 95%) also from lysates digested by proteases
other than trypsin. This allowed us to uncover many potentially relevant phosphosites on
key signaling proteins, that we show would be easily missed using solely trypsin. Notably,
we also substantially increased the phosphoproteome coverage, ultimately showing that
this workflow enables reproducible, quantitative and complementary phosphoproteomic
analysis.
As a result we here report and make publicly available a human phosphopeptide atlas of
more than 37,771 unique phosphopeptides, correlating to over 18,000 unique phosphosites.
Researchers interested in particular phosphorylation events on targeted proteins may use
this data set to pick the appropriate protease that will lead to successful detection of their
sites of interest, useful for both shot-gun as well as targeted MRM based phosphoproteomics
studies.

Part of this research was performed within the framework of the PRIME-XS project,
grant number 262067, funded by the European Union 7th Framework Program and the
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) supported large scale proteomics
facility Proteins@Work (project 184.032.201) embedded in the Netherlands Proteomics
Centre.
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SUMMARY

For the work presented in this thesis I have used mass-spectrometry-based proteomics with
the aim to improve emerging technologies for in particular phosphoproteomics, in order to
better understand system-wide signaling in a cellular environment.

Chapter 6

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to mass spectrometry-based proteomics and
how it can be used to understand the mechanisms governing intracellular signaling,
focusing mainly on protein phosphorylation. This chapter provides also an overview of
current approaches and challenges in phosphoproteomics, including the preparation of
the samples, sample analysis, and data analysis. Furthermore, important aspects of the
most commonly utilized quantification strategies, along with challenges in quantitative
and statistical data analysis, are discussed. The work described in the next chapters of
this thesis describes a number of improvements in these MS-based phosphoproteomics
approaches, and uses them to explore different aspects of cellular signaling.
In Chapter 2, we used specific antibodies raised against a set of PKA phosphorylated
substrates bearing the general PKA substrate consensus motif [R/K][R/K]X[pS/pT] to
selectively enrich phosphopeptides, in order to better characterize the kinase’s specific
activity. This targeted phospho-proteomic strategy was used to profile temporal quantitative
changes of PKA substrates in PGE2-activated Jurkat T-lymphocytes. Our method combines
a highly specific PKA-motif-based immunoaffinity purification with cost-efficient stable
isotope dimethyl labeling, thereby allowing to subject a high sample load (~ 20mg) prior
to enrichment, as required in this methodology. Using only 9h of LC-Ms analysis time we
identified more than 600 unique phosphorylated peptides, which contained more than
280 phosphosites (high confidence site-localization), nearly all bearing the genuine PKA
consensus motif. We were able to differentially quantify 586 phosphopeptides on more
than 300 proteins over all 3 time points following PGE2 stimulation. Many, but not all, of
the detected phosphopeptides bearing a putative PKA site show an abundance profile
where the signal of the non-stimulated sample used as control is very low, and the signal
of the 1 min and 60 min-stimulated sample is significantly increased. Interestingly also a
few phosphopeptides show significant down-regulation, mainly after 60 min of treatment.
We identified 9 physiologically confirmed functional PKA phosphorylation sites. Among
them, RAF1, BRAF and ITGA4 became phosphorylated on a site with well-documented
biological function. When compared with a comprehensive large-scale SCX-IMAC based
phosphoproteomics strategy (identifying more than 10,500 sites) a minimal overlap (0.2%)
was observed with our identified sites, indicative of the depth, selectivity and orthogonality
of the here presented targeted enrichment strategy
In Chapter 3, the phosphopeptide enrichment robustness of Ti4+-IMAC is evaluated.
First, we proved that Ti4+-IMAC enrichment allows a highly reproducible quantification of
phosphorylation sites in HeLa cells. Subsequently, we applied this strategy to monitor the
phosphoproteome of Jurkat T lymphocytes upon PGE2 stimulation, covering an extended
time series of 6 time-points. Jurkat cells were harvested after 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 60
minutes of PGE2 stimulation. Phosphopeptides were enriched using for every biological
replicate three independent Ti4+-IMAC enrichment columns, requiring only 200 mg of protein
digest as input material, demonstrating the sensitivity of the method. We quantitatively
monitored 12,799 unique phosphosites over all time points measuring in total 108
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snapshots of the phosphoproteome. We obtained a very high quantitative reproducibility
for the phosphopeptide enrichment replicates (average r > 0.9) and high similarity between
biological replicates (median CV < 0.2). The robustness of the approach allowed us to
reveal that more than 2,983 phosphosites became substantially regulated in at least one
of the 6 time points after stimulation by PGE2. Our in-depth analysis revealed temporal
regulation of a wide variety of phosphosites associated to a variety of classes of kinases
(AGC, MAPK/CDK and CK2). Following stimulation by PGE2 several pathways became only
transiently activated revealing that dynamic profiling requires the high temporal resolution
as demonstrated here.

In Chapter 5, we assessed the beneficial use of complementary proteases in
phosphoproteomics analysis. The vast majority of the reported workflows in proteomics are
dominated by using solely trypsin. Although it is clearly one of the best enzymes available
for proteomics, the sole use of trypsin cannot cover all phosphorylation sites, because not
all tryptic phosphopeptides are efficiently detectable by RPLC-MS/MS. Here we reported
the phosphoproteome of Jurkat T cells, analyzed by using Ti4+–IMAC enrichment of lysates
digested by AspN, chymotrypsin, GluC, LysC and trypsin. We were able to identify 37,771
unique phosphopeptides with a total of 18,430 unique phosphorylation sites. Our data
revealed that the overlap between the phosphosite data sets generated with different
proteases was marginal, more than 70% of the detected sites were identified by only a single
protease. This results were a significant improvement upon data obtained by using just a
single protease. Moreover, many of the identified sites were not yet reported in currently
available and public depositories, demonstrating again the complementary nature of these
proteases, through which different parts of the phosphoproteome can be uncovered.
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In Chapter 4, we investigated the global response to four tyrosine kinase inhibitors
(imatinib, dasatinib, bosutinib, and nilotinib) in A431 epidermoid carcinoma cells. To obtain
data on the abundance of potential drug targets, we first quantified the kinome of the
A431 cell line by using spectral counting. Next, we used an affinity-chromatography-based
chemical proteomic approach to identify potential targets of each inhibitor. This approach
allowed us to assess the differential protein enrichment of each cellular target in the
A431 microenvironment. More than 25 tyrosine kinases showed affinity to the drugs, with
imatinib and nilotinib displaying a high specificity, especially when compared to dasatinib
and bosutinib. Moreover, nilotinib displayed a unique and substantial affinity to JAK1, a
new potential target of this drug. To evaluate the global tyrosine phosphorylation dynamics
that occur in A431 cells upon treatment with each of the four inhibitors, phosphotyrosine
peptides were enriched and identified by quantitative mass spectrometry. We were able to
quantify 1,434 phosphopeptides with a total of 721 unique tyrosine phosphorylation sites.
The quantitative results reflected the data obtained by the chemical proteomic approach.
Bosutinib substantially decreased the tyrosine phosphorylation of most quantified
phosphopeptides. A similar, although less dramatic effect was observed following dasatinib
treatment. The effect induced by nilotinib was even more subtle, and finally imatinib led
to the down-regulation of only few phosphopeptides. In general, our data reveal the high
promiscuity of certain tyrosine kinase inhibitors, which may hamper their effectiveness in a
clinical setting and/or induce serious side effects.

SAMENVATTING

Dit werk beschrijft het gebruik van massaspectrometrie in proteomics onderzoeksgebied.
De nadruk ligt in dit proefschrift op de ontwikkeling en verbetering van nieuwe methoden
in het phosphoproteomics onderzoek met als doel een zo compleet mogelijk beeld van de
biologische celsignalering te vergaren.
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In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een algemene inleiding gegeven over massaspectrometrie
gebaseerde proteomics en hoe men deze technieken kan gebruiken om inzicht te krijgen
in de intracellulaire fosforylering en signalering mechanismen. Ook wordt er een overzicht
gegeven van huidige methoden en uitdagingen met betrekking tot monster preparatie,
monster meeting en data analyse. Verder worden belangrijke aspecten van veel gebruikte
kwantificatie methoden besproken, alsmede de daarbij behorende uitdagingen van
statistische aard. De hierop volgende hoofdstukken beschrijven verscheidene verbeteringen
op fosfoproteomics methoden en de verkenning van verschillende aspecten van cellulaire
signalering.
In hoofdstuk 2 werd er gebruik gemaakt van speciale antilichamen die het PKA consensus
motief [R/K][R/K]X[pS/pT] herkennen, om beter de activiteit van kinasen te karakteriseren.
Deze doelgerichte fosfoproteomics strategie werd gebruikt om temporale profielen van PKA
substraten in PGE2 gestimuleerde Jurkat T-lymfocyt cellen te reconstrueren. De methode
maakt gebruik van de hoge affiniteit van antilichamen voor specifieke PKA motief purificatie
in combinatie met een kosten efficiënte stabiele isotoop dimethyl labeling, waarvoor een
grote monster hoeveelheid vereist is (~ 20mg). In slechts 9 uur LC-MS analyse tijd werden
meer dan 600 unieke fosfopeptiden geïdentificeerd, waarvan 280 fosfosites met hoge
lokalisatie zekerheid en een PKA consensus motief. In totaal zijn 586 fosfopeptiden, van
meer dan 300 eiwitten, gekwantificeerd in 3 tijdspunten gestimuleerd met PGE2. Velen, maar
niet alle gedetecteerde fosfopeptiden met een putatieve PKA motief, hebben een statistisch
significante verhoging in abundantie na 1 en 60 minuten stimulatie. Interessant is dat ook
verscheidene fosfopeptiden een significante vermindering ondervinden na stimulatie,
met name na 60 min. We identificeerden 9 fysiologisch bevestigde PKA sites. De RAF1,
BRAF en ITGA4 eiwitten werden gefosforyleerd op plekken die een gedocumenteerde
functie hebben. Na vergelijking met een onderzoek waarin op grote schaal met SCX-IMAC
fosfopeptiden werden geïdentificeerd (meer dan 10.500 sites), werd een kleine overlap van
0.2% gevonden, dat duid op de grote mate van selectiviteit en orthogonaliteit van de hier
beschreven methode.
In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we Ti4+-IMAC fosfopeptide verrijking onderzocht op kwantitatieve
robuustheid. Als eerst werd de kwantitatieve reproduceerbaarheid van deze fosfopeptide
verrijkingstechniek gedemonstreerd in HeLa cellen. Vervolgens werd met deze techniek
het fosfoproteoom van Prostaglandin E2 gestimuleerde Jurkat T cellen gemeten over zes
verschillende stimulatie duraties (0-60min). De methode is zeer gevoelig daar voor de
verrijking slechts 200 mg eiwit digest werd gebruikt. In totaal werden 12.799 unieke fosfosites
gemeten over alle tijdspunten, resulterend in 108 snapshots van het fosfoproteoom. Een
grote kwantitatieve reproduceerbaarheid werd aangetoond tussen de technische replicaten
(gemiddelde r >0.9) alsmede een grote overeenkomst tussen de biologische replicaten
(mediaan CV <0.2). In totaal werden 2.983 fosfosites gereguleerd in op zijn minst een van
de 6 gestimuleerde tijdspunten. Een grote verscheidenheid aan fosfosites uit verschillende
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kinase klassen (AGC, MAPK/CDK en CK2) en signaaltransductie routes werden slechts
tijdelijk geactiveerd. De omschreven robuuste techniek voor fosfopeptide analyse die
toepasbaar is op grote hoeveelheden monsters van elke origine vormt een volwaardig
alternatief voor wetenschappers in de fosfoproteoom gemeenschap.

In hoofdstuk 5 werd het gebruik van verschillende complementaire proteases in
fosfoproteomics geëvalueerd. In de grote meerderheid van alle methoden gebruikt in
proteomics studies werd slecht een enkele protease gebruikt; trypsine. Alhoewel het
overduidelijk is dat trypsine het best beschikbare enzym voor proteomics is, kan dit enzym
niet alle fosforylatiesites identificeren omdat niet alle tryptische fosfopeptiden efficient
gedetecteerd kunnen worden door RPLC-MS/MS. In deze studie werd het fosfoproteoom
van Jurkat T cellen gedigesteerd met AspN, chymotrypsine, GluC, LysC en trypsine en
gedetecteerd na Ti4+-IMAC verrijking. In totaal werden 37.771 unieke phosphopeptiden
geïdentificeerd, waarvan 18.430 unieke fosforylatie sites. Onze data laat zien dat de overlap
tussen de verschillende datasets, gecreëerd d.m.v. verschillende proteasen, marginaal is
en dat 70% van alle gedetecteerde sites afkomst is van een enkele protease. De data
vormt een significante verbetering dan wanneer slechts een enkel protease word gebruikt.
Bovendien, werden veel geïdentificeerde sites niet eerder in de literatuur beschreven,
dat duid op de grote complementariteit van deze proteases en de additionele toegang tot
verschillende onderdelen van het fosfoproteoom onderstreept.
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In hoofdstuk 4 werden de globale effecten van vier tyrosine kinase inhibitors (imatinib,
dasatinib, bosutinib en nilotinib) in A431 epidermoid carcinoma cellen onderzocht. Om het
eiwitniveau van potentiële drug targets te verkrijgen werd eerst het kinome van de A431
cellen gekwantificeerd d.m.v. spectral counting. Hierna werd een chemische proteomics
methode met affiniteit chromatografie gebruikt om potentiële drug targets te identificeren.
Meer dan 25 tyrosine kinasen bleken affiniteit voor de medicijnen te hebben, waarin imatinib
en nilotinib de hoogste specificiteit vertoonden. Daarnaast vertoonde nilotinib een unieke
en substantantiele affiniteit voor JAK1, een nieuw potentieel doelwit voor dit medicijn. Om
de tyrosine fosforylatie dynamiek in A431 cellen, behandeld met de vier inhibitoren, te
meten werden immunoaffiniteit met kwantitatieve massaspectrometrie gebruikt. In totaal
werden 1.434 fosfopeptiden geïdentificeerd waarvan 721 unieke tyrosine fosforylaties.
Deze data kwamen overeen met de data van de chemische proteomics studie. Bosutinib
liet de grootste vermindering in tyrosine fosforylatie zien. Een vergelijkbaar, maar minder
dramatisch, effect werd waargenomen in de dasatinib behandelde cellen. Het effect van
nilotinib was nog minder en tot slot leidde imatinib behandeling tot de verlaging van slechts
enkele fosfosites. Over het algemeen laat onze data de hoge aspecificiteit van tyrosine
kinase inhibitoren zien, dat een potentiele verklaring vormt voor het feit dat in een klinische
setting deze medicijnen serieuze bijwerkingen veroorzaken.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

Over the last decade, advances in sample preparation, sample analysis, and MS
instrumentation have made MS-based proteomics the method of choice for the qualitatively
and quantitatively investigation of biological questions associated to a multitude of different
proteomes, including the analysis of posttranslational modifications and protein-protein
interactions (1-5). Despite this significant progress, MS-based proteomics still faces crucial
challenges, especially in terms of detectability, sensitivity and reproducibility. To make
proteins detectable by MS analysis, they first need to be digested to peptides. However,
this process is not completely uniform and also generates peptide sequences that are
unsuitable for MS analysis. Furthermore, not all features that are detected and fragmented
by MS are confidently identified by current search engines.
Trypsin is by far the gold standard protease for proteomics experiments because of its
high cleavage specificity, generating peptides that are very suitable for MS analysis (6).
Generally, these peptides are between 7-35 amino acids long, however, in silico trypsin
digestion reveals that the majority of proteolytic peptides are very small (i.e. ≤ 6 residues),
too small for successful MS sequencing (7). Although for some proteomics experiments a
‘complete’ protein coverage is not necessary, this aspect becomes crucial when interested
in the characterization of sub-proteomes such as the system-wide phospho-proteome.
Therefore, the use of a single enzyme will limit the theoretically observable part of a given
proteome and consequently, many potential phosphosites remain inaccessible (7, 8).
To overcome this problem, different proteases can be used to generate complementary
peptides. The main drawbacks of this approach are the longer MS measurement time, higher
cost and inevitably more starting material. Cell line models are regularly used in proteomics
for cancer research, allowing researchers to virtually work with unlimited material. However,
these ex vivo systems do not fully represent in vivo conditions. As example, oxygen as
well as, nutrients concentration might be significantly different in cell culture incubators
compared to primary cells or physiological tissues. To tackle this discrepancy, threedimensional cell culture systems are becoming used (9), as well as biopsy samples (10) or
xenograft models (11), although such approaches still suffer by the limiting amount of protein
material available to analyze. Adding to the challenge, when interested in PTMs, their substoichiometric abundance does not make them readily observable. As a result, additional
enrichment steps are required. Ideally, these methods should be of high specificity, high
sensitivity and high reproducibility, generating data in a high-throughput fashion.
Once the samples are measured, hundreds to tens of thousands of fragment ion spectra are
recorded. A large number software have been developed to handle this impressive amount
of data and, undoubtedly they have accelerated the progress of proteomics studies (12).
However, the successful assignment of the fragment ion spectra to peptide sequences, the
correct assignment of the position of PTMs, the inference of the proteins represented by the
identified peptides still present complex computational and statistical challenges (13-15).
The main difficulty is to make the search more and more efficient, and how to control the
rate of false positive identifications, especially in the case when the interest is in PTMs. New
software, new search strategies, and new algorithms are continuously released, almost at
the same speed as the MS instrumentations and sample preparation methods, however,
typically only up to 60% of these spectra are confidently assigned to peptides, suggesting
some room for improvement. The work described in this thesis addressed a number of these
challenges already but further progress needs to be made to map PTMs comprehensively.
In conclusion, MS-based proteomics will further move toward getting the relevant (phospho)
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proteomics data in less analysis time; reducing the quantity of material required; and
allowing in-depth analysis of homogenous cell populations or micro-dissected tissue (16).
If one looks at how rapidly MS-based proteomics has developed over the last decade,
allowing nowadays to accurately identify and quantify thousands of proteins and PTMs in a
single experiment, one can conclude that in the next decade, further improvements in MS
instrumentation, phosphoproteomic strategies, analysis tools and data modeling, through
the integration with complementary systems biology data, will enable the comprehensive
characterization of phosphorylation signaling dynamics. Fully understanding how cells
make decisions is thus not too far away.
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